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Datum der Disputation:Zusammenfassung
Normale Materie ist aus Atomen aufgebaut, in deren Zentrum ein Atomkern den Großteil der
Masse ausmacht. Dieser Atomkern setzt sich wiederum aus Protonen und Neutronen zusam-
men. Durch Beschleunigerexperimente kennt man heutzutage hunderte diesen Kernbausteinen
¨ ahnliche Teilchen. Sie alle sind aus Quarks aufgebaut. All jene Teilchen, die wie Protonen
und Neutronen aus drei Valenzquarks bestehen, nennt man Baryonen. Alle Teilchen, die von
einem Quark und einem Anti-Quark gebildet werden nennt man Mesonen. Das Proton ist das
leichteste der Baryonen, alle anderen zerfallen und bilden letztlich ein Proton. Nur das Neutron
ist, solange es im Atomkern gebunden ist, ebenfalls stabil. Die beiden Kernbausteine bestehen
aus einer unterschiedlichen Kombination von up (u) und down (d) Quarks. Es existieren
schwerere Varianten dieser ersten Quarkfamilie: charm (c) und strange (s) sowie top (t) und
bottom (b). Diese zwei Familien sind instabil; je h¨ oher die Quarkmasse, desto geringer die
Lebensdauer. Das schwerste Quark, das top, zerf¨ allt bereits bevor es eine Bindung zu einem
anderen Quark aufbauen kann. Von allen anderen Quarks sind gebundene Zust¨ ande bekannt.
Freie Quarks konnten hingegen nicht nachgewiesen werden. Der Grund liegt im speziellen
Potential der starken Kraft, welche die Wechselwirkung zwischen Quarks durch den Austausch
von Gluonen beschreibt. Dieses Potential beinhaltet neben einem Coulomb-artigen Term einen
zweiten Term, der zu großen Abst¨ anden hin linear ansteigt. Die Kopplungskonstante des
Coulomb-Terms der starken Wechselwirkung weist allerdings auch eine starke Abh¨ angigkeit
vom Abstand auf, daher wird sie auch als laufend bezeichnet. Als Resultat nimmt die St¨ arke der
Bindungen durch die starke Kraft mit kleiner werdendem Abstand stark ab; dieses Ph¨ anomen
wird asymptotische Freiheit genannt.
Bei ansteigender Quarkdichte sollten sich Bindungen daher l¨ osen und einen Zustand quasi-
freier Farbladungen – den Ladungen der starken Kraft – aufweisen. Dies gilt auch f¨ ur einen
Anstieg der Temperatur. Dieser Materiezustand wird als Quark-Gluon-Plasma bezeichnet.
Es wird vermutet, dass er sowohl im Zentrum kompakter Sterne herrscht, als auch dass ihn
das entstehende Universum wenige Mikrosekunden nach dem Urknall durchlaufen hat. Der
Nachweis und die Vermessung des Quark-Gluon-Plasmas hat daher weitreichende Auswirkungen
auf das Verst¨ andniss von grundlegenden teilchen- und astrophysikalischen Prozessen.
In der Kollision stark beschleunigter schwerer Ionen vermutet man Dr¨ ucke und Temperaturen,
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die hoch genug sind, um ein Quark-Gluon-Plasma zu erzeugen. Allein die Tatsache, dass ein
solcher Feuerball eine extrem kurze Lebensdauer hat erschwert seinen Nachweis, den man nur
auf die Rekonstruktion der entstandenen Produkte st¨ utzen kann.
Quarkonia, gebundene Zust¨ ande schwerer Quark-Antiquark-Paare, sind vielversprechende
Sonden f¨ ur das Studium des Quark-Gluon-Plasmas. Eine wichtige Referenz f¨ ur Resultate
in Schwerionenkollisionen sind Pr¨ azisionsmessungen in Proton-Proton-St¨ oßen, in denen kein
Quark-Gluon-Plasma erwartet wird. Die grundlegenden Produktionsmechanismen von Quarko-
nia in Kollisionen zweier Hadronen konnten bislang jedoch nicht abschließend gekl¨ art werden.
Trotz ihrer konzeptuellen Unterschiede k¨ onnen die drei g¨ angigsten Modelle – das Color-Singlet
Model (CSM), das Color-Evaporation Model (CEM) und der nicht-relativistische QCD-Ansatz
(NRQCD) – allesamt einen Großteil der gemessenen Daten zu Produktionswirkungsquerschnit-
ten beschreiben. Neue Messgr¨ oßen, wie beispielsweise die Polarisation, sowie Daten in einem
h¨ oheren Energiebereich sind notwendig, um die konkurrierenden Modelle zu pr¨ ufen.
Das Proton ist ein komplexes Objekt. Es besteht aus einer Vielzahl an Partonen: Valenzquarks,
Seequarks und Gluonen. Aktuelle Monte Carlo-Simulationsprogramme, wie Pythia 6.4, behan-
deln die harte Parton-Streuung, die letztlich zur Bildung eines Quarkoniums f¨ uhrt, weitgehend
unabh¨ angig von den umgebenden Prozessen des Ereignisses. Die Untersuchung einer eventuellen
Korrelation zwischen diesen beiden Teilen k¨ onnte wesentlich zu einem besseren Verst¨ andnis der
fundamentalen Quarkonia-Produktion und dem Ablauf einer Proton-Proton-Kollision f¨ uhren.
Die Messung von Quarkonia in Schwerionenkollisionen k¨ onnte grunds¨ atzlich zum Verst¨ andnis
des Quark-Gluon-Plasmas beitragen. Allerdings ist eine Interpretation der Daten komplexer
als urspr¨ unglich angenommen. Demnach w¨ urde das schwere Quark-Antiquarkpaar, das bereits
gebunden ist oder im Begri↵ ist eine Bindung einzugehen, durch die quasi-freien Farbladungen
im Quark-Gluon-Plasma getrennt, analog zu dem aus der Elektrodynamik bekannten Prozess
der Debye-Abschirmung. In der Folge sollte es im Vergleich zu Proton-Proton-Kollisionen zu
einer Unterdr¨ uckung der gemessenen Raten kommen. Doch anhand verschiedener Messungen
stellte sich heraus, dass einige andere E↵ekte ebenfalls Einﬂuss auf die Quarkonia-Messraten
haben und ber¨ ucksichtigt werden m¨ ussen. Dies sind auf der einen Seite verschiedene E↵ekte
kalter Kernmaterie. Diese treten bereits durch die Pr¨ asenz der Kernmaterie auf, selbst wenn
kein ¨ Ubergang zu einem Plasmazustand stattgefunden hat. Durch Messungen von Kollisionen
von Protonen mit schweren Ionen, bei denen kein Quark-Gluon-Plasma erwartet wird jedoch
Kernmaterie im Spiel ist, versucht man diese E↵ekte genau zu vermessen. Auf der anderen Seite
wird vermutet, dass im Falle eines Plasmazustandes auch E↵ekte, die der Unterdr¨ uckung der
Raten von Quarkonia der c¯ c-Familie entgegenlaufen, auftreten. Erste Blei-Blei-Messungen von
ALICE lassen sich mit einem solchen Szenario interpretieren, allerdings nur innerhalb großer
Unsicherheiten aufgrund fehlender Kollisionsdaten von Protonen mit schweren Ionen. Bei
Quarkonia der b¯ b-Familie vermutet man kaum E↵ekte, die der Unterdr¨ uckung entgegenwirken.
In der Tat zeigen erste Messungen von CMS am LHC eine starke Unterdr¨ uckung der Raten
dieser Teilchen im Vergleich zu Proton-Proton-Daten.v
Der aktuelle Stand der theoretischen Modelle und der Messung von Quarkonia, sowohl in
Proton-Proton- als auch in Schwerionenkollisionen, wird in Kapitel 2 der vorliegenden Arbeit
besprochen.
ALICE ist das Experiment am CERN-LHC, das insbesondere zur Studie von Schwerionenkol-
lisionen konzipiert wurde. Der technische Aufbau wurde f¨ ur Pr¨ azisionsmessungen in besonders
hohen Spurdichten und f¨ ur Teilchen mit sehr niedrigem Transversalimpuls optimiert. Das
Experiment besteht aus mehreren verschiedenen Detektoren zum Nachweis und zur Vermessung
der Teilchenspuren, sowohl bei zentralen als auch bei vorw¨ artsgerichteten Rapidit¨ aten. F¨ ur
die vorliegende Studie werden Elektronenspuren bei zentralen Pseudorapidit¨ aten von |⌘| < 0.9
analysiert. Die f¨ ur diese Messung wichtigsten Detektoren sind das Inner Tracking System und
die Time Projection Chamber.
Letztere ist eine zylindrische, gasgef¨ ullte Kammer mit Vieldraht-Proportionalz¨ ahlern an den
Endkappen und einer zentralen Elektrode. Geladene Teilchen ionisieren das Detektorgas und
erzeugen so Spuren entlang ihrer Flugbahn. Die Elektronen aus der Ionisation driften im
angelegten elektrischen Feld zu den Endkappen und werden dort ausgelesen. Anhand ihrer
Position an der Endkappe und der Driftzeit l¨ asst sich die Spur dreidimensional rekonstruieren.
Ihre Kr¨ ummung im Feld des Magneten, der die Detektoren umschließt, liefert den Impuls
des Teilchens. Die St¨ arke der Ionisation pro zur¨ uckgelegter Wegstrecke l¨ asst zudem ¨ uber den
speziﬁschen Energieverlust auf die Teilchensorte schließen. Mit dieser Methode werden in der
vorliegenden Arbeit Elektronen-Kandidaten ausgew¨ ahlt.
Durch eine besonders genaue Ortsauﬂ¨ osung und die N¨ ahe zum prim¨ aren Kollisionspunkt
verbessert das Inner Tracking System die Bestimmung der Teilchenimpulse. Auch wird mit
diesem Detektor der Ort der prim¨ aren Kollision gemessen. Des Weiteren wird das Inner
Tracking System in der vorliegenden Arbeit verwendet, um die Multiplizit¨ at der Kollisionen zu
bestimmen.
Der Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) wurde aufgrund seiner Ausbaustufe im Jahr 2010,
also zur Zeit der Aufnahme der in dieser Studie untersuchten Daten, nicht in die Analyse mit
einbezogen. In der Zwischenzeit wurde dieser Detektor jedoch deutlich erweitert: In zuk¨ unftig
aufgenommenen Daten ist daher mit einer deutlichen Verbesserung der Elektronen-Identiﬁkation
zu rechnen. Dar¨ uber hinaus wird mit dem TRD auch eine explizite Vorab-Selektion von pp-
Kollisionen, die zu hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit ein Quarkonium enthalten, m¨ oglich.
F¨ ur die Rekonstruktion aufgenommener Kollisionsdaten ist eine stetige Kalibration der Detek-
toren n¨ otig. Im Fall des TRD erfolgt diese anhand verschiedener Parameter wie beispielsweise
Druck und Temperatur. Des Weiteren muss auch die Konﬁguration und der Status der Elek-
tronik jedes TRD-Moduls einbezogen werden. Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde
eine Methode zur Abfrage, Verarbeitung und Archivierung dieser Konﬁgurationsparameter
entwickelt. Eine Beschreibung ﬁndet sich in Anhang A dieser Arbeit.
Beim Durchqueren von Materie emittieren Elektronen mit einer gewissen Wahrscheinlichkeit
Bremsstrahlung und verlieren dabei an Bewegungsenergie. Mit den aktuellen Methoden zurvi
Spurrekonstruktion in ALICE kann dieser Energieverlust nicht bestimmt werden. In der
Messung von Quarkonia ¨ uber deren Zerfall in ein Elektron-Positron-Paar ergibt sich hier-
durch eine asymmetrische Massenverteilung, die wiederum einhergeht mit einer verringerten
Rekonstruktionse zienz. Verschiedene Ans¨ atze um den Energieverlust durch Bremsstrahlung
einzubeziehen, sowie deren m¨ ogliche Anwendung in der ALICE-Spurrekonstruktion, werden in
Kapitel 3 besprochen. Dort wird auch der experimentelle Aufbau von ALICE beschrieben.
Das J/ -Teilchen ist das zuerst entdeckte Quarkonium und der niedrigste Bindungszustand
der c¯ c-Familie mit den Quantenzahlen des Photons. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde der
inklusive Produktions-Wirkungsquerschnitt des J/ -Teilchens in inelastischen pp-Kollisionen
mit einer Schwerpunktsenergie von
p
s = 7 TeV bestimmt. Die Messung erfolgte ¨ uber den
Zerfallskanal des J/  in ein Elektron-Positron-Paar und in einem Rapidit¨ atsintervall von
|y| < 0.9. Das Ergebnis f¨ ur den integrierten Wert lautet:  J/ (|y| < 0.9) = 10.7 ± 0.8 (stat.) ±
1.4 (syst.) ± 0.4 (lumi.) µb. Gemeinsam mit der ALICE-Messung im µ+µ -Zerfallskanal
bei vorw¨ artsgerichteten Rapidit¨ aten und Daten von anderen Experimenten gibt das hier
gewonnene Resultat des pt-integrierten Wirkungsquerschnittes eine umfassende Messung der
J/ -Rapidit¨ atsverteilung ab. ALICE ist das einzige Experiment am LHC das bei zentralen
Rapidit¨ aten in der Lage ist, J/  bis zu pt = 0 nachzuweisen. Daher existieren in diesem Ra-
pidit¨ atsintervall keine Resultate anderer Experimente zum direkten Vergleich, da insbesondere
niedrige Transversalimpulse zum gesamten Wirkungsquerschnitt beitragen. Experimente, die
ihre Daten an Beschleunigern mit niedrigerer Energie genommen haben, decken jedoch einen
¨ ahnlichen kinematischen Bereich ab. Ein Vergleich mit diesen Daten zeigt, dass die Produktion
von J/  eine starke Kollisionsenergie-Abh¨ angigkeit aufweist. Weiterhin wurde in der vorliegen-
den Arbeit eine di↵erentielle Analyse der J/ -Produktion als Funktion des Transversalimpulses
durchgef¨ uhrt. Ein Vergleich zu verf¨ ugbaren Daten anderer LHC-Experimente bei zentraler
Rapidit¨ at und gleicher Schwerpunktsenergie zeigt in dem Bereich in dem sich die Spektren
¨ uberlappen eine hervorragende ¨ Ubereinstimmung.
Die gewonnenen Daten als Funktion der Rapidit¨ at, der Schwerpunktsenergie und des Transver-
salimpulses wurden in Beziehung zu den verf¨ ugbaren Vorhersagen der drei Modelle, CSM, CEM
und NRQCD, gesetzt. Allerdings beinhalten die Modelle im Gegensatz zu den gezeigten Mess-
resultaten nur den Anteil der inklusiven Produktion, der nicht von Zerf¨ allen von b-Hadronen,
also Teilchen, die ein b Valenz-Quark enthalten, stammen. Jedoch liefern erste vorl¨ auﬁge
Messungen ungef¨ ahre Werte dieses Beitrags. Zieht man diese in Betracht, so l¨ asst sich eine
gute ¨ Ubereinstimmung aller drei Modelle mit den Daten annehmen. F¨ ur einen abschließenden
Vergleich ist jedoch eine genaue Bestimmung notwendig. Die großen Unsicherheiten der ver-
schiedenen Modellvorhersagen, innerhalb derer sie alle miteinander ¨ ubereinstimmen, werden
jedoch auch dann vermutlich keine klare Aussage zulassen, welches Modell gegen¨ uber den
anderen zu bevorzugen sei.
Die vorliegende Studie wurde in Verbindung mit der ALICE-J/  ! e+e -Analysegruppe
durchgef¨ uhrt. Einige Teile konnten zur gemeinsamen Arbeit dieser Gruppe beitragen, welchevii
letztlich zur Publikation der ersten J/ -Messung mit ALICE gef¨ uhrt hat. Dar¨ uber hinaus
dienen die vorliegenden Resultate als Gegenprobe der publizierten Werte. Daher wurde ein
Vergleich zwischen den beiden Analysen angestellt, sowohl f¨ ur den integrierten Wert als auch f¨ ur
die di↵erentiellen Messungen. Eine sehr gute ¨ Ubereinstimmung wurde gefunden, die Resultate
konnten best¨ atigt werden. Durch eine weitergehende Modiﬁkation der Analysemethoden konnte
in der vorliegenden Arbeit eine Verringerung der statistischen und systematischen Fehler um
20% bzw. 5% gegen¨ uber den publizierten Messwerten erzielt werden.
Die hier zusammengefasste Analyse und ihre Resultate werden in Kapitel 4 ausf¨ uhrlich vorgestellt
und diskutiert.
Eine v¨ ollig neue Betrachtung der J/ -Produktion in Proton-Proton-Kollisionen wurde
aufbauend auf den zuvor genannten Ergebnissen vorgenommen. Zum ersten Mal wurden die
J/ -Messraten als Funktion der Multiplizit¨ at geladener Teilchen bestimmt. Die Beschreibung
dieser Analyse ﬁndet sich in Kapitel 5 der vorliegenden Arbeit. Das Ergebnis dieser Analyse
ist ein n¨ aherungsweise linearer Anstieg der J/ -Produktionsraten mit der Multiplizit¨ at. Dies
gilt sowohl f¨ ur die Messung aus der vorliegenden Arbeit bei zentralen Rapidit¨ aten (|y| < 0.9)
im Zerfallskanal J/  ! e+e , als auch bei vorw¨ artsgerichteten Rapidit¨ aten (2.5 <y<4.0)
im Zerfallskanal J/  ! µ+µ . In beiden F¨ allen wurden J/  mit pt > 0 rekonstruiert und
die Multiplizit¨ at im Bereich |⌘| < 1.0 bestimmt. Mit der Menge der aktuell verf¨ ugbaren
Kollisionsdaten ist eine Messung bis zum etwa Vierfachen der mittleren Multiplizit¨ at aller
analysierten Proton-Proton-Kollisionen m¨ oglich. Dort wurde gegen¨ uber dem Durchschnitt aller
analysierten Ereignisse eine Erh¨ ohung um das etwa 8-fache bei zentralen und um das etwa
5-fache bei vorw¨ artsgerichteten Rapidit¨ aten gefunden. Die Resultate der zwei unabh¨ angigen
Analysen sind auf dem Weg zur gemeinsamen Publikation.
Ein Grund f¨ ur diese starke Korrelation k¨ onnte sein, dass die Produktion eines J/  oder allgemein
eines c¯ c-Paares von einer starken hadronischen Aktivit¨ at begleitet wird. Jedoch ist zweifelhalft
ob sich eine solche Korrelation unver¨ andert ¨ uber etwa drei Einheiten der Rapidit¨ at erstrecken
k¨ onnte. Eine andere Interpretation ist, dass pp-Kollisionen mit dem gleichen Konzept des
Stoßparameters wie Schwerionenkollisionen behandelt werden m¨ ussen. Je zentraler eine Kollision,
desto h¨ oher die Wahrscheinlichkeit daf¨ ur, dass mehrere prim¨ are partonische Wechselwirkungen
in einem Ereignis stattﬁnden. Wenn dies nun f¨ ur Streuprozesse mit niedrigem sowie mit
hohem Energie¨ ubertrag gilt, wobei erstere f¨ ur den Hauptanteil der produzierten geladenen
Spuren verantwortlich sind und letztere unter anderem f¨ ur die Produktion von schweren
Quarks, k¨ onnte sich eine Korrelation wie die gemessene ergeben. Dies st¨ unde allerdings im
Gegensatz zur aktuellen Implementierung von beispielsweise Pythia 6.4. Simulationen von
2 ! 2 Streuprozessen mit diesem Monte Carlo-Simulationsprogramm k¨ onnen den Verlauf der
Messwerte in der Tat nicht reproduzieren. Weitergehende Studien mit verschiedenen Monte
Carlo-Simulationsprogrammen k¨ onnten im Hinblick auf deren jeweilige Implementierung von
mehrfachen partonischen Wechelwirkungen in einzelnen Ereignissen ein tieferes Verst¨ andnis
verscha↵en. Letztlich werden multiplizit¨ atsabh¨ angige Analysen von D-Mesonen, anderenviii
Quarkonia und anderen Produkten harter Streuprozesse kl¨ aren, welcher Natur und insbesondere
auch wie grundlegend der beobachtete E↵ekt ist.
Eine weitere M¨ oglichkeit, die sich aus dem Vergleich der in der vorliegenden Arbeit gezeigten
Resultate und der entsprechenden Messung von D-Mesonen ergibt, ist die Frage zu kl¨ aren, ob
bereits in pp-Kollisionen von besonders hoher Multiplizit¨ at kollektive E↵ekte zu beobachten
sind. Bislang wurden derartige E↵ekte nur in Kollisionen schwerer Ionen diskutiert. Erste
theoretische Studien werfen diese Fragestellung im Hinblick auf die hohen Multiplizit¨ aten in
p
s = 7 TeV pp-Kollisionen jedoch auf. Da pp-Daten als Referenz f¨ ur Schwerionenkollisionen
verwendet werden, sollte mit einer entsprechenden Messung Klarheit gescha↵en werden.Contents
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Introduction
1.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
According to the standard model of particle physics, all matter and forces are built up and
mediated by a small set of elementary particles. The theory was formulated in its present form
in the 1970s after a variety of experimental ﬁndings. Especially the observation of point-like
constituents inside protons in deep-inelastic scattering experiments clariﬁed that the quark
hypothesis of Murray Gell-Mann[1] and George Zweig[2] from 1964 was indeed justiﬁed. At
that time no experimental hint for the existence of such particles was given; only the growing
number of known “elementary” particles and symmetries among them led to this idea.
In the standard model, all matter consists of so-called fermions while all interactions between
them is mediated by bosons.
1.1.1 Matter
Fermions are particles with half-integer spin. They obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics1 and the
Pauli exclusion principle. The latter states that no two identical fermions can agree in all
quantum numbers at the same time. There are two groups of fundamental matter particles:
quarks and leptons. As summarized in Table 1.1, both groups are divided into three families
of two particles each. Three of the leptons—the electron e, the muon µ and the tau ⌧—carry
one unit of electric charge while the other three, the associated neutrinos, are not electrically
charged. Quarks, on the other hand, carry fractional charges: +3/2 in case of the up u, charm
c and top t and  1/3 in case of the down d, strange s and bottom b. The di↵erent types of
quarks are also called ﬂavors. In Table 1.1 the particle masses increase from left to right.
1The average number of fermions in a single-particle state r in a system of identical fermions is given by
the Fermi-Dirac distribution: hnri = {exp[(Er   µ)/kBT] +1 }
 1. Here Er is the energy of the state r, µ the
chemical potential, kB Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature[3].
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All of those 12 fundamental fermions have a corresponding anti-fermion, a particle of same
mass and lifetime but with opposite sign of charge and magnetic moment. The existence of
anti-matter was already predicted by Dirac in 1928[4] after the derivation of the equation named
after him. This is the relativistic quantum mechanical wave equation for spin 1/2 particles
assuming positive as well as negative solutions for the particle energies.
Family El. Charge
123
Quarks
uct + 2 /3
dsb  1/3
Leptons
⌫e ⌫µ ⌫⌧ 0
e µ⌧  1
Table 1.1: The elementary matter particles of the standard model.
Another di↵erence between quarks and leptons is that in contrast to the latter the former
exhibit another degree of freedom, the color. Of course that is only a ﬁgurative description and
does not correspond to photon emission or absorption or even visible colors. The word stems
from the circumstance that there are di↵erent color charges what will be further explained in
the next section.
An interesting fact is, that the total charge of the quarks is 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 2/3   3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 1/3 = 3 and
of the leptons  1⇥ 3= 3. Therefore, the total charge of all fermions (and in the same way of
all anti-fermions) is zero. This is interpreted such that the Standard Model does not exhibit
any anomalies and is a renormalizable2 ﬁeld theory[5].
1.1.2 Interactions
All interactions between the above named matter particles are mediated by bosons belonging to
the fundamental forces. In contrast to fermions these particles obey the Bose-Einstein statistics3
and carry integer spin. Two or more identical bosons can occupy the same quantum state at
the same time. There are four di↵erent fundamental interactions, summarized in Table 1.2.
2Renormalization is a method to remove formal inﬁnities from all experimental predictions of a theory and
deals with parameters describing large and small distance scales.
3The average number of bosons in a single-particle state r is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution:
hnri = {exp[(Er   µ)/kBT]   1}
 1. The di↵erence to the Fermi-Dirac statistics is the minus sign in the
denominator. Note that this formula yields the average number of bosons in a quantum state. To calculate this
number for an energy level the degeneracy of the state must be multiplied[3].1.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics 3
Interaction Coupling to Range Bosons Boson Mass Relative
(m) (GeV/c2) Strength
strong quarks, gluons 10 15 8 gluons 0 1
weak quarks, leptons 10 18 W±,Z0 ⇡ 102 10 5
elektromagn. elektr. charged 1   0 10 2
gravity mass 1 (graviton) 0 10 38
Table 1.2: The gauge bosons of the fundamental forces. The graviton is shown in
parenthesis because it has not been observed so far. Relative strengths are approximate
and taken from[6].
The gravitation keeps us on the ground as well as the moon bound to the earth and the latter
to the sun. It is the dominant force at the scale of the universe since it couples to all particles
even though it is the by far weakest of the forces, compare the relative strengths of the forces
in Table 1.2. On the other hand the gravitation most likely does not play any substantial role
in sub-atomic scales due to its weakness. The gravitation has always an attractive potential
and is supposedly mediated by the graviton, a spin 2 boson. Nevertheless, so far it was not
possible to describe this force within the standard model. Also, the reason why gravity is so
much weaker than all the other forces is one of the biggest unsolved questions in physics, the
hierarchy problem.
Electromagnetic interactions are mediated by the exchange of photons  . They couple to all
electrically charged particles. By this force all atoms and molecules are bound and an indirect
result of it are also all intermolecular forces. The theory of the electromagnetic interaction is
the theory of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). Predictions by QED and measurements are in
extremely precise agreement.
The mediators of the weak force are the W± and Z0 bosons with masses of around 100 GeV/c2.
These huge masses result in very short ranges and are the reason why the weak force is the
only one that does not exhibit any bound states. However, it is responsible for decay processes
such as the  -decay of unstable nuclear isotopes. Within the concept of the electro-weak
uniﬁcation those two forces can be described as di↵erent aspects of the same theory. Above
a given temperature both forces will merge into a single one. The originators of this theory,
Glashow, Salam and Weinberg, were awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1979.
Finally, the gauge bosons of the strong interaction are the gluons. Although their mass is zero
the range of the strong interaction is limited to very short distances of the order of a fm. The
reason is that—in contrast to all the other forces—the exchange bosons of the strong interaction
do themselves carry the charge of the strong force, the color. Thus, also gluons interact by the
exchange of gluons.
The color comprises three times two di↵erent types: r, b and g, standing for red, blue and4 Introduction
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Figure 1.1: Two Feynman diagrams of ﬁrst (left) and second (right) order electro-
magnetic e+e  ! µ+µ  scattering processes. Compare to e.g.[7].
green, and the corresponding anti-colors ¯ r, ¯ b and ¯ g. As already mentioned in the previous
section, this property surely does not correspond to any visible color. Merely the properties of
this charge led to its descriptive name. All compound quark states are color neutral, no free
color charge has ever been found. There are two ways to achieve color neutrality: combine
three quarks (qqq), each of a di↵erent color and they will add to “white”. Or combine a quark
of a given color with an antiquark of the corresponding anti-color (q¯ q). The former system
corresponds to a class of particles to which, e.g., the proton (uud) and the neutron (udd) are
belonging to, the baryons. Bound quark-antiquark states such as the pion are called mesons;
all compound particles held together by the strong interaction, i.e., baryons and mesons, are
further summarized as hadrons.
Such observations led to the development of a theory for the strong interaction, called
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). As the name tells, QCD is conceptually similar to QED,
comprising a massless vector boson as mediator.
Gluons carry one color and one anti-color. One would expect 32 = 9 di↵erent combinations and
thus 9 di↵erent gluons. However, according to group theory, the 3⌦3 color combinations form
two multiplets of states, a singlet and an octet: 1 8. The singlet turns out to be colorless:
p
1/3(r¯ r + g¯ g + b¯ b) and is invariant against a rotation of colors. Thus, it cannot be exchanged
between color charges. Depending on the used conventions, the remaining eight color-exchanging
gluons may be chosen as: r¯ g,r¯ b,g¯ b,g¯ r,b¯ r,b¯ g,
p
1/2(r¯ r   g¯ g),
p
1/6(r¯ r + g¯ g   2b¯ b)[7].
On the one hand the existence and the term scheme of bound heavy quark-antiquark states,
called quarkonia, immediately suggest a similar potential than that of QED, see Chapter 2. On
the other hand a pure Coulomb potential would allow for free color charges, i.e., free quarks
or gluons. But no free quarks have ever been observed, in fact, even hard parton scattering
processes do not separate a parton from the rest of the hadron. To the contrary jets,i .e . ,s p r a y s
of color-neutral particles are created in such reactions. Also, there is always only one type of a1.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics 5
given hadron and not various, each with a di↵erent color.
Such observations lead to the conclusion that the quark potential cannot be of a pure Coulomb
type. Instead, one assumes the following form:
Vs(r)= 
4
3
↵s
r
+ kr. (1.1)
The ﬁrst Coulomb-like term corresponds to single-gluon exchange while the factor 4/3 comes
from the eight gluon states averaged over three colors. A factor two enters the deﬁnition
of ↵s for historical reasons [5]. The latter is the coupling “constant” of QCD which will be
discussed in the next paragraph. The second part of the potential increases linearly with
distance and describes the discussed observations: quarks are always conﬁned in bound objects,
a phenomenon called conﬁnement. If one pulls a quark-antiquark pair apart, the energy stored
in the gluon ﬁeld in between will increase until it is enough to create a new quark-antiquark
pair, so again two color-neutral objects are the result. A further discussion of Eq. (1.1) follows
in the next chapter, Section 2.2.2.
The coupling constant of QED, ↵, often called ﬁne-structure constant, is approximately
1/137. Figure 1.1 shows two Feynman graphs of ﬁrst (left panel) and second (right panel) order
e+e  ! µ+µ  scattering processes. In such graphs, the points where three or more particles
intersect are called vertices. Each vertex corresponds to a term in the transition matrix element
containing structure and strength of the interaction. The transition amplitude at each vertex
contains a factor proportional to the square root of the corresponding coupling constant. In
the examples in Fig. 1.1 this is the ﬁne-structure constant ↵. Thus, the probability of the
ﬁrst order process shown on the left panel in this ﬁgure is proportional to
p
↵·
p
↵ = ↵, that
of the second order process to ↵2. The cross section of the scattering process e+e  ! µ+µ 
is therefore dominated by the left diagram while the right one only is a small correction of
O(1/137).
In principle this also holds for processes mediated by the strong interaction provided that
↵s ⌧ 1. First, ↵s is not really a constant, but it is strongly dependent on the momentum
transfer Q2 of the given process:
↵s =
12⇡
(33   2nf)ln(Q2/⇤2)
. (1.2)
Where nf is the number of quark ﬂavors and ⇤ the QCD scale, a free parameter, ⇤ ⇡
200 MeV/c[8]. Second, for large ranges of Q2 ↵s is indeed of the order of 1. For soft processes
with a low Q2 and an ↵s around 1, higher order terms in ↵s
2, ↵s
3, ... contribute as much
as the lowest order term to the cross sections. On the other hand, very hard interactions,
where the high Q2 leads to an ↵s ⌧ 1 the picture of a single-gluon exchange analogous to
the electromagnetic interactions shown in the diagrams in Fig. 1.1 becomes applicable. Thus
perturbation theory in QCD is only calculable for hard processes.6 Introduction
Consequent upon the de Broglie wave length4 the momentum transfer is equivalent to a distance:
the norm of the 4-momentum of the mediating exchange boson is |P| =
p
( E)2 + Q2. Large
distances correspond to small values of Q2, small distances to large Q2. Therefore, at decreasing
distance the coupling constant vanishes—the tightly packed quarks inside hadrons appear to
be quasi-free. This phenomenon is called asymptotic freedom. Likewise, the coupling increases
with growing distance, the quarks are conﬁned in the hadrons.
1.2 Limitations of the Standard Model
Although the standard model of particle physics provides a very successful description of
the fundamental particles and interactions there are several limitations. There are 18 free
parameters[7] such as fundamental masses and coupling constants which are not deﬁned by the
theory and must be delivered by the experiment. It is also unclear why there are exactly three
families of quarks and leptons and why there are six of each. Also, so far it was not possible to
include the gravitation to the model. A topic which is currently being heavily investigated is the
origin of the mass of the elementary particles. The Higgs mechanism provides an explanation,
postulating the existence of a new gauge boson, the Higgs particle. The search for this particle
is ongoing and one of the main tasks of the LHC accelerator at CERN, see Chapter 3.
Interestingly, the world of the smallest things and that of the biggest—particle physics and
astronomy—are closely connected. Fundamental questions in astronomy may be answered
by particle physics experiments: the huge matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe, i.e.,
the existence of everything that we can see is one of them. Other unsolved problems are the
searches for dark matter, needed to explain the rotation velocity of the galaxies, and the dark
energy, necessary to explain the expansion of the universe. Also, when trying to understand
the evolution of the universe there is no way around particle physics, as will be discussed in the
next section.
1.3 Quark-Gluon Plasma
Another possibility to observe quasi-free quarks is by the creation of a quark-gluon plasma
(QGP)[9]. This is a state of matter in which hadrons are dissolved and their constituting quarks
and gluons freely move in a given volume. The phenomenon of asymptotic freedom suggests
two possibilities to create such a state: to reach a vanishing coupling constant either the energy
must be increased or the distances decreased. The former can be achieved by increasing the
temperature, the latter by increasing the density.
Figure 1.2 shows the (µB,T) phase diagram of strongly interacting matter. Analogous to phase
4All particles can be described by matter waves. The de Broglie equation relates the wave length   of any1.3 Quark-Gluon Plasma 7
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Figure 1.2: The phase diagram of strongly interacting matter. The red band is
a sketch of the ﬁrst order phase transition, the dashed line represents the crossover
region. The circle depicts the conjectured critical endpoint separating the two kinds
of phase transitions and has been calculated by lattice QCD[10]. The existence and
exact position of this point is still unclear, various di↵erent predictions exist[11]. Tc
at µB = 0 is taken from[10], µB at T = 0 can be estimated with the MIT bag model,
see[12]. The blue line corresponds to the chemical freeze-out in heavy-ion collisions
and is a ﬁt of a statistical model to the data (open symbols)[13, 14]. The errors of the
data points are partially smaller than the markers.
diagrams of ordinary matter there is a phase transition between a hadronic phase and the QGP
phase, sketched with the dashed gray line and the red band. Lattice QCD calculations[10] allow
to predict the critical temperature Tc at zero baryonic chemical potential5 by discretization
of the four-dimensional space time, putting quarks on the lattice points and the gauge ﬁeld
on the links. Depending on the details of the calculations the results for Tc range from 146 to
170 MeV[10, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Another interesting point, µB at T = 0 can be roughly estimated
with the MIT bag model[12]. The red band in Fig. 1.2 is only a sketch since its actual position is
hard to calculate. A critical endpoint separating a ﬁrst order phase transition from a crossover
particle to its 4-momentum P:   = h/|P|, h is Planck’s constant.
5The baryonic chemical potential µB =
⇣
@U
@NB
⌘
S,V
is deﬁned as the partial derivative of the total internal
energy U with respect to the number of baryons NB in a given volume V at constant entropy S.8 Introduction
region6 is suggested by lattice QCD[10, 11]. There are three di↵erent places where one could
expect a QGP:
• In the early universe: the universe is assumed to be created in a cosmic big bang expanding
from a singularity at time zero. Today, measurements of the cosmic microwave background
provide the current temperature of the universe of 2.725 K ⇡ 2.3·10 13 GeV[19].I ti s
expected that the QCD critical temperature was passed roughly 10 µs after the big bang.
In the phase diagram in Fig. 1.2 this evolution corresponds to a path at low µB, close
to the y-axis, from high to low temperatures. Figure 1.3 sketches the timeline of the
universe including several important steps in its evolution.
• In the core of neutron stars: there the gravitational pressure and with it the baryonic
chemical potential is believed to exceed the critical value of µB, pushing the nucleons so
tightly into each other that the constituting quarks cannot be assigned to one or another
nucleon.
• In high-energy collisions of heavy nuclei: such processes can either happen in the collision
of heavy cosmic ray particles with some other heavy particle or in controlled collisions of
heavy ions in accelerator experiments. The latter will be introduced in more detail in the
next section.
1.4 Heavy-Ion Physics
When two heavy ions7 collide, their matter is decelerated. This intuitively reasonable e↵ect,
called nuclear stopping, depends on the actual collision energy. At low collision energies, of the
order of a few to a few tens of GeV per nucleon8, the nuclei tend to stop each other, see the
left panel of Fig. 1.4. Moderately high temperatures and very high baryonic densities are the
result. On the other hand, at increasing lab energies above about 100 GeV the nuclei more and
more pass through each other leaving extremely high temperatures but low baryonic densities
behind, see the right panel of Fig. 1.4. Thus, heavy-ion collisions are an excellent method to
study the QCD phase diagram shown in Fig. 1.2.
When looking at the space-time evolution of high-energy heavy-ion collisions, depicted in
Fig. 1.5, one can distinguish various stages. In that ﬁgure on the left-hand side, from bottom
to top the Lorentz-contracted nuclei are shown right before the collision, at ⌧ = 0, the moment
the collision takes place, at ⌧ = ⌧0, the time when the QGP has been created, and after the
6A phase transition is of nth order if the (n   1)th derivative of a thermodynamic variable is discontinuous.
If variables change rapidly but without an explicit discontinuity the transition is called cross-over.
7Here, heavy corresponds to atoms heavier than helium, ion in the scope of high-energy physics usually refers
to fully ionized, stripped,n u c l e i .
8See Appendix C for deﬁnitions of kinematical variables.1.4 Heavy-Ion Physics 9
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the nuclear stopping by means of the rapidity distributions
of the baryons before (top) and after (bottom) the collision of the nuclei 1 and 2.
The left panel corresponds to moderately high collision energies while the right panel
corresponds to high energies. Both examples correspond to two colliding nuclei of the
same species in the centre-of-mass system.
phase transition back to hadronic matter. These stages are described in more detail on the
right-hand side of Fig. 1.5. Here the two incident nuclei travelling with almost speed of light
are drawn as the two red lines in a space-time diagram. At the origin of the diagram the nuclei
hit and start passing through each other. In this initial stage very hard processes with high
momentum transfer occur. These can, as said, be calculated perturbatively. As an example the10 Introduction
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Figure 1.5: The space-time evolution of a heavy-ion collision. Left-hand side: various
stages of the collision, right-hand side: schematic space-time diagram depicting the
evolution of the collision.
creation of heavy quark-antiquarks such as c plus ¯c and b plus ¯ b is predominantly happening
in this moment.
Multiple scattering processes among the nucleons and their constituents as well as of the bulk
of produced particles lead to a thermal equilibration of the medium, a ﬁreball of strongly
interacting matter, the quark-gluon plasma. Being surrounded by the vacuum, the QGP
expands and cools down. Hydrodynamic models are very successful in describing the evolution
of the medium (see [21]). Therein, the medium is described only with the thermodynamic
equation of state, no microscopic description is necessary.
At some point the temperature has dropped so far that the phase boundary is crossed and the
medium hadronizes. In the hydrodynamic description the corresponding equations have to be
translated into kinetic particle spectra. This part is called freeze-out. Theoretical calculations
usually apply the so-called Cooper-Frye approach, described in[22].
A little later the kinetic energy of the produced particles is too low to allow for further inelastic
collisions. From this moment on all abundances and particle ratios are ﬁxed. This is called the
chemical freeze-out. In the phase diagram, Fig. 1.2, the temperature and baryonic chemical
potential of this point is shown for various experiments.
Finally the cloud of particles gets so dilute that also elastic collisions cease. This is called the
kinetic freeze-out. Thereafter, the kinematical distributions are ﬁxed.1.5 Signatures of the QGP 11
1.5 Signatures of the QGP
With a lifetime of the order of a few fm/c certainly the QGP is not directly observable. Instead,
various signatures have been proposed interpreting the ﬁnal state, i.e., the produced particles
and their spectra. As an overview, some of the mostly discussed signatures shall be brieﬂy
introduced:
Production rates of quarkonia Various mechanisms are debated that could inﬂuence the
measured rates of a group of particles called quarkonia. This measurement is the scope of this
thesis and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
Energy loss of particle jets Very hard parton scattering can lead to a back-to-back spray
of particles, so-called jets. Such processes occur both in elementary reactions such as proton-
proton collisions as well as in heavy-ion collisions. The scattering process happens in the initial
stage of the collision. In heavy-ion collisions, depending on its position relative to the ﬁreball
it might happen that one jet traverses only little material while the other one has to make
its way through a good part of the QGP. By this the jet will be modiﬁed, i.e., the scattered
parton will su↵er from energy loss in the medium which is made up of quasi-free color charges.
Extensive studies are ongoing in this ﬁeld. These started from the observation of suppressed
high-pt particles, compared to proton-proton interactions, scaled by the corresponding number
of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions. Then, azimuthal angular distributions of charged particles
relative to a high-pt trigger particle showed—depending on the pt ranges—various e↵ects on
the peak at 180 degrees (the away-side peak). Jet broadening, quenching or even cone-like
structures have been found[23, 24].
Current investigations include 3-particle correlations as well as  ⌘,   2-dimensional 2-particle
correlations.
Electromagnetic signals Photons and dileptons do not interact strongly. Thus they can
leave the ﬁreball with much less interactions and carry informations about the initial stages
of the collision. Direct photons from the ﬁrst hard parton collisions can be measured to
characterize these processes, thermal photons may serve as a thermometer of the medium.
Low-mass dileptons from vector mesons such as the ⇢ could give hints for the restoration of
chiral symmetry9 [25, 26].
9Chiral symmetry is a symmetry of QCD. Its breaking can explain the mass of the pion. It is assumed that
in a QGP chiral symmetry may be restored. Hints for chiral symmetry restoration are therefore an indirect
measurement of the QGP.12 Introduction
Collective ﬂow Hydrodynamical models deal very well in describing the Fourier coe cients
of the charged particles momentum distributions. These coe cients are a measure for directed
ﬂow, i.e., a preferred direction, and elliptic ﬂow, i.e. a preferred plane caused by non-central
collisions. Recent data analysis[27] reveal that even higher order coe cients have an important
impact. Such models may therefore provide informations about the conditions at early stages
of the collision, such as the pressure and viscosity of the medium.
Fluctuations Event-by-event ﬂuctuations of various observables such as particle multiplic-
ities or transverse momenta are sensitive to underlying degrees of freedom. They might be
characteristic for phase transitions in general and especially for freeze-out close to the critical
endpoint in the QCD phase diagram. The goal of the analysis of this signature is therefore also
a detailed study of the aspects of the phase diagram[28, 29, 30].
Interferometry Originally developed by Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) for the mea-
surement of space-time structures in astrophysics via optical intensity interferometry so-called
Bose-Einstein correlations have become a useful tool also in particle physics. Same bosons are
indistinguishable. When two identical bosons are emitted from di↵erent parts of a source it
cannot be distinguished which of the bosons comes from which of the origins. Therefore the
particles interfere with each other. From the resulting correlation function one can extract the
spatial dimensions of the source, which is the ﬁreball in this case. Signatures for a QGP phase
might be found by analyzing the HBT parameters under varied collision conditions, e.g., the
centre-of-mass energy.
1.6 Scheme of this Work
After this short introduction the topical environment of this work is set. The following Chapter 2
assesses the current status of the theoretical understanding as well as the existing experimental
data of quarkonia, their properties, and especially their production mechanisms, both in proton-
proton (pp) and heavy-ion (A–A) collisions. This will motivate the measurements done for
this work, which are carried out with the experiment ALICE. Chapter 3 therefore contains
all necessary details of that experiment. In the course of this work a possible improvement of
a speciﬁc part of the experimental procedure was studied. The outcome is presented in the
second half of that chapter.
As the main part of this thesis, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 describe the analyses carried out
for this thesis. Both chapters conclude with the presentation of the results of the analyses.
Comparisons to theoretical predictions and to data from other experiments are also given. A
summary closes this thesis.Chapter 2
Quarkonia
Bound hadronic states made of heavy quark-antiquark (Q ¯ Q) pairs are called quarkonia.D u e
to the huge mass of the quarks quarkonium spectroscopy can be described by non-relativistic
potential models[31].W h i l ec¯ c-pairs are further called charmonia and b¯ b-pairs bottomonia the
life time of the top quark is too small to allow for the formation of bound states; hence, no
such state has been measured yet.
Furthermore, again due to their high masses, heavy-quark pairs are expected to be created
predominantly in the early stage of hadronic collisions. Thus, quarkonia can be utilized as
a very promising probe to study the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). The evolution of this state
of matter is expected to take place in later stages of the collision and is therefore believed to
modify the measured rates of quarkonia. Before being able to carry out such measurements in
A–A, the elementary production processes in hadronic collisions have to be understood.
2.1 Discovery
Heavy quarks and their bound states can only be produced in the laboratory when enough
powerful accelerators are available. So the discovery of quarkonia began in the 1970s; it took
about two more decades to prove the existence of the top quark.
2.1.1 Charmonia
In 1970 only three quark ﬂavours were known: the u, d and s. But various experimental results,
such as the absence of ﬂavour-changing neutral currents, were di cult to interpret theoretically.
Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani therefore proposed[32] (within the so-called GIM model) the
introduction of a new, fourth, quark of charge +2/3: the charm quark c. By this idea the
experimental constraints could be explained with the interference of decay channels. This
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Figure 2.1: Term schema of the charmonium family including transitions. Di↵erent
spin J and P and C symmetry states are drawn horizontally, the mass vertically[36].
fourth quark also increased the symmetry of the schema of elementary particles which then
formed two complete lepton and quark doublets.
In early 1974 Gaillard and Lee were able to deduce a ﬁrst estimate of the—at that time still
hypothetical—c quark mass as a consequence of the small K0
L   K0
S mass di↵erence[33].T h e
discovery of a bound c¯ c state followed few months later in the same year, almost simultaneously
by two groups, suggesting the names J[34] and  [35], respectively. Both groups found a narrow
resonance at a mass of 3.1 GeV/c2. At the Brookhaven National Laboratory’s (BNL) 30 GeV
alternating gradient synchrotron (AGS) the e+e  invariant mass spectrum in p+Be ! e+e +X
reactions was studied while at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) e+e  ! e+e ,
hadrons and µ+µ  reactions lead to the observation of a very sharp peak with a width below
their experimental resolution.
This particle, further called J/ , corresponds to the 1S c¯ c state, see Fig. 2.1. The discovery of
the c quark was a big success of the standard model of particle physics and honored by the
Nobel Prize in 1976 to the representatives of both groups.
2.1.2 Bottomonia and the Top Quark
Only three years after the discovery of the c quark a sharp dimuon resonance at 9.5 GeV/c2 was
observed in 400 GeV proton-nucleus collisions at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory[37].
Since in the meantime the ⌧ and by this a third family of leptons was discovered, this
resonance was interpreted as evidence for a ﬁfth quark in a third family of such. The broad
width of 1.16 GeV/c2 of the resonance was also quickly interpreted as being, in fact, several
narrow resonances of the b¯ b system, analogous to the J/  and  0 states in the charmonium
family[38]. This structure was found shortly after as higher statistics data was available[39].2.2 Properties 15
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Figure 2.2: Term schema of the bottomonium family including transitions. Di↵erent
spin J and P and C symmetry states are drawn horizontally, the mass vertically. The
height of the dashed horizontal line shows the B¯ B threshold[36].
The corresponding particles were called ⌥, ⌥0 and ⌥00 (see Fig. 2.2).
After the discoveries of the ⌧ lepton and the b quark a sixth quark was expected to complete the
quark pair of the third family and to be discovered soon. However, this quark called t (top) was
not discovered earlier than in 1995[40]. Due to its very high mass of around 171.2 GeV/c2 [36]
the ﬁrst accelerator delivering su ciently high particle energies was the Tevatron at Fermilab.
Another consequence of this huge mass is that the top quark is extremely short lived, with a
lifetime of only 0.5·10 24 s[41]. This is shorter than the formation time of hadrons, which is of
the order of the QCD timescale ⇤ 1
QCD ⇠ 10 23 s. So top-ﬂavored hadrons or t¯ t quarkonium
states do not form[42].
2.2 Properties
Before facing the problem of quarkonia production and its measurement—which is the main
topic of this thesis—a couple of basic properties of these particles shall be discussed. This is not
only necessary for the understanding of the following parts of the discussion but also insightful
in itself.16 Quarkonia
Figure 2.3: The energy level diagram of the positronium system; The lowest level P
state is labeled 2P in atomic physics, corresponding to 1P in nuclear physics[5].
2.2.1 Positronium as an Analogon
The simplest bound atomic system is the Hydrogen atom. It consists only of one proton and
one electron. In ﬁrst approximation the non-relativistic Schr¨ odinger equation can be used to
calculate the binding energy levels of that system:
✓
 
~2
2mred
   
↵~c
r
◆
 (r)=E (r). (2.1)
The static Coulomb potential has been used in the Hamilton operator, ~ = h/2⇡ is the reduced
Planck constant, mred the reduced mass1 of the system and c the speed of light. The ﬁne-
structure constant is labelled as ↵. The number of nodes in the radial wave function  (r) and
the orbital angular momentum determine the principle quantum number n, the solutions for
the energy levels turn out to be:
En =  
↵2mredc2
2n2 . (2.2)
The positronium on the other hand is a bound state of an electron with a positron. Its binding
energy levels are calculated analogous to the hydrogen atom but with a di↵erent reduced mass
1With the concept of the reduced mass mred =
m1m2
m1+m2 a two-body problem can be solved as a one-body
problem of the relative movement and the problem of the movement of the centre of mass.2.2 Properties 17
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Figure 2.4: The QCD potential (red line), Eq. (1.1), for coupling ↵s =0 .2 and string
tension k =1 .0 GeV/fm. The black line shows for comparison the Coulomb part of
the potential without the term kr.
mred leading to smaller energy levels:
En =  
↵2mec2
4n2 . (2.3)
In both systems these levels show a ﬁne structure into S, P, etc. states of di↵erent orbital
angular momentum and a hyper-ﬁne structure into triplet (3S1) and singlet (1S0) states. The
origin of these structures are ﬁrst the spin-orbit interaction and second the spin-spin interaction.
Because the magnetic moment of the electron is much larger than that of the proton, in the
positronium system both relativistic e↵ects are of similar magnitude, see the positronium energy
level diagram in Fig. 2.3.
2.2.2 Quarkonium Levels
The positronium is a valuable system to test the QED: both the electromagnetic transitions as
well as the lifetime of the system are precisely calculable. Its energy-level diagram is shown
in Fig. 2.3, showing the structures discussed above. A comparison of this diagram with the
schemas of the charmonium (Fig. 2.1) and bottomonium (Fig. 2.2) systems shows various
similarities. This not only supports the interpretation that the J/  and ⌥ families represent18 Quarkonia
the quantum states of bound fermion-antifermion pairs. Furthermore it provides the possibility
to investigate the functional form of the QCD potential and the values of its coe cients. A
closer look into the spectra shows good analogy between states of the two lowest principle
quantum numbers. Higher states in the quarkonia systems, corresponding to larger binding
radii, exhibit large deviations from the 1/n2 behavior of the positronium. This circumstance
and the phenomenon of the conﬁnement of color charges lead to the assumption that the q¯ q
potential has a Coulomb-like form at small distances but di↵ers from that at larger distances.
Plotting the total angular momentum J of baryons and mesons against the squared particle
mass shows a linear dependence, indicating a linear potential at large distance[5].
An ansatz for the quark potential is thus Eq. (1.1) as introduced in Chapter 1.1.2. It is
worth noting that the energy level diagrams of the charmonia and bottomonia are very similar;
hence, the potential is—as expected—ﬂavor independent. Figure 2.4 shows a plot of a pure
Coulomb-like potential and the QCD potential against the distance r. Here, a coupling of
↵s =0 .2 and a string tension of k =1 .0 GeV/fm have been used (as in[5]). With this potential,
the masses of the c and b quarks, and the time-independent Schr¨ odinger equation it is possible
to calculate the mean radii of the quarkonium states. These radii, as well as the other discussed
properties are summarized in Table 2.1.
The lowest two and three JPC =1    states of the J/  and ⌥ families, respectively, exhibit
very narrow decay widths and life times (⌧ = ~/ ). Generally, the OZI (Okubo, Zweig and
Iizuka) rule favors continuous quark lines and therefore the decay modes into two open heavy
ﬂavor mesons. But because the named quarkonium states have lower masses than twice the
corresponding D and B mass, this decay channel is not possible. Consequently, the life times
are exceptionally long and the decay into a pair of leptons, suppressed by the OZI rule, becomes
more probable.
Mass Total Decay Branching Ratio Average Radius
(MeV/c2)W i d t h   tot (keV/c2)i n e +e  r0 (fm)
c¯ c states:
J/ (1S) 3096.9 92.9 5.94 % 0.50
 (2S) 3686.1 304 0.77 % 0.90
b¯ b states:
⌥(1S) 9460.3 54.0 2.48 % 0.28
⌥(2S) 10023.3 32.0 1.91 % 0.56
⌥(3S) 10355.2 20.3( s e e n ) 0 .78
Table 2.1: Properties of various quarkonia; decay branching ratios are given for e+e 
here, those in µ+µ  are very similar. Sources:[25, 36], the radii are taken from[43].2.3 Production 19
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Figure 2.5: Two Feynman diagrams of ﬁrst (left) and second (right) order Q ¯ Q
production processes. Compare to e.g.[46].
2.3 Production
Quarkonia are highly interesting bound quark systems, both as objects of study themselves
and as probes to study heavy-ion collisions (see Chapter 2.4). Yet, the fundamental production
mechanisms in elementary proton-proton collisions are still being debated. In the following a
brief overview of the current theoretical status shall be given. Based on the QCD factorization
theorem[44, 45] the theoretical description of quarkonia production can be separated into two
parts. The ﬁrst one is the creation of a—yet unbound—heavy quark-antiquark pair in a hard
scattering process. The second part is the formation of a bound quarkonium state.
One di culty in the description and also in the measurement of quarkonia production
in hadronic collisions is that hadrons, in practice mostly protons, are complex objects. The
production of a bound heavy-quark state is thus accompained by a series of other processes,
mainly on a soft scale. So far it is mostly unclear whether or not there is any interplay between
the two and how this might a↵ect the experimental results. An attempt to address this problem
is part of this work and discussed in Section 2.3.3 and Chapter 5.
Finally, quarkonia can also be the decay product of other particles. This issue will be brieﬂy
adressed in the last part of this section.
2.3.1 Production of Heavy Quark-Antiquark Pairs
Due to the high c and b quark masses the corresponding production processes can be calculated
perturbatively, since ↵s(m2
c,b) ⌧ 1. The most important leading order (LO) process (at RHIC
and LHC energies) is gluon fusion [47, 48] as shown with the left diagram in Fig. 2.5. With
increasing collision energies the initial parton momentum fraction x necessary to produce a
quarkonium decreases and reaches a region of the parton distribution function (PDF) where
there are much more gluons than quarks (see Appendix C for details). As stated above, higher20 Quarkonia
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between CDF measurements of the cross sections of  0 at p
s =1 .96 TeV and predictions at various accuracies[49].
order diagrams contribute less to the total cross section. Nevertheless, the process gg ! gg has
such a high cross section that the next-to-leading-order (NLO) diagram shown with the right
diagram of Fig. 2.5, where the Q ¯ Q pair is created in an additional gluon splitting contributes
signiﬁcantly[46]. Since the heavy-quark production is governed by gluon interactions the main
uncertainty in the calculation of heavy-quark cross sections are the gluon parton distribution
functions (PDFs). Other sources of uncertainties are the errors on the values of the c and b
quark masses.
2.3.2 Models of Elementary Production
Various competing theoretical models are being developed to describe the production of
quarkonia in elementary reactions such as proton-proton collisions. Three of the most popular
ones are the Color-Singlet Model (CSM)[50, 47], the Color-Evaporation Model (CEM)[51, 46]
and the non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) e↵ective ﬁeld theory approach [52] (for a detailed
overview of these models, see[53, 47]). One of the main di↵erences between the models is the
way the necessity of color neutrality of the ﬁnal state is dealt with. This is also reﬂected by
the models’ names: in the CSM the bound state has the same quantum numbers as the initial
Q ¯ Q pair; hence, only pairs that lead to a color-singlet state are allowed to bind. In the CEM
the color is evaporated by a number of soft ﬁnal-state interactions. In NRQCD, in addition to
the conventional term which takes into account the Q ¯ Q production from color-singlet states,
there is a part involving the production from color-octet states. This is often referred to as
color-octet mechanism or color-octet model (COM).2.3 Production 21
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Figure 2.7: ⌥ polarization measurements as function of pt from CDF and D0 [54]
(left),  0 (upper right) and ⌥(nS) (bottom right) polarization predictions versus pt of
the CSM at various accuracies at Tevatron energies. The  0 predictions are compared
to measurements by CDF (markers), for the bottomonia, the authors do not di↵erntiate
between the di↵erent nS states[49].
Color-Singlet Model After the production of a Q ¯ Q the second step is the binding of that
pair. This is only possible when the pair has a low relative momentum in its rest frame,
compared to the heavy-quark mass. Otherwise the pair will ﬂy apart and produce two open
heavy ﬂavor particles, such as D and B mesons. In the CSM it is also assumed that color and
spin of the Q ¯ Q pair does not change during the binding process. Since bound states are colorless,
the pair must be produced in a color-singlet state. The calculation of the di↵erential inclusive
cross section of a point-like (vanishing relative momentum) Q ¯ Q pair to form a quarkonium Q
is therefore split into two parts[53]:
d Q+X =d ˆ  Q¯ Q(1,LSJ)+X|RQ(0)|2. (2.4)
Here dˆ   is the perturbative part deﬁning the probability of the creation of a pre-resonant heavy
quark-antiquark pair in a color-singlet state Q ¯ Q(1) with the correct quantum numbers S,L,J
(spin, orbital angular momentum and total angular momentum, respectively) for the quarkonium
state Q. All non-perturbative e↵ects are being accounted for in the wave function at the origin
RQ(0). All necessary parameters can be determined from decay widths of quarkonium states.
Thus, the CSM gives absolutely normalized predictions for the production rates of quarkonia in
high-energy hadron collisions and has therefore strong predictive power.
However, as the ﬁrst prompt2 measurements of the di↵erential J/  and  0 cross sections
became available[55] dramatic di↵erences to the predictions of the CSM appeared, especially in
2One di↵erentiates between three types of quarkonium (especially charmonium) production: direct production
includes no feed-down at all while prompt production refers to the fraction of the charmonium yield coming from
c¯ c. The latter excludes feed-down from b-hadron decay which itself is named non-prompt production.22 Quarkonia
case of the  0. It became clear that further mechanisms additional to the pure LO processes
cannot be neglected in the calculation of the cross sections. An important contribution is
coming from fragmentation processes [56], i.e., the production of a hadron within a high-pt
partonic jet. Higher order terms might also contribute signiﬁcantly to the cross sections. Recent
studies[49, 57] propose various di↵erent mechanisms and provide increasing agreement with
the existing data.
Figure 2.6, as an example, shows a comparison between measurements by the CDF experiment
of the di↵erential  0 production cross section and predictions of the CSM at various accuracies.
The red band corresponds to a calculation including a selection of the most important NNLO
processes additional to the set of NLO mechanisms and almost ﬁts the data. The agreement
between the corresponding predictions for states of the ⌥ family are even better[49, 58].
Another important measure to test models for quarkonia production is the polarization.
The angular distribution of the quarkonia and their decay products is used to compute the
polarization parameter ↵ =  T 2 L
 T+2 L.T h e r e T and  L are the cross sections for transverse and
longitudinal polarized quarkonia, respectively. Values of ↵ = +1 and ↵ =  1 correspond to
full transverse and full longitudinal polarization while ↵ = 0 means no polarization. Various
choices of the reference frame are possible, mostly used are the Collins-Soper frame[59] and
the helicity frame[60]. As pointed out recently[61] the choice of the frame may induce a bias.
Theory and experiment must be computed for di↵erent frames and compared to each other in
every frame. So far the results are not yet deﬁnitive, both from theory and experiment. Recent
CSM calculations predict a mostly longitudinal polarization, see the top (for the ⌥ family) and
bottom (for the  0) plots on the right side of Fig. 2.7. Yet the authors of the predictions[49]
claim that in case of the ⌥ further necessary corrections are likely to change the trend towards
more transverse polarization. In case of the  0 the total yields are not being reproduced;
thus, the comparison between theory and experiment is not yet conclusive. Furthermore, ⌥
polarization measurements with the D0 and CDF experiments at the Tevatron collider[54] are
still inconsistent, see the left panel of Fig. 2.7.
Polarization is a powerful observable for comparison with theoretical predictions, yet high
precision and statistics data is necessary.
Color-Evaporation Model One of the basic assumptions of the CEM is that the heavy-
quark pair produced in a perturbative interaction does not necessarily have to be in a color-singlet
state. Color and spin are evaporated by the radiation of a large number of soft gluons; thus,
the quantum numbers of the initial Q ¯ Q and the ﬁnal Q states are uncorrelated. Instead,
probabilities for color charge states are deduced from SU(3) group algebra which was discussed
in Section 1.1.2. One color-singlet state and eight color-octet states being possible with equal
weights results in a probability for the Q ¯ Q of 1/9 to be in a singlet state.
It is furthermore assumed that all color-singlet Q ¯ Q pairs with masses below the threshold mOZI2.3 Production 23
Figure 2.8: Comparison between measurements of prompt J/  and  0 production
cross sections versus pt and their predictions from CEM[46]. Two di↵erent computations
of the CEM predictions are shown: the solid line refers to a calculation using NLO
matrix elements, the dashed line to a computation using the Pythia Monte Carlo event
generator.
of twice the corresponding open-heavy-ﬂavor meson (see Section 2.2.2) will form a quarkonium
state[46]:
 Q =
1
9
mOZI Z
2mQ
dmQ¯ Q
d Q¯ Q
dmQ¯ Q
. (2.5)
Where mQ is the heavy quark mass, mQ¯ Q the mass of the heavy quark pair. The term
d Q¯ Q
dmQ¯ Q
is the di↵erential parton level cross section from perturbative QCD (pQCD) and includes the
PDFs of the colliding hadrons. Color-singlet Q ¯ Q pairs above the threshold mOZI as well as all
color-octet pairs will produce open heavy ﬂavor particles. The cross section for their production
is[46]:
 open =
8
9
mOZI Z
2mQ
dmQ¯ Q
d Q¯ Q
dmQ¯ Q
+
p
s Z
mOZI
dmQ¯ Q
d Q¯ Q
dmQ¯ Q
. (2.6)
Finally, the total charmonium and bottomonium cross sections  Q are split into the cross
sections of the di↵erent species using weighting parameters. All these parameters have to be24 Quarkonia
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Figure 2.9: Color-singlet and color-octet contributions to direct J/  production in
p¯ p-collisions at Tevatron energies compared to experimental data from CDF[63].
found experimentally and are independent of process and energy. Thus, also ratios of individual
quarkonium cross sections such as  J/ /  c are ﬁxed for all processes. However, measurements
of this ratio vary signiﬁcantly in hadro-production and photo-production. Also, this model
is not able to make predictions about the polarization of quarkonia [47] and thus cannot be
tested against these measurements. The predictive power of the model is therefore limited.
Nevertheless, the CEM can be well tuned to describe the existing data (see Fig. 2.8) and does
a reasonable job in predicting cross sections, e.g., at LHC energies[62]. Figure 2.8 shows two
di↵erent computations of the di↵erential prompt production cross sections both for J/  and
 0. The solid line refers to a calculation using NLO matrix elements, the dashed line to a
computation using the Pythia Monte Carlo event generator, see[46] for details. Although the
ﬁt to the  0 data works very well (in case of the J/  there is a strong tension between model
and data at high pt), the weighting parameters have to be set to rather extreme values[47].
NRQCD factorisation approach After measurements showed that the LO CSM predictions
were more than an order of magnitude too low it was realized that mechanisms forming quarkonia
out of pre-resonant color-octet Q ¯ Q pairs might be important. The approach to include these
channels is based on a non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) e↵ective ﬁeld theory. This is a formulation2.3 Production 25
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Figure 2.10: Color-singlet and color-octet contributions to direct  0 production in
p¯ p-collisions at Tevatron energies compared to experimental data from CDF[63].
of QCD in which, due to their huge masses, the heavy quark and antiquark are treated non-
relativistically. The gluons and light quarks are described by the relativistic Lagrangian for
normal QCD. NRQCD is based on a systematic expansion in ↵s and the quark velocity within
the bound state. In contrast to the CSM, Q ¯ Q pairs, produced in hard partonic short-distance
interactions, occur both in color-singlet and color-octet states.
Since bound quarkonia can only be in color-neutral singlet states, color has to be radiated
from an octet Q ¯ Q. The transition from that pair, with the set of color and angular-momentum
quantum numbers n, to the quarkonium state Q is described by the non-perturbative long-
distance matrix element (LDME)
⌦
OQ[n]
↵
[64]. In principle, NRQCD predicts an inﬁnite
number of LDME, practically one truncates the series at some level. The individual elements
are determined by ﬁts to experimental data.
With the cross section of the hard Q ¯ Q production subprocess, denoted as ˆ  , the cross section
for the production of a given quarkonium Q in NRQCD is then given as[64]:
d Q =
X
n
dˆ  Q¯ Q[n]
⌦
OQ[n]
↵
. (2.7)26 Quarkonia
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Figure 2.11: Color-singlet and color-octet contributions to direct ⌥ production in
p¯ p-collisions at Tevatron energies compared to experimental data from CDF[63].
A drawback of NRQCD is that the factorization theorem used in formula Eq. (2.7) is lacking
a detailed proof and is expected to break down at low quarkonium pt[64]. As a result, NRQCD
predictions for the total quarkonium production cross sections have to be interpreted with
caution. Nevertheless, the predictions for the di↵erential cross sections by NRQCD are very
encouraging, see Figs. 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. Therein, various color-singlet (CS) and color-octet
(CO) contributions sum up to the total theoretical prediction which in all cases, i.e. for the
J/ ,t h e 0 and the ⌥, matches the experimental data points by the CDF experiment very well.
The discussed deviation from the experiment at low transverse momenta is visible in Fig. 2.11
where also the low momentum part is shown. A recent work [65, 66] performed a combined
ﬁt to the currently available world data for the J/  and also found a very good agreement
between the model and the data.
NRQCD predicts a strong transverse polarisation of quarkonia, see Fig. 2.12. The CDF
data, on the other hand, shows the opposite trend, especially when going to high pt; so, there
are aspects of the production mechanism that are not yet understood. A possibility is that the
color-singlet modes have a stronger contribution to the total yield where high-order corrections
play an important role.2.3 Production 27
Figure 2.12: Polarization of prompt J/  (a) and  0 (b) as function of pt.T h e
blue circles are measurements by the CDF experiment, the light blue bands are NLO
NRQCD predictions including CS and CO contributions. The purple line corresponds
to the model of kt-factorization which is not further discussed here[67].
Due to the much higher mass of the b quark compared to the c quark the non-relativistic
approximation by NRQCD should be more justiﬁed, ⌥ polarization predictions should be a
thorough test of this model. Yet, the experimental situation on this is still not clear (see above),
high-precision measurements of huge interest.
Recently, ALICE (see Section 3.2) measured the J/  polarization at 7 TeV pp collisions for
the ﬁrst time at that energy regime. The polarization parameters  ✓ and    of both helicity and
Collins-Soper reference frames were obtained by measuring the azimuthal angle distributions of
the decay muons in a kinematic region for the J/  of 2.5 <y<4.0 and 2.0 <p t < 8.0 GeV/c.
The results (displayed in Fig. 2.13 which is taken from reference [66]) show a longitudinal
polarization at low pt for  ✓ in the helicity frame, and, within the uncertainties, no polarization
at high pt and all other polarization parameters in both reference frames[68].W h i l e✓ and  
are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, in both reference frames,  ✓,    and  ✓  are
the polarization parameters out of which the latter had been implicitly assumed to be zero due
to statistics limitations. As for the parameter ↵, introduced before, values smaller than zero
indicate longitudinal, and values larger than zero transverse polarization; parameters which are
consistent with zero indicate no polarization.
In[68] it is stated that these results are deemed to be used as a stringent constraint for NRQCD.
First predictions are available[66] and can also be seen in Fig. 2.13. A reasonable agreement
between the ALICE data and NRQCD is achieved when including color-singlet and color-octet
modes at NLO (solid line with yellow uncertainty band). Yet, the contradiction between
NRQCD and the CDF data as in Fig. 2.12 is still present in [66]. More data from the LHC,
especially at high pt will help to verify or dismiss the di↵erent theoretical approaches.28 Quarkonia
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Figure 2.13: The polarization parameters  ✓ and    for inclusive J/ , measured in
the helicity (left panel) and Collins-Soper (right panel) frames by the ALICE experiment
in
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions[68]. An NRQCD prediction[66] is shown both at LO and
at NLO. Additionally the color-singlet contribution is shown individually.
2.3.3 Relation to the Charged-Particle Multiplicity
Unlike in collisions of two accelerated leptons, e.g. e+e , where only one single interaction
occurs in the ﬁrst place, the collision of two protons, i.e. hadrons, is much more complicated
since the proton is a complex object made up of valence quarks, sea quarks and gluons. It is
assumed that when two hadrons collide the probability exists that several parton pairs interact
with each other[69]. These are called multiple partonic interactions (MPI).
Already in the 1980s it became clear that MPI have to be considered in the understanding of
observables such as multiplicity distributions and forward-backward correlations[69, 70], and
were included in event generators for the simulation of pp events. In the implementation of
Pythia 6.4[71], for example, MPI mainly a↵ect soft processes of light quarks and gluons see[70].
A special type of MPI are double parton scattering (DPS) processes, i.e. the coincidence of
two hard parton scatterings in one event. DPS are thus a more direct measurement of MPI
and were ﬁrst observed in 4-jet events [72]. Also more recent measurements show that MPI
have to be incorporated for a description of the data. For an example see Fig. 2.14, where
the average particle transverse momentum is shown vs. the event charged-particle multiplicity
in
p
s =1 .96 TeV p¯ p collisions, measured also by the CDF experiment [73]. The shape and2.3 Production 29
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Figure 2.14: The average particle transverse momentum vs. the event charged-particle
multiplicity in
p
s =1 .96 TeV p¯ p collisions, measured by the CDF experiment [73]
(black squares). The results from di↵erent Pythia tunes are shown for comparison.
While the tune A without MPI strongly overpredicts the data, two variations of this
tune with MPI show a much better agreement.
magnitude of the distribution of the data points is much better resembled by the Pythia tunes
(see Section 4.2.2) including multiple partonic interactions than by those without.
The investigation of MPI is a vivid ﬁeld of research (for a current overview see [74]), but so
far no model for an exact description of the underlying event is available and event generators
have to be tuned to the existing data.
In the models for J/  production introduced above, the creation of heavy-quark pairs is treated
strictly perturbatively and mostly independent of the underlying pp (or p¯ p)e v e n t .I ft h i si s
true and MPI do not have any impact on hard processes, the production rate of J/  should
be independent of the event multiplicity. Both for the understanding of the underlying event
and the interplay of soft and hard physics it is very interesting to test experimentally whether
or not this is indeed the case. This measurement, motivated in [75], is part of this thesis
and will be described in Chapter 5; its results are discussed in Section 5.6. It is the ﬁrst
analysis of the multiplicity-dependence of J/  production. The only existing measurements
pointing in a similar direction that could be found were carried out by the NA27 experiment in
p
s = 27.4 GeV pp collisions[76] and by the LHCb experiment in
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions[77].
In the former, the multiplicity distributions of all pp events containing charm decays were
compared to those not containing charm decays. Here, charm decay products are not counted30 Quarkonia
Figure 2.15: Charged-particle multiplicity distributions for
p
s = 27.4G e Vp p
collisions with and without charm production, measured by the NA27 experiment[76].
in the multiplicity and only events with two observed charm decays are taken into account.
The result is shown in Fig. 2.15: events with charm production have a, on average, ⇠ 20%
larger multiplicity. This increase is mainly due to a depletion of low-multiplicity events in the
group of those including charm production. These observations are interpreted by an absence of
charm production in di↵ractive interactions. To emphasize that an increase of 20% is a strong
e↵ect the authors of[76] note that it corresponds to the change of the average charged-particle
multiplicity when increasing the collision energy from
p
s = 27.4 GeV to 44.6 GeV.
In 2011, the LHCb experiment reported a ﬁrst observation of MPI in direct connection with
J/  production[77]. Their analysis of J/ -pair production in
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions indicate
that DPS processes have a signiﬁcant contribution.
In summary, MPI at the soft scale play an important role in pp collisions. At least at LHC
energies, hard MPI, i.e. DPS, have been observed in J/  production. The remaining question
is if and how soft MPI have any connection with a hard parton scattering producing, e.g., a c¯ c
and how this would a↵ect the theoretical interpretation of the data.
2.3.4 Feed Down
The models introduced in Section 2.3.2 describe the direct production of quarkonia. However,
there are further sources for bound Q ¯ Q states and especially the J/ :2.4 Quarkonia in Heavy-Ion Collisions 31
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• Feed-down from higher mass c¯ c states, such as  c ! J/  +  
• b-hadron decays such as B ! J/  + X or  0 + X
The ﬁrst source might contribute to the inclusive J/  yield at the 30–35% level [81].F i r s t
measurements of the fraction of non-prompt to inclusive J/ , i.e. the fraction of J/  from
b-hadrons, at LHC energies are available, see Fig. 2.16 and[82]. Approximately 10–15% of the
inclusive J/  are non-prompt. However, this fraction is strongly pt dependent and raises up to
about 70% at transverse J/  momenta around 40 GeV/c. For the understanding of quarkonia
production, these sources have to be taken into account.
2.4 Quarkonia in Heavy-Ion Collisions
In a collision of two heavy ions a whole bunch of e↵ects can appear that have an inﬂuence on
the measured quarkonia rates. Various mechanisms are predicted in case of the creation of a
quark-gluon plasma. These may serve as an observable to detect the QGP and measure its
properties. But also several phenomena have to be taken into account that already appear
due to the presence of nuclear matter without the need for a hot phase. These two groups,32 Quarkonia
cold-nuclear-matter e↵ects (CNM) and QGP-induced e↵ects, are brieﬂy introduced in the
following.
2.4.1 Cold-Nuclear-Matter E↵ects
By the interaction with the cold nuclear matter or even just by its presence around the collision
scene or due to interactions with dense material produced in the collisions, various e↵ects with
inﬂuence on the quarkonia yield may set in. Before drawing any conclusion on the measured
rates in collisions of heavy nuclei, CNM e↵ects need to be carefully studied. This is being done
by measuring collisions in which no hot matter is created, such as p–A collisions. The two most
important cold nuclear matter e↵ects are shadowing and nuclear absorption, additionally, the
comover interaction model will be described here.
Shadowing The parton distribution function (PDF) of a free nucleon di↵ers from the one
of a nucleon bound in a nucleus. Figure 2.17 shows the prediction of several models of the
ratio between the gluon distribution in a nucleon of a Pb nucleus and in a free proton versus
Bjorken-x. Depending on whether the PDF is suppressed or enhanced inside the nucleus at a
given x this e↵ect is called shadowing or anti-shadowing. Since the cross sections of quarkonia
production directly depend on these distributions, such modiﬁcations have to be accounted for
when comparing di↵erent collision systems as pp and A–A. The higher the collision energy, the
lower the gluon x su cient for Q ¯ Q production (see also Appendix C for details). Thus, the
e↵ect of shadowing might increase with the collision energy and become more important at
LHC energies. The large spread of the curves in Fig. 2.17 illustrates the current uncertainties
in the calculation of parton distribution functions. This is one of the major sources for the
large uncertainties in the prediction of quarkonium production.
Nuclear absorption The breakup of pre-resonant Q ¯ Q pairs due to multiple scattering with
nuclear matter surrounding the collision scene is called nuclear absorption. It is a ﬁnal-state
e↵ect. The parameter L is deﬁned as the mean path length of the pre-resonant c¯ c through
cold nuclear matter. It depends on the colliding species and their centrality. When measuring
the J/  production cross section as a function of this parameter, the nuclear absorption can
be characterized by the cross section  abs. The latter is determined by an exponential ﬁt to
the data: ⇠ exp( ⇢nm absL), where ⇢nm is the density of normal nuclear matter. Recent
studies[88, 89, 87] show that the absorption cross section  abs is strongly dependent both on
the quarkonium kinematics (Feynman-x or rapidity)3, see the left panel of Fig. 2.18, as well as
on the nucleon-nucleon collision energy. The right panel of Fig. 2.18 shows a compilation of
3The scaling variable xF (Feynman-x) is deﬁned as the ratio of the particle’s longitudinal momentum pL and
its maximal longitudinal momentum, i.e. half of the total centre-of-mass collision energy
p
s: xF =2 pL/
p
s.F o r
the deﬁnition of the rapidity, see Appendix C2.4 Quarkonia in Heavy-Ion Collisions 33
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Figure 2.17: Ratio of the gluon distribution function of a nucleon in a Pb nucleus
and that of a free nucleon versus x for various models: nDS, nDSg [83], EKS98 [84],
HKN07[85] and EPS08[86]. Picture taken from[87].
measurements of  abs at mid-rapidity in the centre-of-mass system at various collision energies.
The e↵ect of absorption decreases with collision energy and might have a smaller impact at
LHC energies. This observation holds regardless of the speciﬁc shadowing parameterization
(see previous paragraph) used to obtain the remaining absorption cross section.
Comover interaction The authors of the comover interaction model[90, 91, 92] claim that
the data from SPS and RHIC experiments (summarized in Section 2.4.3) can be fully described
by inelastic collisions of c¯ c or bound J/  with the comoving medium. Since in this approach,
hot medium e↵ects discussed in the next Section 2.4.2 are not necessary to explain the data, it
belongs to the group of cold e↵ects. In contrast to nuclear absorption here the interaction not
with the nuclear matter but with the dense pions produced in the collision is considered. The
J/  survival probability is given by[90]:
Sco(b,s)=e x p
⇢
  coNy
co(b,s)ln

N
y
co(b,s)
Nfo
 
✓[Ny
co(b,s)   Nfo]
 
. (2.8)
Here, N
y
co(b,s) labels the initial comover density per unit of transverse area d2s and per unit of
rapidity at an impact parameter b. The corresponding freeze-out density is denoted by Nfo.
The logarithmic factor in Eq. (2.8) is a result of the decrease in density from initial to freeze-out
time.34 Quarkonia
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Figure 2.19: Prediction for the J/  survival probability in 7 TeV pp collisions as
a function of the charged-particle multiplicity using the UrQMD hadronic transport
model[94, 95].
While N
y
co(b,s) is the main parameter of the model, the cross section of J/  dissociation
due to comover interactions can be estimated from ﬁts to low-energy experimental data:
 co =0 .65 mb[93].
Inspired by the very high charged-particle multiplicities reached in pp collisions at LHC2.4 Quarkonia in Heavy-Ion Collisions 35
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Figure 2.20: Debye screening in a medium of quasi-free color charges. Left: the
Debye radius is larger than the binding radius of the Quarkonium state, the state
survives. Right: the Debye radius becomes much smaller than the Q ¯ Q binding radius,
the state may melt.
energies (see Section 5), recently, a possible comover interaction was studied with the UrQMD
hadronic transport model in this collision system[94, 95]. As shown in Fig. 2.19, due to comover
interaction, the J/  survival probability Rpp might decrease at increasing multiplities, even in
pp. A test of this prediction is in preparation, see discussion in Section 5.6.
2.4.2 QGP-Induced E↵ects
When the elementary production of quarkonia and the e↵ects of cold nuclear matter are well
understood the yields and kinetic properties can be used to probe and study the quark-gluon
plasma. During the last decades the original straight-forward idea of a melting scenario and
its limitations were highly debated. The current status on the theoretical understanding of
hot-medium e↵ects shall be brieﬂy discussed in the following.
Melting due to Debye screening The ﬁrst prediction of a modiﬁcation of J/  yields in
heavy-ion collisions was put forward by T. Matsui and H. Satz [96]. The basic idea is the
breakup of Q ¯ Q pairs in the hot environment of a quark-gluon plasma via Debye screening
by free color charges, analogous to the well-known QED process in electro-dynamic plasmas.
There the QED potential of two charges q of opposite sign gets screened exponentially with
their distance r:
V (r)= 
q2
4⇡r
e r/ D. (2.9)36 Quarkonia
The parameter  D is called Debye length and is dependent on the temperature Te and density
⇢e of the electrons in the electromagnetic plasma:
 D =
s
✏0kBTe
⇢ee2 . (2.10)
Here, e is the electron charge magnitude, ✏0 the permittivity of free space and kB the Boltzmann
constant. Analogously, one can expect a corresponding e↵ect in plasmas of quasi-free color
charges. The e↵ective QCD potential becomes[25]:
VQ¯ Q(r,T) ⇠ 
4
3
↵s
r
e r/ D(T). (2.11)
The e↵ect of the screening is depicted in Fig. 2.20. In the left panel (A) the Debye radius is
larger than the binding radius of the Quarkonium state, the state survives. The right panel
(B) shows the case where the Debye radius becomes much smaller than the Q ¯ Q binding radius
what may lead to a melting of that state. The separated heavy quarks will arbitrarily bind
with other nearby quarks when the QGP freezes out. Most likely these will be light quarks
making up D or B mesons that will be measured in the experiment instead of quarkonia. This
should be indeed the case for collisions where only few heavy-quark pairs are created. When
on the other hand a large number of Q ¯ Q pairs are present in the medium the situation may
become more di cult. This subject will be addressed in the next paragraph.
As discussed in Section 2.2.2 and summarized in Table 2.1 the di↵erent quarkonium states
exhibit di↵erent radii between the bound quark and antiquark. Depending on the temperature
of the quark-gluon plasma and the corresponding Debye length  D the formation of such a
state of matter would lead to a suppression of quarkonia rates in heavy-ion collisions. Due to
their varying radii the yields of di↵erent quarkonia states might even reﬂect the temperature of
the quark-gluon plasma[97, 43].
A suppression of J/  yields has indeed been found at SPS and RHIC, see Section 2.4.3. But so
far the interpretation of the results is not as unambiguous as theoretically predicted, mainly
because the CNM e↵ects have not been fully understood yet[89]. Another drawback of the idea
of Debye screening, especially the part of temperature-dependent melting of di↵erent species, is
that exact values of the formation time of the QGP and of the bound quarkonium states are
still unknown. A recent review[98] states that while the time to create an unbound c¯ c pair is
of the order of tc¯ c = 1
2mc  0.1f m / c, the time to build up a color neutral bound state including
its wave function is expected to take one order of magnitude longer.
The formation time of a quark-gluon plasma depends on the energy of the collision. At SPS
energies one expects roughly 1 fm/c, at RHIC and especially the LHC this might happen even
ten times faster[98]. As a consequence, especially at highest-energy colliders, there might be no
bound states with deﬁned radii yet but only pre-resonant pairs when the de-conﬁned medium
is created, leading to completely di↵erent predictions for quarkonia yields.2.4 Quarkonia in Heavy-Ion Collisions 37
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Figure 2.21: Sketch of the dissociation of correlated c¯ c pairs (A), their di↵usion (B)
and the statistical production (C) of uncorrelated c¯ c pairs in the quark-gluon plasma
in heavy-ion collisions.
p
sNN (GeV) Nc¯ c/central A–A event
SPS 17.3 ⇠ 10 1
RHIC 200 ⇠ 101
LHC 5500 ⇠ 102
Table 2.2: Approximate average numbers of produced c¯ c pairs per central A–A
collision for di↵erent accelerator energies (centre of mass)[99, 100, 62].
Combination of uncorrelated c¯ c Moreover, when going to higher accelerator energies,
where many c¯ c pairs are created in one collision (see average values in Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.21
for illustration), an additional e↵ect may set in. After the di↵usion of the c and ¯c through the
medium (Fig. 2.21, panel B), uncorrelated c and ¯c may create bound states at some stage of the
medium evolution (Fig. 2.21, panel C). This e↵ect might lead to an enhancement of the yields,
especially of the J/ , as depicted in panel C, Fig. 2.21. The sketch drawn in that latter panel
is inspired by a statistical model[98, 101] assuming that all hadrons including the quarkonia
are created almost simultaneously during the chemical freeze-out at the QGP phase boundary.
A key prediction of this model is the scaling of charmonium yields with the squared number
of c¯ c pairs. As this number increases dramatically towards LHC energies, see the numbers
in Table 2.2 and the corresponding cross sections in Fig. 2.22, most recent and LHC results
provide an important test for the statistical model, see Section 2.4.3.
Another model[102, 103, 104] assumes competing reactions of dissociation in the medium and
kinetic combination of c and ¯c . The simplest dissociation process is the absorption of a single
gluon resulting in an unbound c¯ c pair in a color-octet state but also any other dissociation
process, e.g., the melting process discussed above, is possible.38 Quarkonia
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All such models predict distinct signatures in the measured rates or phase space distributions
of the quarkonia and especially the J/ . High precision measurement data is needed to test
these predictions.
Thermal production Studies of thermal production of charm quarks in an equilibrated
quark-gluon plasma phase[107, 108, 109] suggest that this might be an additional substantial
contribution to the overall charmonium yield in heavy-ion collisions at LHC energies. A recent
work[107] predicts between 10 and 60 charm pairs, depending of the initial conditions. A main
source of uncertainty is the exact choice of the charm-quark mass which is currently believed to
be mc =1 .27+0.07
 0.09 GeV[36]. At RHIC on the other hand, the charm production in the QGP
phase is expected to be negligible because the time scale of chemical equilibration of charm
quarks in the medium produced at RHIC energies is much longer than the lifetime of the QGP
itself. Due to its mass, thermal bottom production is negligible in any case.
2.4.3 Experimental Status of Anomalous J/  Suppression
Anomalous suppression names the suppression of the J/  yield that can not be explained by
CNM e↵ects and summarizes the above described in-medium e↵ects. The NA50 [110] and
NA60[111] experiments at CERN measured both p–A and A–A collisions at the same incident2.4 Quarkonia in Heavy-Ion Collisions 39
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Figure 2.23: The ratio of the measured and the expected J/  yield as a function
of centrality (Npart). Red circles correspond to In–In collisions measured by the
NA60 experiment, blue triangles depict Pb–Pb data from NA50, both at 158A GeV.
Boxes around the points are systematic errors. The height of the red box on the
right corresponds the uncertainty on the absolute normalization of the In–In points, a
global error of 12% due to the uncertainty on the J/  absorption cross section is not
shown[89].
energy of 158A GeV and in the same xF range. The results in p–A can be used to calculate
the J/  suppression from CNM e↵ects in A–A, and by this, calculate an expected J/  yield
without consideration of hot-medium e↵ects. Figure 2.23 shows the ratio of the measured and
the expected J/  yield as a function of Npart, the number of participating nucleons: due to
their ﬁnite size, two colliding nuclei can hit each other with a varying overlap, according to the
impact parameter. The nucleons in the overlap region will participate in the interaction and
stop each other, see Section 1.4. While these nucleons are called participants the others will
just be torn apart from the nucleus and continue ﬂying along their trajectory. These spectators
can be measured via the energy deposited in zero-degree calorimeters. The collision centrality,
and likewise the impact parameter, is extracted from that measurements by a model-dependent
estimation. A common approach to calculate Npart is the Glauber model[112].R e dc i r c l e si n
Fig. 2.23 correspond to In–In collisions measured by the NA60 experiment, blue triangles depict
Pb–Pb data from NA50. Although the amount of anomalous suppression is signiﬁcantly smaller
compared to previous studies[113] that did not take the e↵ect of shadowing into account, above
Npart ⇠ 200 there is still a signiﬁcant suppression of around 20–30%.40 Quarkonia
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Figure 2.24: Upper panel: the PHENIX J/  RAA in
p
sNN = 200 GeV Au–Au
collisions versus centrality in measures of Npart for central (|y| < 0.35, red circles) and
forward (1.2 <y<2.2, blue dots) rapidity regions. Lower panel: the ratio of forward
and mid-rapidity J/  RAA [115].
The PHENIX[114] experiment at RHIC4 has measured[115] the J/  nuclear modiﬁcation
factor:
RAA =
YA A
hNcolliYpp
(2.12)
allowing to compare nucleus-nucleus to nucleon-nucleon collisions. It unveils the e↵ects that
occur in A–A collisions but not in pp collisions. Here, YA A and Ypp are the yields in A–A and
pp collisions, respectively, hNcolli is the mean number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions. The
latter is calculated using the Glauber model.
Figure 2.24 shows the results for
p
sNN = 200 GeV Au–Au collisions, both for the central
(|y| < 0.35, red circles) and forward (1.2 <y<2.2, blue dots) rapidity regions.
Both at central and forward rapidity a strong suppression (from CNM e↵ects plus hot-medium
e↵ects) of the yield in A–A collisions with respect to pp collisions can be seen. The suppression
is increasing with the centrality of the collision (measured as Npart). It is also signiﬁcantly
stronger at forward rapidity compared to mid-rapidity as can be seen in the lower panel of
Fig. 2.24 showing the ratio between the two.
To estimate the contribution of CNM e↵ects to the suppression seen in Fig. 2.24, PHENIX
analyzed d-Au collisions to extract an expected cold-nuclear-matter RAA.T h i si sf u r t h e ru s e d
4Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory2.4 Quarkonia in Heavy-Ion Collisions 41
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Figure 2.25: Ratio of the measured RAA and the RAA as expected for cold-nuclear-
matter e↵ects in
p
sNN = 200 GeV Au–Au collisions. The e↵ect of shadowing has been
taken into account with the EKS98 parameterization. Other parameterizations have
been applied leading to almost identical results. Red dots correspond central rapidities,
blue dots to forward rapidities. Systematic errors are represented by the boxes[81].
to normalize the two distributions of the nuclear modiﬁcation factor versus the number of
participants from Fig. 2.24 to extract the anomalous suppression pattern. The result is shown
in Fig. 2.25. Here, the di↵erence between the two rapidity regions vanishes. The PHENIX
d-Au analysis referenced in [81] is preliminary. If the ﬁnal version conﬁrms this result, the
highly debated di↵erence in suppression at mid and forward rapidities might be due to CNM
e↵ects. Similar as in the SPS results discussed above a substantial suppression can be seen
above Npart ⇠ 200.
Figure 2.26 ﬁnally compares the SPS and RHIC data. Anomalous suppression patterns
from Pb–Pb data from NA50, In–In data from NA60 and Au–Au data from PHENIX (at
mid-rapidity) are presented as a function of the number of charged particles per unit of rapidity
dNch/d⌘ at ⌘ = 0. It should be emphasized that the magnitude of anomalous suppression as
function of the charged-particle multiplicity is almost independent of system size and collision
energy.
At the end of 2010 the LHC (see Section 3.1) accelerated Pb beams for the ﬁrst time, at an
energy of
p
sNN =2 .76 TeV. In March 2011, proton beams were collided at the same energy,
allowing for a direct comparison of the data. Only two months later the CMS collaboration
was able to ﬁnd ﬁrst indications for a suppression of excited ⌥ states in Pb–Pb with respect to
pp collisions[116]. Figure 2.27 shows the dimuon invariant-mass spectra from the pp and the42 Quarkonia
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Figure 2.26: Comparison of the anomalous suppression patterns: PHENIX data
at
p
sNN = 200 GeV Au–Au collisions, and NA60 and NA50 data at 158A GeV as
function of the number of charged particles per unit of rapidity dNch/d⌘ at ⌘ =0[81].
Pb–Pb data on the left (a) and the right (b) panels, respectively. Already by eye one can see
a clear reduction of the ⌥0 and ⌥00 peaks, compared to the ⌥ in the spectrum from Pb–Pb.
Both distributions are ﬁt with a combination of three Crystal Ball functions [117], one for
each ⌥ state, and a second-order polynomial for the background. The ﬁt results are drawn as
the solid lines. The Crystal Ball function (named after the Crystal Ball Collaboration) is a
probability density function composed of Gaussian core and a power-law tail at its lower end
(see Appendix E for details). It gives a good description of mass spectra that are a↵ected by
asymmetric losses. The yields are then extracted from the ﬁt results and used to calculate
the double ratio [(Y⌥0 + Y⌥00)/Y⌥]Pb Pb /[(Y⌥0 + Y⌥00)/Y⌥]pp to quantify the suppression. It
is found to be 0.31, a suppression of more than a factor of three. The authors of[116] claim
that the probability to obtain this value or a lower one is below 1% for the case that the double
ratio was indeed unity. This observation gives new support to the melting scenario described in
Section 2.4.2.
The same LHC
p
sNN =2 .76 TeV Pb–Pb data has been analyzed by ALICE to measure
the J/  RAA as a function of rapidity (Fig. 2.28, left panel) and Npart (right panel). No
signiﬁcant y dependence of the inclusive J/  RAA at pt   0 GeV/c can be seen. At above
pt   3 GeV/c the RAA is decreased at the highest y bin. Two di↵erent shadowing predictions
for both pt ranges do not show a strong y dependence, their magnitude cannot solely account
for the suppression seen in the data. Furthermore, in contrast to the experimental results, the
predicted suppression due to shadowing is stronger for the pt range starting at zero.2.4 Quarkonia in Heavy-Ion Collisions 43
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Figure 2.27: The dimuon invariant-mass spectra of the CMS experiment for pp (left)
and Pb–Pb (right) collisions, both at
p
sNN =2 .76 TeV. The same reconstruction
algorithm has been used for both data sets[116].
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Figure 2.28: Centrality integrated (0%–80%) inclusive J/  RAA [118]. Left: as
a function of rapidity. Data from ALICE for two di↵erent pt ranges (red squares:
pt   0 GeV/c, blue diamonds: pt   3 GeV/c) are compared to the result from CMS
(blue triangles: pt   3 GeV/c)[119]. For both pt ranges, the expected suppression due
to shadowing is represented for two models by lines and areas. Right: as a function of
Npart, compared to various model predictions[120, 121, 122].
The RAA at
p
sNN =2 .76 TeV does not show a signiﬁcant dependence on Npart (right panel of
Fig. 2.28). When it is compared to the results at
p
sNN = 200 GeV (Fig. 2.24), the observed
suppression is much weaker, especially at central events. Three di↵erent model predictions
including J/  generation in a QGP phase are compared to the data in the right panel of
Fig. 2.28. The statistical model[120] is given for two values of the yet unknown d c¯ c/dy. Apart
from the most peripheral bin the model describes the trend of the data. The two transport
models[121, 122] shown in the ﬁgure are given with (lower bounds) and without (upper bounds)
shadowing contribution. Especially the prediction of[121] gives a good description of the data.44 Quarkonia
In [118] it is stated that in both transport models about 50% of the measured J/  yield in
most central collisions is due to combination of uncorrelated c¯ c pairs in the medium.
2.5 Experimental Outlook
So far, the understanding of quarkonia production mechanisms in elementary hadronic collisions
is still a challenge for theory. Two of the main sources for uncertainties of the predictions
are the precise value of the charm quark mass and the gluon distribution functions inside
the nucleons. Due to these limitations of the predictions it is di cult to decide which of the
competing models is preferred by the data. Di↵erential production cross sections of higher
precision from the experiments at SPS and RHIC cannot substantially improve this situation.
Figure 2.22 shows the dependence of the cross section of various hard probes on the collision
energy. Going towards higher collision energies signiﬁcantly increases the statistics of all
quarkonia measurements. Also, at higher collision energies, the full bottomonia family becomes
accessible for analysis; ﬁrst results at LHC energies are already available. The polarization of
quarkonia turned out to be a powerful observable to provide constraints on the di↵erent models.
As mentioned above, especially the polarization measurement of bottomonia is a strong test for
theoretical models; moreover, this family su↵ers much less from feed-down than the charmonia
and is thus more accurate. The strategy will be to look at the full picture and ﬁnd out which
of the models can reproduce the whole set of available data in a consistent way.
The interpretation of quarkonia measurements in heavy-ion collisions is relying on the
understanding of quarkonium hadro-production as well as on the results from elementary
collisions as a baseline, and on p–A measurements for the extraction of CNM e↵ects. Also,
detailed analyses of various observables just started and may lead to a much better understanding
of the interaction with the medium soon, such as polarization and collective ﬂow of quarkonia
in heavy-ion collisions. As it is the case for pp collisions, also the analysis of A–A collisions
highly beneﬁts from increased collision energies. With the higher heavy-quark production cross
sections the full set of quarkonia (J/ ,  0,⌥ ,⌥ 0,⌥ 00) will be accessible within the statistics of
af e wr u np e r i o d s .
The LHC, will provide all these measurements, a few that have also been discussed here are
already available. Three experiments at the LHC, ALICE, CMS and ATLAS, are well-suited
and partially even designed for this type of analysis. The next chapter will introduce the collider
machine and especially the experiment ALICE, at which the present work is a liated. The
analysis carried out in this study is intended to contribute to the understanding of quarkonia
production and provides a measurement at the new energy regime of the LHC and a new
observable calling for theoretical interpretations.Chapter 3
ALICE at the LHC
The ﬁrst part of this chapter brieﬂy introduces the accelerator LHC. Thereafter, the experiment
ALICE is discussed with a focus on those parts which are mainly relevant for this work. The
second half of this chapter addresses the methods for the reconstruction of particle trajectories,
tracks, in the detector and a possible improvement of a part of this procedure.
3.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN1 has been built in the circular tunnel of 27 km
length previously used by the Large Electron Positron collider (LEP). Having delivered the
ﬁrst proton-proton collisions on November 23rd in 2009 it is now the most powerful accelerator
ever constructed. As all colliders the LHC consists of acceleration cavities, bending magnets
and two beam lines plus a huge set of beam optics and diagnostics instruments. At the LHC
both beam tubes are installed in the same super-conducting bending dipole magnets. Their
ﬁeld provides a Lorentz force FL = qvB matching the centrifugal force FC = mv2/r of the
accelerated particles. The nominal ﬁeld of 8.3 T and the collider radius of about 4.3 km leads
to a nominal proton-proton centre-of-mass collision energy of 14 TeV.
An important part of the LHC program are annual heavy-ion runs. In that case also neutrons
have to be carried in the nuclei; thus, the maximum beam energy per nucleon is reduced by the
factor of Z/A, see Table 3.1.
For a measurement cycle in a collider experiment the accelerator is ﬁlled with particles of
given injection energy which are then accelerated. In this process both the operation frequency
of the accelerating cavities and the magnetic ﬁeld of the bending dipoles have to be increased
synchronously, what led to the name synchrotron to such types of accelerators.
1CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research was founded in 1951 as a council named Conseil
Europ´ een pour la Recherche Nucl´ eaire.
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Figure 3.1: Aerial view of the CERN accelerator complex and the surrounding region
of France and Switzerland; The LHC (large ring) and the SPS (smaller ring) cross each
other close to the CERN main site. Following the LHC to the left, a bright spot on
the LHC marks the ALICE experimental area[123].
The bending magnets have a minimum current at which they can be operated. The resulting
magnetic ﬁeld corresponds to a minimal particle energy at which they have to be injected into
the collider; thus, pre-accelerators are necessary. In Fig. 3.1 the LHC is drawn as the big circle.
The smaller one, the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), is used as pre-accelerator for the LHC,
being itself ﬁlled by the Proton Synchrotron (PS). The latter is still small enough to ﬁt on the
CERN main site.
When the nominal or desired beam energy is reached the beams are being collided at several
interaction points around which the experiments are constructed. The beam intensity is slowly
decreasing, after several hours the interaction rates are becoming too low and a new ﬁll is
prepared. A measure for the beam intensity is the luminosity:
L =
NaNbnfr
4⇡ x y
. (3.1)
For technical reasons the beam is not continuous but the particles are packed together in
bunches. Na,b are the numbers of particles per bunch in the two beams a and b, n is the number
of bunches per beam and fr the revolution frequency. Assuming a Gaussian particle distribution
in the bunches in the plane orthogonal to the beam axis,  x,y are the standard deviations in3.2 A Large Ion Collider Experiment 47
the two transverse directions. The luminosity is of unit cm 2s 1. When multiplied with a cross
section of a given process it yields the rate of that process, see Fig. 2.22 and Table 3.1. Also
noted in that table is a value for the reduced luminosity at the ALICE interaction point. This
is necessary because of the rather long TPC drift time (see Section 3.2.4). A pile-up of too
many events would render the data unusable for analysis.
L (cm 2s 1)
p
sNN (TeV)  inel
Anticipated
pp, ALICE 3·1030 14 70
pp, nominal 1·1034 -”- -”-
Pb–Pb 1·1027 5.5 7745
Delivered
pp, ALICE ⇡· 1030 2.76 62.1 ± 1.6 (model) ± 4.3 (luminosity)
pp, ALICE ⇡ 2·1030 7 72.7 ± 1.1 (model) ± 5.1 (luminosity)
pp, nominal ⇡ 3.5·1032 -”- -”-
Pb–Pb ⇡ 4·1026 2.76 n/a
Table 3.1: Envisaged luminosities, nominal collision energies and expected total
inelastic cross sections at the LHC[124, 125, 62] as well as the delivered beams (as of
fall 2011)[126, 127].
3.2 A Large Ion Collider Experiment
Figure 3.3: The ﬁrst pp
collision candidate[129].
ALICE [128] is the only dedicated heavy-ion experiment at
LHC. In contrast to the other big experiments, ATLAS[130],
CMS [131] and LHCb [132], its design has been optimized
for high precision measurements in very high track densities
and down to very low transverse momenta (of the order of
100 MeV/c).
Well before the LHC start-up ALICE was continuously running
and taking cosmic data for preparation and calibration. As the
very ﬁrst LHC collisions took place, ALICE was taking data
and directly able to reconstruct the events[129]. Figure 3.3
shows a 3D event display of the very ﬁrst proton-proton
collision candidate, recorded with the ALICE experiment. In48 ALICE at the LHC
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Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of the ALICE setup; the left part of the ﬁgure shows
in red the L3 magnet and inside, symmetric and barrel shaped around the interaction
spot, the central detectors. The main detectors used for quarkonia measurements
are the ITS, the TPC and the TRD. The right part of the ﬁgure shows the forward
muon arm including an absorber and a muon ﬁlter, a large dipole magnet and various
tracking and triggering stations[128].
that phase the LHC only circulated both beams without further acceleration; thus, the energy
of that collision is the injection energy of
p
s = 900 GeV, i.e., twice the top SPS energy. The
dots correspond to hits in the ITS, the lines correspond to reconstructed tracks.
A sketch of the ALICE setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. One can divide the various detectors
in three parts: the forward detectors,t h ethe muon spectrometer and the central barrel.T h e s e
will be introduced in more detail in the following sections of this chapter.
3.2.1 The ALICE Coordinate System
A right-handed orthogonal cartesian system has been deﬁned [133] as the ALICE global
coordinate system. Its origin x,y,z = 0 is the beam interaction point (IP). The three axes are3.2 A Large Ion Collider Experiment 49
deﬁned as follows: The x axis is perpendicular to the mean beam direction at the IP, aligned
with the local horizontal accelerator plane and pointing with positive values of x to the LHC
ring center. The y axis is perpendicular to the x axis and the mean beam direction at the IP,
pointing upwards. The z axis is parallel to the mean beam direction, with negative values of z
in direction of the muon spectrometer.
Most of the central barrel detectors are designed in cylinder geometry. The corresponding
spherical coordinates are deﬁned as: The radius r =
p
x2 + y2 + z2 is the distance to the IP,
the polar angle ✓ = arccosz
r increases from the z axis (✓ = 0) to the x,y plane (✓ = ⇡/2) up to
the negative z axis (✓ = ⇡). The azimuthal angle   increases counter-clockwise starting from
the x axis (  = 0). An illustration of the global coordinate system is given in the left panel of
Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: The ALICE global (left) and local (right) coordinate systems[134].
Furthermore, the directions from the IP, i.e. detector sides, have been named A, C for
positive and negative z, I and O at positive (inside the accelerator ring) and at negative x
(outside the accelerator ring) and U and D at positive (upwards) and negative y (downwards).
Additionally to the global ALICE coordinate system a local coordinate system has been
deﬁned. As the global one it is a right-handed cartesian system and has the same origin and z
axis. The di↵erence is, that the local system is rotated such that its x axis is perpendicular to
the given detectors sensitive plane. This can be, e.g., the pad row in case of the TPC and the
pad plane in case of the TRD (see Section 3.2.4).
The global and the local coordinate systems can be transformed into each other by the rotation
of an angle ↵ around the z axis, see the right panel of Fig. 3.4. This local coordinate system
is used during the ALICE track reconstruction (see Section 3.3). Its choice simpliﬁes the
reconstruction equations and allows for a fast transformation to the global coordinate system.50 ALICE at the LHC
3.2.2 Forward Detectors
Various detectors at forward rapidities are used for triggering decisions and the measurement of
global event properties. But also detectors for speciﬁc analyses are installed in forward rapidity
regions.
The T0 detector measures the event time with high precision and generates a start time
for the time of ﬂight detector (TOF, see Section 3.2.4). It can also be used to measure the
vertex position and to provide trigger signals, either a L0 (for the ALICE trigger setup, see
Section 3.2.5) or a wake-up signal to the TRD (see Section 3.2.4). Furthermore, it can serve as
a multiplicity trigger. The main purpose of the V0 detector is to generate minimum bias trigger
decisions and the rejection of beam-gas events. It can also be used for luminosity measurements
and serves as an indicator of the centrality of the collision.
The latter is obtained with high precision also with the Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC) by
measuring the energy of the spectator nucleons. Likewise, the impact parameter in heavy-ion
collisions is extracted from that measurement.
At pseudo-rapidities larger than |⌘| =1 .7 the multiplicity is measured with the Forward
Multiplicity Detector (FMD). Also far from mid-rapidity, the Photon Multiplicity Detector
(PMD) measures the multiplicity and spatial distribution of photons.
3.2.3 Muon Spectrometer
The muon spectrometer is, as the name already indicates, designed to provide muon measure-
ments for speciﬁc analyses, especially that of quarkonia. It consists of a 10 plane tracking system
with high granularity, partially inside a large area dipole magnet for momentum determination.
Four planes of trigger chambers behind a ﬁlter wall provide a fast trigger decision on events
with one or more opposite sign muon pairs with high pt. The muon system is protected from
hadrons and photons by a large front absorber and a beam shield[135, 136]. The longitudinal
acceptance of the system is  4.0 <⌘< 2.5. One of the main objectives are to measure
quarkonia states in their dimuon decay channel over the whole range of transverse momenta
down to pt = 0.
Advantages of the muon spectrometer are that it can be operated with dedicated triggers at
very high rates compared to the central barrel detectors. Also, since behind the absorber there
is only very little contamination by other particles than muons, the purity of the measurements
is very high.
Disadvantages of the absorber are a slightly reduced momentum resolution due to multiple
scattering in the absorber. Furthermore, secondary vertices as those from B ! J/  +X decays
cannot be detected in the muon channel.3.2 A Large Ion Collider Experiment 51
3.2.4 The Central Barrel
The central barrel of the ALICE experimental setup is used for a broad variety of measurements
including the reconstruction of quarkonia in their dielectronic decay channel. Detectors belonging
to this part of the experiment are used for this study; thus, those parts will be discussed in
more detail in the following.
Figure 3.5: The PID performance of the di↵erent ALICE detectors providing PID
information in terms of particle ratios as a function of momentum [137]. Solid lines
represent a separation of the particle species better than 3 , dashed lines better than
2  [134].
Detector Acceptance |⌘| Radial Position
SPD (ITS layer 1) 1.98 3.9 cm
SPD (ITS layer 2) 1.4 7.6 cm
SDD (ITS layer 3, 4) 0.9 15.0 cm - 23.9 cm
SSD (ITS layer 5, 6) 0.97 37.8 cm - 43.3 cm
TPC 0.9 (full track length) 0.85 m - 2.47 m (active volume)
TRD 0.84 2.90 m - 3.68 m
Table 3.2: Summary of the longitudinal acceptances and radial positions of the central
detectors which are most important for the measurement of quarkonia[128].52 ALICE at the LHC
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Figure 3.6: Layout of the ITS, comprising the SPD, the SDD and the SSD[138].
Inner Tracking System The Inner Tracking System (ITS) is a very important detector of
ALICE. Its main tasks are a precise measurement of the primary vertex with a resolution of
less than 100 µm in r  and the reconstruction of secondary vertices, for example from B and
D decays. Furthermore, the ITS does track ﬁnding and particle identiﬁcation for tracks below
pt= 100 MeV/c that do not reach the TPC. Also, it improves the momentum measurement for
tracks reconstructed with the other detectors.
Being the detector closest to the interaction vertex and surrounding the beam pipe, the ITS is
built up of six cylindrical layers of silicon detectors. Three di↵erent technologies are used with
two layers each: Silicon Pixel Detectors (SPD), Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD) and Silicon Strip
Detectors (SSD). All six layers have a cylindric shape, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Pixel and drift
technologies have been applied for the four innermost layers in order to achieve the anticipated
impact parameter resolution and to cope with the high track densities expected in heavy-ion
collisions at the LHC.
Both SDD and SSD are providing an analog signal and can thus be used for particle identiﬁcation
via the speciﬁc energy loss (see Section 3.3.2 and Fig. 3.5) of charged particles traversing the
detector material. As summarized in Table 3.2 the ITS is located at a radial position of about
4 cm to 43 cm.
Time Projection Chamber The main tracking detector of the ALICE experiment is a
cylindrical Time Projection Chamber (TPC). With a total gas volume of about 90 m3 the
ALICE TPC is the largest TPC ever built. This device further provides particle identiﬁcation
and a two-track resolution separating tracks with relative momentum di↵erences of below
5 MeV/c.
Being symmetric around the azimuth, the longitudinal acceptance is |⌘| < 0.9 for tracks reaching
the outermost part of the TPC; tracks with a smaller angle to the z-axis and thus with a reduced
length can be measured up to |⌘| < 1.5. Table 3.2 lists the radial dimension of the TPC. In
transverse particle momentum, the detector covers a very large range: from about 100 MeV/c
up to 100 GeV/c. The granularity of the detector was chosen such that the occupancy does not3.2 A Large Ion Collider Experiment 53
Figure 3.7: Schematic sketch of the TPC setup[139].
exceed 40% in any part of the detector, even for events with extremely high charged particle
densities of up to dNch/d⌘ = 8000 (around mid-rapidity).
The general layout of the TPC is shown in Fig. 3.7. Its cylindrical gas volume is divided
in two drift regions by the central electrode. From there the electric ﬁeld lines are guided
homogeneously along the ﬁeld cage until the end-caps where all readout chambers and front-end
electronics (FEE) are installed. The total high voltage of the central electrode is 100 kV leading
to a ﬁeld gradient of 400 V/cm and a maximum drift time of 92 µs (for the nominal gas
mixture)[128].
A charged particle traversing the sensitive volume ionizes the Ne-CO2-N2 gas mixture. The
track of ionized gas and electrons drifts along the electric ﬁeld. As sketched in Fig. 3.8 the
electrons from the primary ionization are drifting towards the readout plane which is made
up of multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC). As soon as the drifting electrons pass the
cathode wire plane they get accelerated in the high potential di↵erence between cathode and
anode plane. The original charge is ampliﬁed by creating ionization avalanches with a gain of
around 2·104. While the electrons from this process are quickly drained away in the anode
wires the much heavier gas ions drift back to the cathode wires. These moving space charges
induce clusters of mirror charges in the segmented pad plane which is in the end read out by
the front-end electronics. By ﬁnding the weights between adjacent pads the track position can
be determined with a precision of about 0.8-1.1 mm, much smaller than the actual pad size.
The third spatial dimension is calculated out of the drift time. This lead to the name Time
Projection Chamber of that detector type. The resolution of the z coordinate is around 1.1 to
1.25 mm, depending on the drift time: the longer the drift time the more the ionization cluster
grows by di↵usion.
The third wire plane, the gating grid, is separating the MWPCs from the drift region. By
setting its voltage to corresponding potential at its position or ± a certain additional voltage54 ALICE at the LHC
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Figure 3.8: Sketch of a TPC with segmented readout pads [134]; the ionization
electrons of a charged particle’s track drift to the ampliﬁcation region. If opened, they
pass the gating grid and the cathode wire plane after which they create an ionization
avalanche in the strong electric ﬁeld around the anode wires. A mirror charge is
induced in the segmented pad plane. By ﬁnding the weights between adjacent pads
the track position can be determined with a resolution much better than the actual
pad width[140].
it can be opened or closed. Only when an interesting event is triggered this grid is opened
to enable the gas ampliﬁcation. This is to prevent un-triggered ionizing events from being
ampliﬁed and from accumulating ions in the drift region what would lead to ﬁeld distortions.
About 560,000 pads have to be read out by the front-end electronics. Therein, the analog
pad signals have to be processed such that they can be stored and analyzed digitally. This is
mainly done in the ALTRO2 chip[141] and illustrated in Fig. 3.9. The analog pulse coming from
the TPC pad is ﬁrst fed into a preampliﬁer and shaper ampliﬁer (PASA) which is integrating
the charge. Next, inside the ALTRO chip, the pulse is digitized and digitally processed: tail
cancellation minimizes the pile-up e↵ect in subsequent signals, pedestal subtraction and zero
suppression extract the plain signals and reject samples that do not carry information. Upon
reception of an L1 trigger (for the ALICE trigger setup, see Section 3.2.5) several hundreds of
time samples are temporarily stored in a multi-event bu↵er. When also a L2 trigger arrives the
event is kept, otherwise it is overwritten by the next one.
Each PASA and ALTRO contain 16 individual channels, 8 of each are put together on one
Front-End Card (FEC). One row of up to 25 FECs is controlled by a Readout Control Unit
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Figure 3.9: Schematic overview of the TPC front-end electronics; each TPC readout
pad is connected to a preampliﬁer and shaper ampliﬁer and one of the 16 channels of
an ALTRO chip. The output of each channel is read out by the RCU[128].S e et e x t
for details.
(RCU). Finally, the data is sent to the data acquisition (DAQ) via Detector Data Links (DDL).
After the tracking procedure (see Section 3.3) has assigned a set of signal clusters to a track,
the speciﬁc energy loss (see Section 3.3.2) is determined and used for particle identiﬁcation.
The TPC provides PID information over a very broad momentum range and for a good number
of particle species, see Section 3.5.
Transition Radiation Detector The Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) has been added
to the ALICE experimental setup to substantially improve the electron measurement. With
a longitudinal and azimuthal acceptance of |⌘| < 0.84 and 2⇡ respectively, the TRD covers
almost the same phase space as the TPC and can contribute to the PID of most of the tracks
reconstructed in the central barrel. As depicted in Fig. 3.10 the detector is segmented in 18
azimuthal segments, the so-called super modules. Each super module is divided into ﬁve stacks
of six chambers each. In spring 2012, 13 of the total 18 super modules were installed.
The main goals of the TRD are the study of light and heavy vector-meson resonances and
semi-leptonic open heavy ﬂavor decays as well as a signiﬁcant enhancement of the corresponding
yields by providing a fast trigger. Such a trigger can also be applied to high transverse-energy
jets by requiring several close high-pt tracks. These physics objectives implicate the design
parameters of the TRD:
A pion rejection capability of a factor of 100 for transverse momenta above 3 GeV/c is mainly56 ALICE at the LHC
dictated by the J/  measurement and its pt dependence. Also light vector mesons and the
dielectron continuum between the J/  and the ⌥ are only accessible with this level of rejection.
Good momentum resolution and a high pointing accuracy is of vital importance to match the
TPC track with the reconstructed TRD clusters. The better the momentum resolution the
sharper the trigger threshold in pt and the smaller the rate of fake tracks[142].
The material budget has to be kept as small as possible to minimize photon conversions resulting
in additional background and pixel occupancy. Also, electron bremsstrahlung, leading to loss of
electrons, must be kept at a minimum. This is an important issue for all types of detectors and
addressed in detail in Section 3.3.
The granularity of the detector is being deﬁned in bending direction by the envisaged momentum
resolution and in longitudinal direction by the need to fulﬁll the above requirements still at the
highest assumed charged particle multiplicities at central Pb-Pb collisions.
The occupancy of the TRD reaches 34% at dNch/d⌘ = 8000 what was the maximum estimation
during the TRD design phase[142]. The detector is designed to cope with these occupancies.
Figure 3.10: Illustration of the space frame hold-
ing 18 TRD super modules (green), surrounded
by the TOF detector super modules (yellow).
Each individual chamber consists of a
radiator, built up as a sandwich of Roha-
cell plates and polypropylene ﬁbre mats,
a drift region of 3.0 cm and a MWPC of
0.7 cm thickness with cathode pad read-
out. The pad plane is supported by a hon-
eycomb carbon ﬁbre sandwich back panel
which also gives stability to the chamber
structure. Like this an overall thickness of
the TRD in terms of radiation lengths of
23.4% is reached[128].
This setup as well as the working prin-
ciple of the Transition Radiation Detector
is shown in Fig. 3.11. Charged particles
traversing the detector’s sensitive volume ionize the gas mixture along their trajectory. In
contrast to the TPC the particles traverse also the ampliﬁcation region and the pad plane.
The electrons from the primary ionization clusters drift with a constant velocity of around
1.5 cm/µs[128] to the cathode wire plane, become accelerated in the strong electric ﬁeld around
the thin (20 µm[142]) anode wires resulting in an ionization avalanche. In the same way as
explained for the TPC a signal is deduced and read out from the pads.
The average of such signals from pions against the drift time is shown with blue triangles in
Fig. 3.12. At short drift times electrons from the primary ionization drift towards the anode
wires from both sides of the plane. Therefore the signal is peaked in this region. Thereafter,
the signal stays roughly constant until the complete track has drifted into the ampliﬁcation3.2 A Large Ion Collider Experiment 57
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Figure 3.11: Schematic setup and working principle of a TRD readout chamber;
Charged particles ionize the detector gas as they traverse the chamber. High velocity
particles are likely to emit transition radiation which leads to an extra electron cluster
in the drift region close to the radiator[142].
region. Compared to the TPC, the distance between anode plane and radiator is very short.
Backward drifting ions are neutralized quickly at the radiator and cannot accumulate in the
drift region; thus, there is no need for a gating grid in case of the TRD.
When an electron passes a TRD chamber as in Fig. 3.11, it is likely that inside the radiator a
transition radiation (TR) photon is created. This process, further described in Section 3.3.2,
sets in at electron momenta around 0.5 GeV/c. To obtain reasonable amounts of TR the
electrons have to traverse many material surfaces. Extensive studies have been performed[142]
to identify the optimal solution for the TRD in terms of TR yield, mechanical stability and
radiation thickness. As a result the TRD radiators are built in a sandwich structure. A box of
Rohacell foam panels contains polypropylene ﬁbre mats. Above the threshold for the production
of transition radiation (  ⇡ 1000) on average 1.45 TR photons in the range of 1 to 30 keV
(part of the X-ray spectrum) are produced [128]. In order to measure the large part of the
TR photons a detector gas with a very short absorption length3 is necessary. Here Xe is the
only possible choice which is used together with 15% CO2 as quencher[142]. The additional
ionization cluster from the absorbed TR photon leads to an enhancement of the electron signal
3The absorption length   is deﬁned as the path length after which the intensity of the incident radiation has
been reduced from I0 to I0/e: I(x)=I0 ·e
 x/ .58 ALICE at the LHC
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Figure 3.12: Average pulse height as a function of the drift time for electrons with
(red circles) and without radiator (green squares) and for pions (blue triangles)[143].
at late drift times, i.e., close to the radiator.
The red circles in Fig. 3.12 are corresponding to the average signal of electrons of p =2GeV/c.
The green squares show average electron signals without radiator; thus, without additional TR
signal. By comparing the red and the green curves one can see the exponential absorption of
the TR photons close to the radiator. The di↵erence between the blue and the green curve is
the di↵erent speciﬁc energy loss of pions and electrons at same momenta, see Section 3.3.2.
Various algorithms using Bayes’ theorem of conditional probabilities or neural networks
analyze the signal of each track to decide whether it might be from an electron or not. Combining
the six TRD layers provides the target pion rejection at a given electron e ciency of 90%. By
this, the electron PID is dramatically improved over a broad range of particle momenta, see
Fig. 3.5.
Large parts of the TRD readout chain are installed as front-end electronics directly on the
chambers. As illustrated in Fig. 3.13 the total of around 1.18 M readout channels are connected
to the so-called Multi-Chip Modules (MCM). Each MCM comprises an 18 channel PASA and
a 21 channel4 Tracklet Processor (TRAP) chip performing digital data processing: After the
4The charge of tracks is distributed over neighboring pads. To allow for a precise position resolution in the
tracklet reconstruction of tracks crossing MCM boundaries 3 adjacent channels are shared with neighboring
MCMs.3.2 A Large Ion Collider Experiment 59
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Figure 3.13: Overview of the TRD readout electronics[128].
digitization of the signals by an ADC the pedestal, gain, nonlinearity and tail corrections are
done in digital ﬁlters. Processing units perform track ﬁtting and a bu↵er stores events until a
trigger has been received.
Always 16 MCMs with connection to the pads are installed on one readout board (ROB), each
chamber is equipped with six or eight of those, depending on the chamber’s size. In Fig. 3.14
the eight columns of MCMs can be easily identiﬁed. A 17th MCM on each ROB, the board
merger, receives the data from the other MCMs. Two boards on each chamber are equipped
with yet another MCM, the half-chamber merger. From there the data is shipped via optical
readout interface cards (ORI) to the Global Tracking Unit (GTU). In Fig. 3.14 the two ORIs
are located in the upper part of the chamber, connected with black cables.
The last part of the TRD FEE is the DCS board. In Fig. 3.14 this is installed on the left part
of the chamber, on top of the green readout boards. The DCS boards control and monitor the
chamber’s FEE. The conﬁguration of the chambers, e.g. settings of ﬁlter and gain parameters,
are done by sending it to the DCS boards which are then conﬁguring the MCMs.
TOF The detector surrounding the TRD, the time of ﬂight detector (TOF), is the outermost
one having a full azimuthal coverage and a longitudinal acceptance of |⌘| < 0.9. Being segmented
in 18 super modules in   and 5 segments in z direction the TOF measures the ﬂight time
of particles with an overall resolution of better than 80 ps[128]. By the combination of this
information with the particle momenta one can determine their masses. The TOF provides
particle identiﬁcation in the intermediate momentum region: below about 2.5 GeV/c for pions
and kaons and below 4 GeV/c for kaons and protons a separation of better than 3   can be
achieved[128], see Fig. 3.5.
The detector has been realized using Multi-gap Resistive-Plate Chambers (MRPC). These are
gaseous detectors with high and uniform electric ﬁelds where ionizations immediately start
avalanches without any drift times. Some main advantages of MRPC are: they can be operated60 ALICE at the LHC
Figure 3.14: Picture of a TRD chamber equipped with front-end electronics.
at atmospheric pressure and with high gain due to the internal quenching capabilities of the
resistive plates. Also, the signals do not have any late tails. Finally, the construction of MRPC
is rather simple and does not require cost-intensive materials.
Another important purpose of the TOF detector is to create trigger signals. On the one hand
it provides Level 0 (L0) triggers to select ultra-peripheral collisions, minimum bias events in
proton-proton collisions and cosmic muons for the calibration of central detectors and cosmic-ray
physics. On the other hand the trigger signal is fast enough to be used as a pretrigger for the
TRD.
HMPID The High Momentum Particle Identiﬁcation Detector (HMPID) is a Ring Imaging
Cherenkov detector (RICH) dedicated to identify hadrons at transverse momenta above 1 GeV/c.
The setup of the HMPID is a single arm array of seven modules of about 1.5 ⇥ 1.5m 2 each. In
total the acceptance is about 5% of the central barrel phase space[128].
PHOS The Photon Spectrometer is a high-resolution electromagnetic spectrometer covering
100 degrees in azimuth and ±0.12 units around mid-pseudorapidity. It is divided into ﬁve
independent modules of a segmented electromagnetic calorimeter and a Charged-Particle Veto
(CPV) detector. Each calorimeter consists of 56 rows of 64 cells of lead-tungstate crystals
PbWO4; the CPV is a MWPC with a charged-particle detection e ciency better than 99%[128].
The main task of the PHOS is the measurement of photons. In spring 2012, three out of ﬁve
modules are installed.3.2 A Large Ion Collider Experiment 61
EMCal In 2008, the construction of the huge electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal) was
started, in spring 2011 the last modules were installed. It is a Pb-scintillator sampling
calorimeter read out with Avalanche Photo Diodes (APD). Being the outermost detector inside
the ALICE L3 solenoidal magnet at a distance to the IP of about 4.5 m it covers |⌘| < 0.7
in longitudinal direction and 107  in the azimuth[128]. The main reason for the addition of
the EMCal to ALICE was to signiﬁcantly improve the capabilities of jet quenching studies in
heavy-ion collisions. By providing a fast and e cient (L0 and L1) trigger on hard jets, photons
and electrons the EMCal allows ALICE to better exploit the LHC luminosity.
3.2.5 Trigger Setup
Triggers are necessary to start the detector read-out whenever an interesting event occurs.
Moreover, at LHC design luminosities, more collisions take place than can be recorded. Thus,
a trigger system has to be able to enhance rare signals by selecting events exhibiting various
features. The ALICE trigger system comprises four di↵erent levels. The lower the level, the
faster the decision, the higher the level, the more complex the analysis of the event.
The trigger signal of the lowest level (level 0, L0) reaches the detectors after a delay of only
1.2 µs [144] and can provide simple information as whether there was a collision or what its
multiplicity was. This information is retrieved from detectors such as the V0 and the T0. After
6.5 µs [144] the inputs of all other fast detectors are available, including the TRD. In this
stage the TRD can already make information available on identiﬁed high transverse momentum
electron tracks. Another special trigger signal, the so-called pre-trigger, has to wake-up the
TRD electronics a few hundred ns after the collision so that the TRD is able to receive L0 trigger
signals. Copies of the V0, T0 and TOF trigger signals are used for this dedicated pre-trigger.
The subsequent trigger level L2 waits for the end of the so-called past-future protection interval
of to reject pile-up events. The length of this interval is essentially deﬁned by the TPC readout
time. As at nominal LHC luminosities a pile-up of events is frequent the L2 trigger logic has to
take care that its degree is still tolerable and the event has not been spoiled. The L2 delay
time can also be used to apply more complex trigger algorithms. The ﬁnal stage of the trigger
system, the High Level Trigger (HLT), provides full online data reconstruction and analysis.
By rejecting events based on this analysis and by applying compression algorithms without
the loss of physics information the HLT reduces the data volume signiﬁcantly. Like this, the
available data acquisition throughput rate can be used most e ciently.
3.2.6 Control System
The ALICE experiment is centrally controlled by the Experiment Control System (ECS). It
operates the di↵erent online systems which are the Data Acquisition (DAQ), the Trigger System
(TRG), the High Level Trigger (HLT), and the Detector Control System (DCS).62 ALICE at the LHC
The DCS provides remote control and monitoring of all experimental equipment. It is organized
in a tree-like structure as illustrated in Fig. 3.15. The central DCS top control unit is itself
steered by the ECS or an operator and commands the DCS control units of all detectors. All
units in the control tree are monitored by the above units while their status is represented using
ﬁnite-state machines (FSM). Each unit is in one of a ﬁnite set of predeﬁned states. Transitions
between states are possible by executing actions. Such actions can be performed by an operator,
another unit or by events as state changes of other components. The hierarchy can have as
many levels as necessary, the lowest control unit steers the actual device.
A method to acquire and store the DCS conﬁguration data of the TRD has been developed
and implemented throughout this thesis and is presented in the Appendix A.
Figure 3.15: The DCS control structure[128].
3.3 ALICE Central-Barrel Track Reconstruction
Charged particles in motion interact with traversed material. The di↵erent processes that
are creating signals in the detectors along the path of the particles are brieﬂy described in
this section. Thereafter, general methods for the reconstruction of such tracks are introduced,
followed by an overview of the ALICE tracking procedure.3.3 ALICE Central-Barrel Track Reconstruction 63
3.3.1 Charged-Particle Tracking in Magnetic Fields
Charged particles traversing a static uniform magnetic ﬁeld B(r) describe a helix. Given the
momentum p and charge q of a particle its trajectory is given by the equation[145]:
d2r
ds2 =
q
p
dr
ds
⇥ B(r). (3.2)
Here ds = vdt is the distance along the trajectory and d2r/ds2 a vector perpendicular to it.
The length of the latter is C =1 /R(s), i.e., the inverse curvature radius of the helix.
3.3.2 Passage of Charged Particles Through Matter
When charged particles traverse a medium various e↵ects can play a role, depending on the
mass and velocity of the particle. Those e↵ects that have an impact on the measurement of
charged particle tracks in the detector, with special focus on electron tracks, are discussed in
the following.
Multiple scattering through small angles Charged particles traversing matter are de-
ﬂected by many small angle scatters, mostly due to Coulomb scattering from nuclei. The
angular distribution is roughly Gaussian around zero with a width of[36]:
✓ =
13.6M e V
 cp
z
p
x/X0 [1 + 0.038 ln(x/X0)], (3.3)
where x/X0 is the thickness of the scattering medium in units of radiation lengths X0 and  c,
p and z are the particle’s velocity, momentum and charge number. The above approximation
covers 98% of the angular distribution at small deﬂection angles. At larger angles the Coulomb
scattering distribution behaves like Rutherford scattering with larger tails than those of a pure
Gaussian.
In practice, layers of material, traversed by the particles, are not perfectly homogenous. This
can result in a further enhancement of the tails of the scattering angular distribution[36].
Electronic energy loss Ionization and atomic excitation are the most dominant mechanisms
for energy loss of moderately relativistic charged particles in a medium. The mean energy loss
on the particle’s way through a material is given by the Bethe-Bloch equation[36]:
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Here Tmax is the maximum energy that can be transferred to a free electron in one collision
and I the mean excitation potential which can be typically approximated by 16 eV·Z0.9 [36].
Z and A are the atomic number and mass of the traversed material, z the electric charge of the
incident particle. While me is the electron mass, K a constant and   and   the usual relativistic
variables,  (  ) is the correction for a density e↵ect setting in at very high particle energies
due to polarization of the medium. In the above form, the Bethe-Bloch formula describes the
mean energy loss, e.g. of pions with energies between 6 MeV and 6 GeV traversing copper
with an accuracy of about 1%[36]. Both at lower and higher energies further corrections must
be made. Figure 3.16 shows the energy loss per unit length against the momentum for various
particle species, each point corresponds to one measured particle. The solid lines correspond to
the calculations using the Bethe-Bloch formula, Eq. (3.4).
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Figure 3.16: Energy loss of various particle species versus their momentum. The solid
lines correspond to the speciﬁc energy loss of the di↵erent particle species calculated
with the Bethe-Bloch equation[36].
Transition radiation When charged particles cross the boundary of two media with di↵erent
dielectric constants there is a ﬁnite probability to create electromagnetic radiation. This so-
called transition radiation has been predicted in 1946[146] and ﬁrst observed in 1959[147].
For a given relativistic5 particle of charge 1e that traverses one single border orthogonally the
5With a   = E/mc
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di↵erential photon emission intensity is[148, 149]:
d2I0
d✓d⌫
=
2↵~✓3
⇡
 
1
1/ 2 + ✓2 + !2
1/⌫2  
1
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!2
. (3.5)
Here ↵ is the electromagnetic coupling constant. The plasma frequencies !1,2 of the two
adjacent media are calculated from the dielectric constants ✏1,2:
!1,2 =
q
(1   ✏1,2)⌫2. (3.6)
The photons are emitted at small angles ✓ ⇠ 1/  in forward direction. This is an important
circumstance for the technical application in high-energy physics detectors. Integrating the
di↵erential intensity, Eq. (3.5), over all emission angles and photon frequencies yields the total
intensity:
I0 =
x ✓
d2I0
d✓d⌫
◆
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3
(!1   !2)2
!1 + !2
 , (3.7)
which is directly dependent on the particle’s velocity: I0 ⇠  . Only particles with a   exceeding
1000 produce signiﬁcant amounts of transition radiation. Over a large momentum range
between 1 and 100 GeV/c only the light electrons fulﬁll this requirement. Thus, electrons can
be separated from all other particles by measuring transition radiation.
Another property of the TR emission process is that the energy of the TR photons is in the
range of the X-ray spectrum—high enough to be detected in proportional counters. A technical
di culty is that the average TR emission intensity per material boundary is only of the order
of 10 2 eV. Many transitions are necessary to produce a measurable amount of TR. This can
be realized by stacks of foils, foams or ﬁbers.
Bremsstrahlung At very high particle velocities another e↵ect becomes dominant, namely
radiative energy loss by bremsstrahlung. While the energy loss by ionization rises logarithmically
with the particle energy, bremsstrahlung increases almost linearly and becomes the dominant
e↵ect at a few tens of MeV for electrons in most materials. All other charged particles have
much higher masses and are thus much slower as electrons at the same energies; consequently
bremsstrahlung is only relevant for electrons (further reasons are discussed in[36]).
Energy loss by radiation of bremsstrahlung can be described by the model of Bethe and
Heitler [150, 151]. Bremsstrahlung can diminish the energy of electrons suddenly by a large
fraction of its initial value, an e↵ect which is called straggling[150]. The assumption that the
probability of emitting a light quantum with the energy h⌫ is described by the equation[150]:
 (⌫)d⌫ = a
d⌫
E0 ln(E0/E)
(3.8)66 ALICE at the LHC
is used as an ansatz to calculate the e↵ect of straggling. This provides a good representation of
measured photon energy distributions. Here  (⌫) denotes the cross section, E0 and E are the
electron energies before and after the radiation and a is a constant. The probability density
function6 (PDF) for an electron, traversing material of thickness t (in units of radiation lengths7)
as a function of the remaining fraction z = E/E0 of its initial energy can then be described
by[152, 150]:
f(z)=
 lnzt/ln2 1
 (t/ln2)
, (3.9)
which is known as the Bethe-Heitler distribution. Figure 3.17 shows this distribution for various
values of t.
It can be seen that the shape of the Bethe-Heitler distribution is very di↵erent from that of
a Gaussian. In the next section the track ﬁnding algorithm used in ALICE will be explained.
After that the reason will be given why the non-Gaussian shape of the bremsstrahlung PDF
does not allow to be directly accounted for in that procedure.
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Figure 3.17: The Bethe-Heitler distribution f(z) for di↵erent typical material thick-
nesses t in units of radiation lengths. The fraction of the remaining energy of the
particle is denoted as z.
6Unlike the probability distribution the probability density function can exhibit values above 1.0. The
probability of z to lie in a given interval equals the fraction of the integral over the interval and the full integral
of the function. Not to be confused with the portable data format or the parton distribution function that both
are referred to using the same abbreviation.
7The radiation length of electrons is deﬁned as the length through a material after which an high-energy
electron has lost all but 1/e of its energy by bremsstrahlung.3.3 ALICE Central-Barrel Track Reconstruction 67
3.3.3 Kalman Filter
In many situations the goal is to estimate the state of a dynamic system from a series of
incomplete and noisy measurements. Such situations are for example automotive navigation
systems, weather forecasting, radar tracking, satellite navigation and charged particle track
ﬁnding in high-energy physics experiments as ALICE. For all measurements with linear8
processes, white9 and Gaussian noise a recursive algorithm called the Kalman ﬁlter[153, 154]
is the optimal approach. It incorporates all information that is provided to it and minimizes
the error covariances. Unlike other recursive data processing concepts it does not require all
previous data to be kept in storage. The Kalman ﬁlter has been used successfully in high-energy
experiments[155, 156] and will be brieﬂy introduced in the following.
Figure 3.18: Illustration of the ALICE track-ﬁnding coordinate system and track
parameters[62].
The state vector The state of the system is represented by a vector of real numbers x 2 n.
In case of the automotive navigation system these numbers can be the x,y,z-components of
position and speed of the vehicle. In case of the ALICE experiment the state vector
xTrack =( y,z,C,tan ,Cx0) (3.10)
makes use of the local ALICE coordinate system as deﬁned in Section 3.2.1. The state vector
consists of the y and z coordinates, the curvature of the track C, the angle   between track and
xy-plane and Cx0,w h e r e( x0,y 0,z 0) is the centre of the curvature of the track, see Fig. 3.18.
The choice of the vector components has been optimized for high computational processing
speed: only two—the coordinates y and z—of the ﬁve components change as the track is
propagated from one propagation layer to the other. The accuracy of the state vector is
represented by a covariance matrix P.
8Additivity: f(x + y)=f(x)+f(y)a n dh o m o g e n e i t y :f(ax)=af(x) are fulﬁlled.
9No dependence on time or frequency in a certain frequency bandwidth.68 ALICE at the LHC
Time/Step Update
(Predict)
Measurement Update
(Correct)
Figure 3.19: The discrete Kalman
ﬁlter cycle.
Iterative state estimation The discrete Kalman
ﬁlter cycle consists of two parts (Fig. 3.19). For each
iteration the current state vector is used for an a priori
estimate to predict the state at the next step; after-
wards, the feedback in form of noisy measurements is
used for the a posteriori estimate of the current state.
For the actual computation of the ﬁrst part of the
cycle, the time update, all knowledge about the in-
ﬂuences on the system has to be taken into account.
Technically, to calculate the next step k, this is done by
the multiplication of the state vector at the previous step (k 1) with a matrix F as depicted in
Fig. 3.20. In ALICE for example the magnetic ﬁeld along the path and the position of the next
measurement (the propagation layer) have to be incorporated in that matrix F. The prediction
of the next step is then calculated by:
˜x k = Fkxk 1 + Bkuk + wk 1. (3.11)
Here the tilde represents an a priori quantity, the estimated state vector before the measurement.
An optional additional control input u gets related to the current state by a matrix B.I n
satellite navigation this could be, e.g., commands to accelerate, at the ALICE experiment a
change in the magnetic ﬁeld due to inhomogeneities could be accounted for via the control
input. This is also illustrated in Fig. 3.20: u is an input and thus known, so it is drawn on the
upper, the visible, part. Furthermore, w is a random variable, representing the process noise,
assumed to have a normal probability distribution with mean at zero and covariance Q.T h e
accuracy of the state vector, the covariance matrix P, is propagated in the same manner, also
the process noise Qk has to be accounted for:
˜ Pk = FkPk 1FT
k + Qk. (3.12)
Examples for process noise are multiple scattering in the crossed material and mean energy
loss but also bremsstrahlung.
As drawn in Fig. 3.20 the true state x of the system is not directly accessible - the position
of a cluster is measured rather than the curvature of a track. These quantities are related with
each other by a matrix H. Of course all measurements are further disturbed by measurement
noise v:
zk = Hkxk + vk. (3.13)
As the process noise, v is assumed to be a random variable with normal probability distribution3.3 ALICE Central-Barrel Track Reconstruction 69
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Figure 3.20: The measurement process in the Kalman ﬁlter approach at the current
measurement step k; see text for further details.
with mean at zero. Its covariance is the matrix R. Finally, the vector z is the actual (visible)
measurement, in ALICE this is the cluster position. The latter is then used for the second step
of the ﬁlter cycle, the measurement update including the state estimate:
xk = ˜x k + Kk (zk   Hk˜x k) (3.14)
and the covariance matrix:
Pk =(   KkHk) ˜ Pk. (3.15)
Here K denotes the so called Kalman gain:
Kk =
˜ PkHT
k
Hk ˜ PkHT
k + Rk
(3.16)
where R is the covariance matrix corresponding to the measurement noise. The Kalman gain is
derived such that it minimizes the a posteriori error covariance. The above forms are taken
from[154].
As R approaches zero limRk!0Kk = H 1
k , the actual measurement zk is trusted more and
more, while the predicted measurement Hkxk 1 is trusted less and less. When on the other
hand the estimated error covariance approaches zero limPk 1!0Kk = 0, the actual measurement
is trusted less and less while the predicted measurement is trusted more and more.70 ALICE at the LHC
In the case of ALICE tracking a cluster to be associated with the track is searched within a
window of 4  around the expected track position in the next propagation layer. While this   is
calculated from track position errors and expected cluster position errors the cluster nearest to
the track is taken as the most probable one belonging to the track. This cluster is then used
for the above described measurement update of the Kalman ﬁlter algorithm.
As said at the beginning of this chapter a prerequisite for the Kalman ﬁlter is that all
measurement and process noises have Gaussian distributions. This not only makes mathematics
tractable. More than that, the Kalman ﬁlter which propagates the means and standard
deviations of Gaussian distributions includes all contained information. Most other densities
require more or even an endless number of parameters to specify their shape entirely. Moreover,
according to the central-limit theorem the sum of an increasing number of independent random
variables with arbitrary distribution (with ﬁnite mean and variance) will tend towards a normal
distribution[154]. Since often several random variables contribute to the noise of a measurement,
this prerequisite usually is no limitation.
Because of the non-Gaussian shape of the bremsstrahlung PDF on the other hand, this process
cannot be accounted for in a standard Kalman Filter such as the ALICE tracking procedure.
Therefore, the prediction of the measurement systematically under-estimates the energy loss of
electrons. The window in which a cluster is searched for is systematically shifted at positions
of correspondingly lower energy loss. The change in the track curvature along the trajectory
is larger than estimated by the algorithm. As explained next, the last reconstruction pass
at ALICE proceeds inwards; consequently, the electron track momentum is systematically
under-predicted.
3.3.4 ALICE Tracking Procedure
The Kalman ﬁlter follows a given track and determines its properties iteratively. To start
this procedure, the ﬁlter needs seeds, initial state vectors of the track candidates, as starting
points. The seeding is done in the best tracker device and in the area with the lowest track
density—at ALICE this is the outermost part of the TPC. Clearly, the output state vectors
of the seeding algorithm have too large errors to proceed outwards and extrapolate to the
detectors surrounding the TPC right from the beginning. But they are precise enough for the
Kalman ﬁlter to follow the tracks inwards through the TPC and the six layers of the ITS. These
ﬁrst steps belong to pass one of the reconstruction procedure as depicted in the left part of
Fig. 3.21. Tracks with very low pt or those propagating through dead zones may not reach the
points where the seeds are created. A stand-alone ITS tracking procedure tries to ﬁnd these
tracks within the clusters that have not been assigned to any tracks before. As the last step in
pass one of the tracking procedure a preliminary PID information is generated based on TPC
and ITS dE/dx information.3.4 Electron Bremsstrahlung Recovery 71
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Figure 3.21: The main parts of the ALICE tracking procedure. To acquire the
highest precision for all measurements the procedure is divided into three passes which
are discussed in detail in the text. All informations are stored in the end in event
summary data ﬁles, the ESDs.
Pass two of the tracking starts with propagating all tracks from the ﬁrst ITS layer outwards
through the ITS, TPC and TRD. Then the tracks are extrapolated to the outer detectors as
TOF, HMPID and PHOS. Using these detectors the PID information of the tracks is updated.
The track parameters at the primary vertex, before the interaction of the particles with
detector material are those of interest; therefore, the Kalman ﬁlter is used a third time to reﬁt
the tracks inwards through TRD, TPC and ITS. The ﬁnal PID is generated and algorithms
searching for special track topologies are run. Finally, after using the tracks to reconstruct the
primary vertex, all relevant information is ﬁlled in event summary data ﬁles, ESDs.
3.4 Electron Bremsstrahlung Recovery
As explained in the beginning of Section 3.3.3, the Kalman ﬁlter is optimal as long as the
mentioned prerequisites are fulﬁlled. One of these is that all process and measurement noises
have to have Gaussian distributions. In case of the tracking procedure in the ALICE experiment
this holds for the main sources of noise: multiple scattering of the particles traversing detector
material and the measurement errors on the cluster positions. But unlike the other particles
the light electrons emit bremsstrahlung at momenta of around a few GeV/c while traversing
material. This is not being accounted for in the current tracking scheme, mainly due to two
reasons:72 ALICE at the LHC
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Figure 3.22: The material budget of the experiments ALICE[157] (upper and lower
left), ATLAS[130] (upper right) and CMS[131] (lower right) against the pseudo-rapidity.
The di↵erent detector parts are shown with di↵erent colors.
• During tracking there is no particle identiﬁcation available yet.
• The process of bremsstrahlung is highly non-Gaussian as can be seen in Fig. 3.17 and is
explained in Section 3.3.2.
In the calculation of the invariant mass of an e+e  pair the underestimated electron momenta
result in a too low mass. The J/  ! e+e  spectrum thus exhibits a long tail towards lower
masses (see Fig. 4.19 in Chapter 4). When extracting the signal and background contributions
the integration limits have to be narrow enough for a reasonable signal-to-background ratio.
This leads to the loss of a part of the signal, approximately a quarter in the analysis presented
in this work (see Section 4.4.4). A recovery of this additional energy loss would be beneﬁcial.
3.4.1 Methods for Electron Bremsstrahlung Recovery
Other experiments are facing the same problem. In contrast to the two largest LHC experiments,
ATLAS and CMS, ALICE is a very light detector and does not su↵er from this e↵ect as much3.4 Electron Bremsstrahlung Recovery 73
Figure 3.23: Comparison of the Bethe-Heitler distribution (red line) with a single
Gaussian (green line) and a sum of several Gaussians used by the Gaussian Sum Filter
(blue line)[158].
as these. Figure 3.22 shows the material budget of the ALICE, ATLAS and CMS experiments
in units of radiation lengths. In the central barrel part, i.e., in the region of |⌘| < 0.9—the
acceptance of the ALICE main tracking devices—the material traversed by electrons up to the
outside of the TPC is only of the order of 20% of a radiation length. Nevertheless, the e↵ect is
substantial also at ALICE. The current technical possibilities and applications at competing
LHC experiments will be reviewed in the following.
Gaussian approximation The ﬁrst and simplest approach of including the energy loss by
bremsstrahlung into an existing Kalman ﬁlter based tracking algorithm would be the crude
approximation of substituting the Bethe-Heitler distribution Eq. (3.9) with a single Gaussian
of same width and mean. This has been studied at the ATLAS experiment[158] as shown in
Fig. 3.23.
An implementation of such a solution is rather simple. During the Kalman ﬁlter cycle this
additional process noise could be added to the covariances of electron candidate tracks. But
when comparing the green and red distributions of Fig. 3.23 it is not surprising that this exercise
does not yield any substantial improvement in the track reconstruction; the curves are too
di↵erent from each other[158].
Gaussian Sum Filter The Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF) is a non-linear generalization of
the Kalman ﬁlter [159, 160]. The basic idea is to model the Bethe-Heitler distribution f(z),74 ALICE at the LHC
Figure 3.24: The execution time of the Gaussian sum ﬁlter relative to the Kalman
ﬁlter execution time versus the mixture size after component reduction. Three di↵erent
Gaussian mixtures with two, four and six Gaussians to map the Bethe-Heitler distri-
bution of a given material thickness are shown for the ATLAS GSF implementation
(left), the timing for a mixture of six Gaussians (circles) in the CMS implementation
is further broken down into the components of the framework (right). Red triangles
depict the component merging, blue triangles propagation and estimation of material
e↵ects, squares the measurement update and asterisks the calculation of the weights of
the updated state[161, 162].
Eq. (3.9), for a given material thickness t with a weighted sum g(z) of a ﬁxed number of
Gaussians:
f(z) ⇡ g(z)=
NBH X
i=1
 i (z;zi,Y i). (3.17)
Here NBH is the number of components which is typically between two and six. The weights  i
of the individual Gaussians, their means zi and variances Yi must be determined[160].T h i si s
illustrated with the blue curve in Fig. 3.23. Each of the NBH individual Gaussians from the
sum is then used as additional process noise to compute the a priori estimation of the next
cluster position in the detector using one independent Kalman ﬁlter. In order to increase the
computation speed the Gaussian mixtures can be parameterized as a function of the thickness
t so that they do not have to be calculated newly for every step[160].
The number of parallel Kalman ﬁlters, Nk, in a given step k will therefore increase as
Nk+1 = NBHNk to the next step. Typical numbers of steps in the track reconstruction, i.e.,
ﬁlter cycles, are of the order of a few hundreds. It becomes clear that without reducing the
number of components the computing overhead quickly becomes impracticable. Thus, the
method of reducing the number of components becomes an essential part of this approach: as3.4 Electron Bremsstrahlung Recovery 75
25 GeV/c 10 GeV/c
Figure 3.25: E ciencies of the electron reconstruction versus the absolute pseudo-
rapidity for electrons with pt = 25 pt (left) and pt = 10 GeV/c (right) for di↵erent
track reconstruction strategies in the ATLAS experiment[163].
little information as possible should be lost hereby.
The number of components is restricted to a certain maximum N. Increasing N improves
the quality of the ﬁlter but with a signiﬁcant increase in computing time. Figure 3.24 shows
the computing time of the GSF, relative to the standard Kalman ﬁlter against the number of
components. On the left panel the analysis of the GSF execution time of the ATLAS experiment
can be seen for three di↵erent Gaussian mixtures with two, four and six Gaussians. The GSF
needs between one (very low number of components) and three (relatively high number of
components) orders of magnitude longer execution time then the simple Kalman ﬁlter. On the
right panel of Fig. 3.24 the timing performance is shown for the CMS experiment for a mixture
of six Gaussians. The result is comparable to that by ATLAS and further broken down into the
di↵erent parts of the GSF procedure. The by far most time consuming part is the component
merging procedure, described in the following.
Possible ways to reduce the number of components are to select the N components with
the largest weights or by merging close components until not more than N remain. The ﬁrst
method is relatively simple but has the disadvantage that the mean and variance of the original
distribution is not preserved. To overcome this one can add a new single Gaussian equivalent
of the remaining components. In the latter method the so-called Kullback-Leibler distance
of all components is calculated; the pair with the closest distance is merged into one single
component. This reduction is done recursively until only N components remain. The above
mentioned is described in detail in[161, 152].
Another advantage of the GSF is that also the small deviations of the multiple scattering
angular distribution from a pure Gaussian, as discussed in Section 3.3.2, can be mapped with a
Gaussian sum[161]. By this the step update, i.e., the prediction in the Kalman ﬁlter cycle, can
in principle be improved for all particle species.
The two largest LHC experiments, ATLAS [164] and CMS [165] have carried out exten-
sive studies to incorporate the GSF tracking approach in their track reconstruction scheme
(see[166, 158, 167, 161, 168] and[162, 169], respectively).76 ALICE at the LHC
Figure 3.26: Probability distributions for the ratio of the true to reconstructed
momentum for electrons with pt = 25 GeV/c in the ATLAS central (|⌘| < 0.8) detector
for di↵erent track reconstruction strategies (left) and probability for the invariant mass
of electron pairs from dielectronic J/  decays for electrons in |⌘| < 0.8 for di↵erent
track reconstruction strategies (right)[163].
Gaussian sum ﬁlters can be quite successful in bremsstrahlung recovery. They allow bigger
changes in the track curvature so they can follow the electron tracks better and correctly
associate more clusters to them. Such tracks are more likely to fulﬁll the track quality cut
criteria in the data analysis leading to a 2–3% higher e ciency in the electron reconstruction
using the GSF [163]. The latter is illustrated in Fig. 3.25 for electron momenta of 25 (left
panel) and 10 GeV/c (right panel). ATLAS also reports an improvement in the electron track
momentum resolution from about 9.5% to 8%[167]. This is also visible in the distribution of the
ratio of the true to reconstructed transverse momentum for 10 GeV/c electrons, see Fig. 3.26.
The distribution of the electrons reconstructed with the GSF is more peaked at unity than
the one using the standard Kalman ﬁlter and the tail from underestimated electron momenta
is smaller. On the other hand, GSF tracks show a slightly larger spread to overestimated
momenta. A similar behavior is seen in the application of the GSF at CMS, see Fig. 3.27, both
for electron momenta of 10 (left) and 30 GeV/c (right).
Of high interest of course is the ﬁnal impact of the application of the Gaussian sum ﬁlter on
the J/  invariant mass spectrum, shown on the right panel of Fig. 3.26. The peak of the
distribution is closer to the real J/  mass, illustrated with a vertical line. Also the tail is
reduced and the peak more symmetric.
Dynamic Noise Adjustment Another, rather recent method for electron bremsstrahlung
recovery is called Dynamic Noise Adjustment (DNA) and has been implemented in the ATLAS
reconstruction[167, 158]. Similar to the ALICE experimental setup, the innermost detector of
ATLAS is a silicon based detector, the Semiconductor Tracker (SCT). The main idea of the
DNA is to ﬁnd an approach to justly integrate bremsstrahlung as a source of Gaussian noise
despite its di↵erent functional shape[158]. Like this the standard Kalman Filter can be used
for the track reconstruction, just with an additional source of process noise.3.4 Electron Bremsstrahlung Recovery 77
Figure 3.27: Probability distributions for the ratio of the reconstructed (p)t ot r u e
(pe) momentum for electrons with pt = 10 GeV/c (left) and pt = 30 GeV/c (right) in
the CMS experiment; the distributions are shown for three di↵erent reconstruction
algorithms: the standard Kalman ﬁlter (red dashed lines), GSF (blue lines) and HLT
(black dash-dotted lines). The latter is not taken into account in this study[169].
The strategy is as follows: At each layer of the SCT a single parameter ﬁt is performed
that tries to ﬁnd and estimate an increase in the track curvature: When the  2 at a given
hit is larger than a certain threshold the extrapolation to that layer is done two more times
with di↵erent assumptions of z<1 (see Eq. (3.9), Section 3.3.2) for bremsstrahlung. The
1/z-position of the minimum  2 is found with a parabolic ﬁt to the three extrapolation results,
 2 versus 1/z, and used for the calculation of the additional noise term[170].
In Fig. 3.28 the second part of the procedure is illustrated. The Bethe-Heitler distribution
(upper left panel) is mapped onto the Gaussian distribution of zero mean and unit width
(upper right panel). This mapping is done via the cumulative distribution functions (CDF,
lower two panels) of the two probability distribution functions (PDF). The median z0 of the
Bethe-Heitler PDF—50% in the corresponding CDFs—points at x = 0 in the centered Gaussian
PDF. Mapping the ﬁt result z the same way leads to the e↵ective bremsstrahlung process noise
as it is estimated in the DNA[158]:
 DNA(z)=
 z
 x
, (3.18)
where  z = z0  z and  x = x0  x. Because the median of the centered Gaussian is at x0 =0
the above term can be written as:
z = z0 + x DNA(z), (3.19)
a representation of the Bethe-Heitler distributed z by x, which is a variable of Gaussian
distribution.78 ALICE at the LHC
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Figure 3.28: Illustration of the mapping of the probability distributions from Bethe-
Heitler (upper left panel) onto Gauss (upper right panel) via the respective cumulative
distributions (lower two panels). This method is used in dynamic noise adjustment to
calculate the variance of the e↵ective noise term[167].
Figure 3.29 shows  DNA versus z for various material thicknesses. The dynamically estimated
variance  2
DNA of the e↵ective noise, corresponding to the given traversed material thickness
and retained fraction of electron energy, is added to the appropriate Kalman covariance matrix
(see Section 3.3.3).
Another e↵ect of the increased precision and better error estimation is an improved matching
of the track segments between the di↵erent detectors. In ATLAS, the SCT is surrounded by the
Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT). The percentage of electron tracks from SCT without TRT
match drop from 20% down to 8% when using DNA[158]. In contrast to the GSF the method
of dynamic noise adjustment brings only very low computing overhead, less than additional
10% of the default global  2 ﬁtter[158]. The left panel in Fig. 3.26 shows a reduction of the tail
in the ratio of simulated to reconstructed transverse momentum for DNA tracks with respect
to tracks from the default ﬁt. Comparing the results of the DNA and GSF procedures, the
latter shows a stronger improvement of the momentum reconstruction. A similar conclusion
can be drawn when looking at Fig. 3.25. Here the electron track reconstruction e ciencies are
shown against |⌘| for pt = 25 GeV/c (left) and pt = 10 GeV/c (right). The DNA ﬁt improves3.4 Electron Bremsstrahlung Recovery 79
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Figure 3.29: The e↵ective  DNA(z) for three di↵erent typical material thicknesses c
in units of radiation lengths[167].
the reconstruction e ciency at both momentum samples and over the whole pseudo-rapidity
range; though not as much as the GSF does. The right panel in Fig. 3.26 shows the e+e 
invariant mass spectrum from J/  ! e+e  simulations. The true J/  mass is drawn as a
vertical line, the solid line illustrates the spectrum obtained by using the default ﬁlter. As the
GSF (open circles), the DNA (full triangles) brings a substantial reduction of the tail and a
more symmetrically shaped peak. ATLAS claims[158] an improvement of the invariant mass
resolution by 20% and an increase on 5% in the J/  reconstruction e ciency.
Nevertheless, there are also a couple of disadvantages [158]. Mainly, when applying the
DNA to tracks of heavier particles than electrons, some small biases are introduced. Also,
not all electron tracks beneﬁt from the procedure: the measurement of small changes of the
curvature of very high momentum tracks is not possible. Furthermore only SCT hits are
precise enough, so bremsstrahlung in the outer detectors cannot be recovered. Current studies
investigate the possibility of including information from electromagnetic calorimeters. In the
current ATLAS tracking procedure still the global  2 ﬁt is used per default. All other ﬁtting
procedures, the plain Kalman ﬁlter, the Gaussian sum ﬁlter and the Kalman ﬁlter plus dynamic
noise adjustment are in place and can be selected. Which algorithm is used will depend on
individual physics analyses.
3.4.2 Possible Incorporation in the ALICE Tracking Procedure
Both the GSF and the DNA are very promising tools for the recovery of bremsstrahlung and
o↵er substantial improvements in the electron reconstruction. Since the Kalman ﬁlter is the80 ALICE at the LHC
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Figure 3.30: Bremsstrahlung vertex positions in the rz plane[171].
default track ﬁtting and ﬁnding algorithm at ALICE an implementation of the GSF as well as
the DNA has no substantial technical hurdles. Problems with biases in the tracking of heavier
particles and especially the huge computing overhead in case of the GSF suggest that the most
practical implementation of both strategies would be only on identiﬁed electron tracks. This
could be realized as an additional reconstruction pass or during the third reconstruction pass.
The question is now whether or not such methods can improve the electron measure-
ments in the special case of the ALICE detector layout. Therefore, a detailed study has
been performed[171]. Figure 3.30 and Fig. 3.31 show two-dimensional projections of electron
bremsstrahlung vertex positions in Monte Carlo simulations of J/  daughter electrons, propa-
gated through the ALICE detector material. The more material electrons have to traverse, the
more energy they lose due to bremsstrahlung. In both ﬁgures thus several parts of the ALICE
geometry become visible. The projection on the rz plane, Fig. 3.30, shows in the lower central
part the di↵erent layers of the ITS. Above, the TPC ﬁeld cage can be seen, the upper part
of the ﬁgure contains the TRD with its supermodules and spaceframe. As expected, in the
structures of both TRD and ITS much more bremsstrahlung processes occur than in the TPC,
which only consists of gas in its active volume.
Since the last track ﬁtting iteration is starting from the TRD, proceeding towards the primary
interaction vertex, one can assume that bremsstrahlung events in the TRD do not have a
substantial impact on momentum resolution of electron tracks; there are enough clusters of the
track that will correct the distorted track parameters.
Thus, the part of the bremsstrahlung which mainly causes a wrongly reconstructed momen-
tum, occurs in the ITS. Figure 3.31 shows a projection of the bremsstrahlung vertex positions
in the xy plane, focussing on the ITS, surrounded by the inner TPC ﬁeld cage. Comparing3.4 Electron Bremsstrahlung Recovery 81
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Figure 3.31: Bremsstrahlung vertex positions in the xy plane[171].
to Fig. 3.6, the ITS geometry can be recognized up to very much detail. A large fraction
of the entries can be associated to interactions with the SPD material. A more quantitative
illustration is given in Fig. 3.32. There, the mean energy loss due to bremsstrahlung is shown
vs. the radial distance of the traversed material to the main vertex. In the outer parts, between
2.5 and 4 m, again the high material budget of th TRD is visible, especially at the inner part
close to the TPC. In the TPC region, between 0.9 and 2.5 m, only very soft bremsstrahlung is
emitted—if at all. In the ITS region, i.e., in the various layers below 0.5 m, the average energy
loss of bremsstrahlung processes is almost half a GeV. These are quite hard events leading to a
strong kink in the track making it di cult for the tracking algorithm to follow. In all those
cases, where the track does not have any further hit before the bremsstrahlung event none of
the discussed methods will be able to bring any improvement on the momentum reconstruction.
The remaining question is then whether or not the investigated methods are capable to
recover the additional energy loss even if there are only few, i.e. between 1 and 6, clusters
left for the ﬁt. Especially with the GSF this might not be the case for most of the events.
This algorithm needs a couple of cluster measurements after the bremsstrahlung vertex so that
the changed path is recognized. Nevertheless, since the GSF improves the overall tracking
performance, an implementation will be beneﬁcial.
The DNA, on the other hand, might ﬁnd bremsstrahlung events especially in the ITS where a
very high spacial resolution is available. Hard processes, as they seem to happen frequently in
the ITS, will not be detectable with either of the methods. The largest part of the long tail in
the J/  invariant mass will not be recovered.82 ALICE at the LHC
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Figure 3.32: The mean energy loss due to bremsstrahlung vs. the radial distance of
the traversed material to the main vertex[171].
An implementation of such methods is a substantial modiﬁcation of a very basic part of
the reconstruction. For the J/  measurement in ALICE it does not o↵er a strong gain in the
reconstructed signal counts by removing parts of the tail. Due to an overall lower material
budget, the mass resolution at ALICE is already very good. Therefore, at the current stage
where the ﬁrst measurements are being performed, no method for bremsstrahlung recovery
has been implemented in the ALICE track reconstruction. Still, on a longer time scale an
implementation especially of the DNA algorithm might be desirable to further improve the
precision of the measurement.
So far, in the currently available data statistics, no ⌥ signals have been detected with
the central barrel detectors (see Chapter 4). As soon as data with the fully installed TRD is
available for PID and delivers a trigger on high pt electron candidates signiﬁcant measurements
of the ⌥ are anticipated. A mass resolution of about 90 MeV/c2 is expected in the ⌥ region[172].
The two excited states ⌥0 and ⌥00 have a mass di↵erence of only approx. 350 MeV/c2.W h e nt h e
resolution of the measurement is only slightly worse than estimated it might become di cult to
separate these two states. Due to the high mass of the particles of the ⌥ family, bremsstrahlung
is even more relevant in their measurement.
The improvement of the momentum resolution o↵ered by the two methods might be the key
to disentangle the excited states. Again, when an implementation is attempted, the DNA is
recommended.Chapter 4
J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp
Collisions
This chapter presents the analysis of the inclusive J/  production cross section in
p
s =7T e V
minimum bias pp collisions, both as an integrated value and as a di↵erential measurement
versus transverse momentum and rapidity. This study has been performed in conjunction with
the ALICE J/  ! e+e  analysis group. It is serving as a cross check and contributed several
of its parts to the combined work leading to the publication of the ﬁrst J/  measurement with
ALICE[173].
First the setup and environment of the analysis will be introduced, followed by a list of the
analyzed data sets. The strategy to extract J/  signal counts out of this data is discussed
thereafter; ﬁnally, all necessary corrections to the measured rates are presented. In the last
part of this chapter the results of this analysis will be shown, followed by a discussion.
4.1 Setup of the Analysis
Data analysis at ALICE takes place in a dedicated environment. The basic tools, methods and
frameworks that are especially important for this work are discussed in the following.
4.1.1 The ALICE Analysis Environment
As many other heavy-ion physics experiments and in general many high-energy physics experi-
ments, ALICE makes use of the ROOT framework [174]. ROOT is an object-oriented C++
software package providing large sets of classes for the implementation of detector simulation,
event reconstruction, data aquisition and data analysis[175]. Also several event generators are
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included as well as interfaces to external ones. Two other important features of ROOT are its
input/output (I/O) system allowing to e ciently store and load C++ objects of potentially
large size into .root ﬁles on the one hand and the CINT C/C++ interpreter on the other. The
latter enables the user to execute C/C++ macros and run C/C++ code from the command
line without the need of a full compilation. This option speeds up code development.
All ALICE detector-speciﬁc code, e.g., for the detector geometry, the reconstruction algorithms
and the calibration, is put together in the AliRoot[176] framework. Therein the basic function-
alities of ROOT are utilized. AliRoot is used in almost all parts of the experiment, from the
data aquisition and the event reconstruction to the analysis of the reconstructed data. Also
all necessary interfaces for the application of external event generators, such as Pythia [71]
(see Section 4.2.2) or HIJING[177], and tools for the detector simulation, such as GEANT3
and 4[178, 179] and FLUKA[180] are provided. Such Monte Carlo (MC)1 tools are important
for the generation of simulated events, the subsequent propagation of the tracks through the
detector and the simulation of the detector response. Just as real data, this response can be
used for the reconstruction of the original particle tracks. Unlike in the real experiment, here
a comparison of the Monte Carlo input to the result of the reconstruction is possible. Such
studies are essential for the understanding of detector e↵ects as its acceptance and e ciency.
Also in this study this is a neccessary step and will be discussed in detail in Section 4.4.
The analysis train framework The amount of recorded data, both simulated and recon-
structed, is too large that each user, working on an individual analysis, could process a good
fraction or even the full data set on his own. The only possibility to analyze such amounts of
data is to implement the individual analysis within the framework of the ALICE analysis train.
Such an analysis train can be run centrally on a computing site with large amounts of resources
or on the Grid2 [181]. Instead of, e.g., an analysis macro that loops over the data itself, every
user writes an analysis task. The tasks of all users are then put together in the analysis train.
Compared to the individual analysis the di↵erence is that the train accesses the same data only
once and provides it to all tasks. Like this, the I/O and CPU cost is minimized.
For the present study the full 2010 minimum bias data set is used; thus, this analysis has been
implemented within the framework of the ALICE analysis train.
The ALICE Correction Framework Many analyses of the ALICE data sets share a lot of
similar techniques. To keep redundant code development at a minimum and provide well-tested
tools the Correction Framework (CF) is provided within AliRoot. Its basic features can be
divided into two groups: container classes and selection classes. While the ﬁrst allow e cient
1Monte Carlo techniques are stochastic methods to compute mathematical or physical problems. They are
based on repeated computation of the simulation algorithm using random numbers or samples.
2The Grid is a virtual super computer made up of the connection of a large number of distributed computers
or computing facilities. Grid computing is a special sort of parallel computing.4.2 Data Sets used for the Analysis 85
Figure 4.1: Peak (left) and total integrated (right) luminosities delivered to the
di↵erent LHC experiments[127].
and easy possibilities to store data in n-dimensional grids, the latter combine many conﬁgurable
selections, both at event and at track level. The container classes can not only be used to
store the counts but also to calculate e ciencies of any selection when simulated data has
been studied. One of the main advantages of these CF containers is that instead of the normal
histogram TH they are based on the ROOT THnSparse class: only bins ﬁlled with data consume
memory. Thus, CF containers are not limited to three dimensions and are advantageous for
grids with a high number of bins and a low occupancy. In the current analysis the container
classes are used both for storing the signals and to calculate the e ciencies.
4.2 Data Sets used for the Analysis
The data sets used for this analysis are listed in the next two sections. Full lists of run numbers
are summarized in Appendix F.
The analysis is based on the event summary data ﬁles, ESDs. ESDs are .root ﬁles with a
dedicated ﬁle structure to store the informations which had been extracted from the raw data
by the reconstruction procedure (see Section 3.3.4 for details). Each ESD can contain one or
several events. Every stored event contains all necessary informations about itself as well a list
of all reconstructed tracks. ESDs carry almost all available informations from the detectors;
therefore, the corresponding data size is too large for an analysis on a small computing cluster
or even a single workstation.86 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
Another data analysis method is via so-called analysis object data ﬁles, AODs. AODs are
derived from ESDs and contain only the necessary data for a speciﬁc analysis. This could be,
e.g., all electron candidates. These have to be selected once from the ESDs and stored in the
AODs. Like this the amount of data can be strongly reduced. For this analysis the event and
track selection is one of the main tasks therefore it has to be based on ESDs. On later stages of
the J/  analysis, the strategy could be AOD based.
4.2.1 Proton-Proton Data Sets
In 2010, the LHC provided
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions at steeply increasing luminosities: Fig. 4.1
shows on the left panel the peak and on the right panel the total integrated luminosity. Both
luminosities are shown on a logarithmic scale versus the day of the year 2010. Between the 150th
and the 200th day, the LHC peak luminosities, see Eq. (3.1), reached values corresponding to
the maximum ALICE data taking rate (see Section 3.1). Since the other experiments, ATLAS,
CMS and LHCb, are designed for much higher interaction rates, they are running ahead from
that time on in both panels of Fig. 4.1. For ALICE, this full run period has been divided into
various beam periods in which the data taking conditions were mostly unchanged. For this
analysis, the following beam periods are taken into account: LHC10[b,c,d,e]. Table 4.1 shows
the event statistics for each of the four beam periods and the full sample. The di↵erent values
given in the table will be explained in Section 4.2.3.
Beam Period NMB ·106 fzvtx N
|zvtx|<10cm
MB ·106 Nana
MB ·106
LHC10b 29.46 0.998 29.40 25.41
LHC10c 74.92 0.993 74.37 63.42
LHC10d 153.11 0.881 134.89 115.59
LHC10e 116.19 0.871 101.18 87.49
Sum 373.68 0.909 339.84 291.91
Table 4.1: The
p
s = 7 TeV pp data used for this analysis. The ﬁrst column shows the
names of the individual beam periods. The number of MB triggered events is given in
the second column. In the third column, the ratio of events within |zvtx| < 10 cm and
all events, fzvtx, is listed for each beam period. The corresponding number of events
N
|zvtx|<10cm
MB is given in the fourth column while the last column shows the number of
analyzed events passing all cuts. The last row contains the same numbers, summed
over all beam periods.4.2 Data Sets used for the Analysis 87
MC Sample Anchor Run for Nana
MB ·106
Min. bias
LHC10d1 LHC10b 20.14
LHC10d4 LHC10c 24.58
LHC10f6a LHC10d 107.99
LHC10e20 LHC10e 2.33
Min. bias + heavy ﬂavor
LHC10f7a b LHC10b 1.68
LHC10f7a c LHC10c 4.02
LHC10f7a d LHC10d 4.78
LHC10f7a e LHC10e 10.47
Table 4.2: The di↵erent MC data samples used in this analysis. Two di↵erent types
of samples are listed: pure
p
s = 7 TeV Pythia min. bias pp events and
p
s =7T e V
Pythia min. bias pp events, enriched with heavy ﬂavour signals, such as J/  ! e+e .
For these central MC productions Pythia 6.421[71] was used, in the tune Perugia-0[182].
4.2.2 Monte Carlo Data Sets
For the understanding of various detector e↵ects and as a necessity for correction procedures,
as described in Section 4.4, reconstructed Monte Carlo simulations of proton-proton events
in the ALICE detector are analyzed. Table 4.2 summarizes the data samples that are used
in this analysis. Two di↵erent types of MC productions are taken into account. While the
samples LHC10d1, LHC10d4, LHC10f6a and LHC10e20 are MC productions of
p
s =7T e V
Pythia 6.421 [71], tune Perugia-0 [182], minimum bias pp collisions, LHC10f7a [b,c,d,e] also
consist of such events, but enriched with heavy ﬂavor signals such as D and B mesons, and J/ .
For this analysis all events containing one additional J/  are taken into account. This sample
is used to determine correction factors for acceptance and detector e ciency. Inclusive CDF
measurements[80], extrapolated from
p
s =1 .96 TeV to LHC energies, and parameterizations
from CEM calculations[183] (see Section 2.3.2) have been used for the input pt and y distributions,
respectively.
Since the exact detector setup and the information which modules have been switched on and
o↵ has an impact on these correction factors, for each data taking period listed in Table 4.1 a
dedicated MC data sample is centrally produced making use of all these informations.
It may be noted here that for this procedure also the detector’s conﬁgurations are taken into
account. The method to acquire and store the conﬁguration data of the TRD (see Section 3.2.4)
has been developed and implemented throughout this thesis and is presented in Appendix A.88 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
4.2.3 Trigger Conditions and Event Selection
Trigger conditions All inelastic pp collisions, ppinel, deﬁne the group of events used as
reference throughout this study. These include non-di↵ractive, single-di↵ractive and double-
di↵ractive events [184]. A minimum bias interaction trigger to record these events has been
deﬁned for the ALICE experiment. This trigger is ﬁred when at least one of the following
conditions is met:
• a hit in the V0A detector,
• a hit in the V0C detector,
• a hit in the SPD detector.
The technical name of this trigger class is CINT1B. Events triggered by this class are further
referred to as minimum bias events (MB) throughout this thesis. All results presented in this
study correspond to events selected with this trigger scenario. Table 4.1 shows the number of
recorded MB events in each of the analyzed beam periods.
For any normalization to the number of inelastic pp events the trigger e ciency must be
determined, and the number of events must be corrected accordingly. In case of the MB trigger,
this e ciency is deﬁned as ✏MB = NMB/Npp,inel; it was determined in a MC study[185] with
the result:
✏MB =0 .864 ± 1.5%(syst.). (4.1)
For the determination of a cross section, another trigger class has to be introduced, V0AND,
which is deﬁned as the coincidence of signals in both of the V0 detectors. The cross section of
this trigger has been determined in a series of van der Meer scans[186, 187, 188] for di↵erent
beam energies. For
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions, this reference cross section is[187]:
 pp,V0AND = 54.1m b± 4%(syst.). (4.2)
This study uses the MB trigger class for event selection. Since the cross section is only available
for V0AND triggered events, in order to acquire the minimum bias cross section, the factor
 pp,V0AND/ pp,MB =0 .875, was determined as the fraction MB events where the V0AND trigger
has ﬁred. It has also been checked that this ratio is constant within 1% over all analyzed beam
periods (see Figs. D.1 to D.4 in Appendix D). The result for the cross section is:
 pp,MB = 61.8m b± 4%(syst.). (4.3)
The systematic errors of the V0AND cross section Eq. (4.2) and of the fraction  pp,V0AND/ pp,MB
are added in quadrature, resulting in 4%.4.2 Data Sets used for the Analysis 89
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Figure 4.2: The distribution of vertex positions in z direction for the beam periods
LHC10[b-e]. The distributions are well described by Gaussian ﬁts (red). While the
histogram corresponds to the group C, the area of the Gaussians correspond to C +A.
Event selection Both beams cross each other in a very small angle. The primary interaction
vertex position of the triggered events is spread a few centimeter around the origin along the z
axis in the ALICE coordinate system (see Section 3.2.1). On the other hand, the spread in the
transverse plane is negligible. To ensure that the characteristics of the detector are the same
for all analyzed events, those with a reconstructed vertex position |zvtx| > 10 cm are rejected.
Since the physics processes do not depend on the position of the collision in the experiment no
bias is introduced by applying this selection. The distribution of primary interaction vertex
positions in z direction changes with the LHC setup and is di↵erent for the beam periods90 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
taken into account, see Fig. 4.2. The distribution of vertex positions in z direction is shown for
LHC10[b-e]. Later beam periods (LHC10d and -e) exhibit a broader width of the distribution
than earlier ones (LHC10b and -c) due to high intensity beams. All data are well described by
Gaussian ﬁts. Only for the beam periods LHC10c, in the tail region and for the central part,
small di↵erences between data and ﬁt can be seen. A reason for this could be that in the last
runs of that period the distribution already started to become broader. Still this is a small
e↵ect without impact on the analysis.
Not all MB triggered events do have a reconstructed primary vertex since at least one track
in the acceptance of the central barrel detectors is necessary for a successful reconstruction.
Nevertheless, all events within |zvtx| < 10 cm belong to the reference ppinel, both those with and
those without a detected vertex. Figure 4.3 illustrates this situation: the full area (A+B+C+D)
corresponds to all MB triggered events, NMB. The area shaded in red (A + B)d e p i c t st h e
number of events which are rejected because of a vertex more than 10 cm away from zero in
the z coordinate. These events are excluded from the further analysis where only the group
C +D = Nana
MB is used. While C is just the area in |zvtx| < 10 cm of the distributions in Fig. 4.2,
the problem is now to ﬁnd out the number of events with a vertex inside |zvtx| < 10 cm which
had not been reconstructed (D). The area shaded in blue (B + D) corresponds to all those
events for which no vertex was found in the reconstruction. Using the assumptions that the
zvtx distribution is the same for events with and without reconstructed vertex (C/A = D/B)
and that the vertex reconstruction e ciency is ﬂat over a z range including the largest fraction
of the events3, the number of events D can be estimated:
C + D ' (A + B + C + D)·
C
C + A
. (4.4)
While the fraction C
C+D ⇡ 86% does not depend on the beam period, this is indeed the case for
fzvtx = C
C+A, see Fig. 4.2. So the number of all MB events within |zvtx| < 10 cm, N
|zvtx|<10cm
MB
is determined separately for each beam period. The results for the correction factors fzvtx as
well as the corresponding number of events are summarized in Table 4.1.
An important issue is whether or not a bias on the J/  signal is introduced herewith. There
are several arguments why this is not the case:
• The electron-positron pair from the J/  decay inside the TPC acceptance would lead to
the reconstruction of the vertex.
• The fraction of events without reconstructed vertex in the class of V0AND triggered
events is only about 7% compared to about 14% in MB events. On the other hand the
signal is found to be the same within 1.2%.
• The charged-particle multiplicity dependence of J/  production indicates a small J/ 
3In the relevant region, the vertex-reconstruction e ciency is indeed practically independent of the z position
of the vertex, see[184].4.2 Data Sets used for the Analysis 91
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Figure 4.3: Sketch to illustrate which fraction of all triggered events belong to the
reference ppinel. The red area corresponds to all events that have a primary interaction
vertex more than 10 cm away from the nominal interaction point in z direction. The
blue area corresponds to all events that do not have a reconstructed vertex. The
area labeled as D belongs to the reference number of events even though it cannot
be directly determined since the vertex position has not been measured. The indirect
determination of the area C + D is explained in the text.
yield for low multiplicities, see Section 5.6. Events with high multiplicities will have a
reconstructed vertex.
So there is no J/  signal lost in the events without reconstructed vertex belonging to the total
number of events in the sample. Table 4.1, below the event statistics of the individual beam
periods, lists the total number of events analyzed here.
Integrated luminosity The total number of selected triggered events N
|zvtx|<10cm
MB ,l i s t e d
in Table 4.1, and the cross section of this trigger  pp,MB the integrated luminosity Lint =
N
|zvtx|<10cm
MB / pp,MB of the analyzed data sample can be given:
Lint =5 .50 nb 1 ± 4%(syst.). (4.5)
The integrated luminosity is a useful number e.g. for comparisons with other experiments.
Event numbers depend of the speciﬁc trigger thus cannot be compared.92 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
4.3 J/  Reconstruction
In all available events J/  are reconstructed via their decay into e+e . Various selection
cuts as well as a particle identiﬁcation procedure are applied to select electron candidates
and to reduce the background from other sources. These steps are explained in detail in
the following. Thereafter, the invariant-mass spectrum, obtained from all remaining electron-
positron-candidate pairs is discussed. In this spectrum a clear J/  mass peak is found. For the
extraction of the J/  signal counts an estimation of the background below the peak has to be
done. Various approaches to do so are presented.
4.3.1 Track Cuts
The following kinematical selection cuts are applied to all tracks:
• Tracks with a ✓ angle between 45  and 135  traverse the full volume of the TPC and
are measured with the highest possible precision. This corresponds to a pseudo rapidity
range of |⌘e±
| < 0.9, tracks outside of that region are rejected from the further analysis.
• A minimal transverse momentum of pe±
t > 1.0 GeV/c is required to reject background
from processes as from   conversions, ⇡0 decays and misidentiﬁed hadrons.
Together with the kinematical selection of the J/  these deﬁne the geometric acceptance of the
measurement, see Section 4.4.
Various quality cuts are applied to all tracks in the acceptance. By these requirements, all
those which were not properly reconstructed or do not come from the primary vertex are sorted
out. For this analysis, four di↵erent cut sets have been deﬁned: the default(1) set and a slight
variation of it, default(2), and one set of loose and on set of tight cuts. The latter are used
to estimate a possible sytematic uncertainty of the e ciency correction, see Section 4.4 and
Section 4.5.
The set default(1) is based on the ALICE standard track quality cuts, deﬁned for the run
periods in 2010, for all analyses using both TPC and ITS. Its components are as follows:
• Each track is required to be associated with at least one cluster in one of the two SPD
layers. Like this the contribution from secondary electrons, created by primary particles
interacting with the material of the ITS, is kept at a minimum. This cut is further referred
to as SPDany.
It turned out that this is a very strong selection, increasing the ratio of signal to background
counts, but also rejecting approx. a third of the signal counts[171]. As it will be shown
later, at high J/  pt there is only very little background in the J/  mass region. Therefore,4.3 J/  Reconstruction 93
a variation of the default(1) set is introduced, applying a released version of this selection.
In this default(2) set instead of the selection SPDany, a less restrictive ITSany(4) is
applied. All other selections are unchanged with respect to default(1). The number in
parenthesis of ITSany(4) correspond to the number of innermost ITS layers in which at
least one cluster is required. Thus, ITSany(2) would be identical to SPDany. In [171]
it was shown that while releasing this cut more and more, until ITSany(4) the signal
counts increase. Releasing even further only the background counts increase without a
substantial di↵erence in the signal. Therefore, ITSany(4) was taken here as the optimal
choice.
• An upper limit on the distance of closest approach (dca) to the primary interaction vertex
is deﬁned. The c⌧ of the J/  of ⇡ 2.1 pm can be neglected, that of B mesons is of
approximately half a millimeter. Within 2 mm thus more than 99% of all secondary
J/  vertices are located, so in principle this value could be used for the cuts. Still,
the resolution of the dca measurement is less precise (see [128]), leading to values of
dcaXY < 1.0 cm in radial direction and dcaZ < 3.0 cm in longitudinal direction.
• The ﬁrst possibility to deﬁne the reconstruction quality of a given track in the TPC is to
count the number of clusters in the TPC, divide it by the number of possible clusters
and require a minimum fraction. Since in this analysis the acceptance is limited to
|⌘e+e 
| < 0.9, the maximum is always the total number of pad rows: 159 [128].S o i t
is enough to cut on the total number of clusters NTPC
cls associated to the track. Here a
minimum of 70 is required.
• The second possibility to ensure a good quality of the track reconstruction in the TPC of
all used tracks is to limit the  2/N TPC
cls [62]. For this value an upper limit of 4.0 has been
used. Since every TPC cluster has a spacial position, i.e., three coordinates out of which
one is ﬁxed to the position of the pad row, the number of degrees of freedom is twice the
number of TPC clusters minus 5, the number of parameters of the track ﬁt.
• The reﬁt status bits of ITS and TPC are required. These are enabled when the track
ﬁtting procedure successfully followed the track through one or both of the detectors.
• Finally decay tracks, i.e. kink daughters, are rejected using the default kink ﬁnder
algorithm[62] running during the reconstruction.
A dedicated study of the values of these cuts and the resulting J/  reconstruction e ciency
can be found in[189]. It concluded with the same set of cuts as listed here, default(1), as the
optimal choice for the analysis. Also the analysis in[173] was performed with the set of cuts
labeled as default(1) here.
The parameters of all discussed cut sets used in this analysis are listed in Table 4.3 for
an overwiew. For an illustration of the e↵ect of the di↵erent cuts, the distributions of the94 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.4: The distributions of the track variables discussed in the text (for LHC10d
as an example). All tracks that are satisfying the kinematial selections (pt > 1 GeV/c
and |⌘| < 0.9) are shown in red. The distributions of the tracks remaining after
applying the di↵erent cut sets listed in Table 4.3 are shown with the other color codes.4.3 J/  Reconstruction 95
cut variables are shown in Fig. 4.4. All tracks that are satisfying the kinematial selections
(pt > 1 GeV/c and |⌘| < 0.9) are shown in red. The distributions of the tracks remaining after
applying the di↵erent cut sets listed in Table 4.3 are shown with the other color codes. The top
left panel shows the distributions of the number of of the ﬁrst ITS layer with a hit associated
to the track. For the most restrictive setting of the ITS cluster reqiurement, SPDﬁrst, a hit
in the ﬁrst layer is required. Therefore, the ﬁrst ITS cluster has to be found in the ﬁrst layer
(counting starts at zero). For SPDany this can either be the ﬁrst or the second, and so on. A
negative value corresponds to no ITS cluster at all. The other cut variables shown in Fig. 4.4
are shown as discussed above.
On top of this set of standard cuts, a couple of analysis speciﬁc cuts have been applied to
suppress further sources of background tracks. The analysis train is equipped with a pre-ﬁlter,
running before the analysis tasks and which is searching for V0 daughter4 candidates[62].T h e s e
are ﬂagged and can be sorted out in the analysis. The combinatorial background is decreased
by about 20% by sorting out these tracks. Within the statistical uncertainties no signiﬁcant
di↵erence of the signal counts is found. Still, the loose cut set does not include this selection so
that any possible e↵ect is covered by the systematic uncertainties (see Section 4.5).
One last cut is performed after all other selections. The aim is to remove tracks that can be
associated with   conversions or Dalitz decays (of ⇡0 or ⌘) which are one of the main source
of background electron tracks. This selection is done with another pre-ﬁlter analyzing the
invariant mass of all pairs remaining after all other cuts. All tracks leading to a e+e  candidate
pair with an invariant mass below a certain threshold are rejected from the further analysis.
To reject all tracks coming from these background sources, the threshold would have to be set
to the ⌘ mass of about 547.9 MeV/c2. But also J/  daughter tracks, combined with any other
electron candidate, can contribute to the invariant mass spectrum at low values. Thus, the
higher the threshold of this cut is set, the more signal counts will be a↵ected. Furthermore,
since the exact composition of the background continuum may not be correctly reproduced
in MC simulations, an e↵ect of the cut on the J/  signal might be estimated incorrectly, i.e.,
the e ciency correction would be biased. To avoid any improper correction, the threshold
in the reconstructed invariant mass, below which the tracks of all e+e  pairs are rejected, is
set to a value which is low enough that no signiﬁcant loss in the signal counts is found. The
resulting value is 50 MeV/c2. Despite this low threshold, approximately 8% of the combinatorial
background in the J/  mass region is removed without any modiﬁcation of the signal.96 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
Cut Set
Cut Variable Loose Default(2) Default(1) Tight
Track Level
ITS Cluster Requirement ITSany(4) ITSany(4) SPDany SPDﬁrst
dcaxy 1.5 cm 1.0 cm 0.5 cm
dcaz 5.0 cm 3.0 cm 1.0 cm
NTPC
cls 60 70 80
 2/N TPC
cls 4.5 4.0 3.5
ITS Reﬁt Bit Required true true true
TPC Reﬁt Bit Required true true true
Reject Kink Daughters true true true
Reject V0 Daughters false true true
Pair Level
  Cut, minv > n/a 50 MeV/c2 150 MeV/c2
Table 4.3: The values of all loose default(2), default(1) and tight analysis cuts. Cuts
on the track level and on the pair level are shown separately.
4.3.2 Particle Identiﬁcation
For the selection of electron candidates the TPC signal is used. Particles are identiﬁed (PID)
via their speciﬁc energy loss (dE/dx) in the detector gas (see Section 3.3.2). Figure 4.5 shows
on the left panel the TPC signal versus the total momentum of all particles satisfying the
above track selection criteria. For a better visualization, the pt cut is not required for this
picture. The selected electron/positron candidates are highlighted by the colored area. Black
lines correspond to the expected mean energy loss of the most abundant particle species: pions,
muons, kaons, protons and electrons. They are calculated according to a tuned parameterization
of Eq. (3.4). A good agreement with the measured spectrum is found for each species. The
di↵erence of the measured energy loss (dE/dx)meas. of a given track and the expected one
(dE/dx)exp., assuming that the particle is an electron/positron, is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 4.5. This value is expressed as multiples of the expected standard deviation of the line:
n  =
(dE/dx)meas.   (dE/dx)exp.
 exp.
(4.6)
4The name V0 stands for particles with zero electrical charge, decaying into two daughter particles of opposite
charge. The daughter tracks are looking similar to the letter V. Most typical V0 particles are K
0 and ⇤;  
conversions into an e
+e
  pair also have the same topology.4.3 J/  Reconstruction 97
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Figure 4.5: Left: the TPC signal in arbitrary units versus the particle momentum
for all tracks passing the quality criteria in the beam period LHC10d. The data of
all tracks passing loose quality cuts (for a better illustration, also the pt cut has not
applied to these tracks) are shown in a gray scale, the selected e+e  candidates are
highlighted as the colored area. Black lines correspond to the expected mean energy
loss. Right: the di↵erence of the measured energy loss and the expected energy loss,
assuming that the particle is an electron/positron. The value is shown in multiples of
standard deviations of the Bethe-Bloch lines and versus the particle momentum.
where  exp. is the expected width of the line as the quadratic sum of the systematic and
statistical components,  2
exp. =  2
syst +  2
stat. With the number of TPC clusters associated to
the track which are used for the (dE/dx) measurement, NTPC
cls,PID, and  stat ⇠ 1/
q
NTPC
cls,PID the
width can be calculated as:
 exp. =  0 ·
q
1+  N/N TPC
cls,PID. (4.7)
Here,  0 and  N are the dE/dx resolution parameters. Their determination by ﬁts to the
data is done during the TPC calibration. The average resolution of the dE/dx measurement in
pp collisions is h exp.i =5%[128]. Note that NTPC
cls,PID is slightly di↵erent from NTPC
cls for two
reasons: due to edge e↵ects the gain of the outermost TPC pad rows is not as well deﬁned as
of the others. Thus, clusters measured by these pads are not used for the PID where an exact
gain calibration is crucial. Secondly, when a cluster is only measured by one single pad, its
spacial resolution is only that of the size of the pad. This is not precise enough for tracking
and therefore not counted in NTPC
cls . Yet, the charge deposit is a valuable measurement also
on a single pad. Since the beam period LHC10d, these 1-pad clusters are used for PID and
counted in NTPC
cls,PID.
Because of the preceeding cut on the transverse momentum of the track at 1 GeV/c,t h e
kaon line, which is crossing the electron line at around 0.5 GeV/c (absolute momentum) does98 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
not play a role in this analysis. The deuteron line is crossing that of the electrons in a range
where most of the selected particles are. Still, the absolute amount of deuterons, misidentiﬁed
as electrons, is small enough to be neglected. In this analysis, tracks are accepted as electron
candidates if:
• |n | < 3.0, if the track is assigned the electron mass,
• |n | > 3.0, if the track is assigned the proton mass and
• |n | > 3.5, if the track is assigned the pion mass.
These values have been optimized for a high e ciency of the electron selection and a low
background contribution. The e↵ect of these selection criteria can be seen on the right panel of
Fig. 4.5. The distribution is cut at ±3 n  (electron) for all momenta, the lower and higher
bounds are deﬁned by the proton and pion lines.
Even though the TRD is an excellent detector for the identiﬁcation of electrons, see
Section 3.2.4, it could not be utilized in this analysis. As the collision data available for
this analysis was taken only 7 out of the total 18 TRD super modules were installed in the
experiment. When requiring TRD information the acceptance is thus reduced by 7/18 for single
tracks. For the reconstruction of a e+e  pair this e↵ects both tracks, reducing the acceptance
for J/  by a factor of 49/324 ⇡ 0.15. Finally the setup in two arms of 3 and 4 modules at
opposite sides of the barrel reduces the J/  acceptance signiﬁcantly. The azimuthal coverage
of the arms is about 60  and 80 , respectively; they are separated by about 100  on the one
side on by about 120  on the other. The decay products of the J/  have a typical opening
angle of about 100  (mean value, see Fig. D.5 in Appendix D for the distribution), making it
very likely that if one of the electrons enters the TRD acceptance the other does not.
4.3.3 Invariant-Mass Spectra and Background Subtraction
Figure 4.6 shows on two panels the invariant-mass spectrum of all remaining electron-positron
candidate pairs after track cuts (Section 4.3.1) and PID (Section 4.3.2) for all events selected by
the minimum bias interaction trigger deﬁned in Section 4.2.3 and passing the event cuts listed
in that same section. While for the left panel the default(1) analysis cuts are applied, for the
right panel the set default(2) is used. The invariant mass (minv) is calculated with Eq. (C.9),
see Appendix C.
In both spectra, a clear peak is visible in the mass region of the J/  (3.0969 GeV/c2)
indicated by an arrow. On the other hand, no clear indication for signals of higher-mass
quarkonia states, as  0,⌥ ,⌥ 0 or ⌥00, are visible in the spectra (note the logarithmic scale of the4.3 J/  Reconstruction 99
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Figure 4.6: The invariant-mass spectrum of all opposite-sign electron candidate pairs
using the default(1) cut set on the left panel and with default(2) on the right. In both
spectra a clear peak is visible in the mass region of the J/ , indicated by the arrow.
ﬁgure). Given the total number of events in this analysis this is as expected from a previous
simulation[190].
The J/  peak is placed on a background continuum. As analyzed in[190], this continuum
is mainly composed of electrons from D and B meson and ⇡0 Dalitz decays, and misidentiﬁed
pions. Another source of background is due to secondary electrons, e.g., from   conversions
in inner layers of the detector material. Calculating the invariant mass of electron pairs both
from Dalitz decays and   conversions gives entries at very low masses close to zero. The large
number of counts in this mass region (Fig. 4.6) shows how abundant these sources are, even
after removing all pairs below 50 MeV/c2. The default(1) set of cuts requires a hit in one of the
two innermost detector layers (SPD). Subsequent   conversion electrons do not have a hit there
and are sorted out e ciently. On the other hand also a substantial fraction of J/  daughter
electrons are rejected due to this selection. For the default(2) set, where a hit in only one of
the innermost four detector layers (SPD + SDD) is required, the J/  signal is approximately
a third larger. The background is increased by almost a factor of 2.4. For an analysis of the
total integrated cross section therefore the default(1) set is used since it is o↵ering an excellent
signal to background ratio.
The main part of the increased background in the default(2) invariant mass spectrum is due to
secondary electrons from interactions with the detector material. Electrons from these sources
are likely to have low momenta. For the measurement of the pt di↵erential J/  cross section at
high J/  pt there is no substantial di↵erence in the background contribution as will be shown100 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.7: Upper panels: the OS (red dots) and LS (blue diamonds) invariant-mass
spectra for the
p
s = 7 TeV pp data set LHC10[b-e] using the default(1) analysis cuts.
For the left panel the LS spectrum is calculated with Eq. (4.8) while on the right panel
the sum of both components N   + N++ is scaled to match the integral in the region
above the J/  mass: [3.2, 5.0] GeV/c2. The two panels below show with black lines
the residuals of the background estimation as deﬁned in Eq. (4.9); the signal region
naturally exceeds the scale and is therefore suppressed in this case. Both lower panels
show the spectrum after background subtraction. The MC line shape has been scaled
to match the integral in the signal region for comparison.
later. Therefore, for low transverse momenta the set default(1) is used while for high transverse
momenta the ITS hit requirement is released and default(2) is used.
For the extraction of the signal counts the background spectrum has to be subtracted
from the measured opposite-sign (OS) spectrum in Fig. 4.6. In this analysis, two di↵erent
techniques to estimate the background have been studied: the like-sign method and a ﬁt
procedure including various functions. Additionally a combination of the two is investigated.
Background subtraction with the like-sign method The like-sign method (LS) is the
most natural way to estimate the background spectrum. All e+e+ and e e  pairs in each event4.3 J/  Reconstruction 101
are created and their invariant mass is calculated. Like this, the same spectrum of uncorrelated
pairs should be obtained as for OS, without the signals of correlated pairs as that of the J/ .
The normalization of the LS spectrum should be:
N+  =2·
q
N2
   ·N2
++. (4.8)
Nevertheless, as the upper left panel of Fig. 4.7 shows, this method clearly underestimates the
OS spectrum, even though the overall shapes of the spectra are similar.
The middle panel of this ﬁgure shows the residuals r(minv) of the like-sign spectrum. The
residuals are deﬁned as the di↵ference between the opposite-sign background spectrum OS(minv)
and the background estimator fBG(minv). Since each bin in the OS spectrum has a di↵erent
statistical uncertainty, the residuals are normalized to this quantity:
r(minv)
 OS(minv)
=
OS(minv)   fBG(minv)
 fos(minv)
. (4.9)
A look at the distribution of these normalized residuals (left middle panel) supports this
observation: especially below the signal region the background is more than one standard
deviation away from the opposite-sign spectrum in almost all bins. The reason for this di↵erence
is assumed to be the contribution from correlated electron-positron pairs from charmed meson
decays. In case that a c¯c pair is created in an event which produces two charmed mesons, both
have a good probability to decay semi-leptonically—one with an electron as a daughter, the
other with a positron. Since there are more decay products involved, a continous spectrum is
the result. This is a signal which is not present in the LS spectrum. Thus, the LS spectrum is
scaled to match the integral of the OS spectrum in a given mass range.
Besides the scaling factor, another modiﬁcation of the LS spectrum is done: in the analysis
of high pt J/  discussed below, many empty invariant-mass bins occur. In the two minv spectra
of e+e+ and e e  and therefore with multiplication in Eq. (4.8) the LS spectrum has even
twice as many bins with zero entries. Thus, instead of Eq. (4.8), simply the sum of the two
spectra is used: N   + N++. The di↵erence between the OS and the LS spectra increases
towards lower masses; therefore, the choice of the mass region to scale the LS distribution has a
direct impact on the extracted signal. Two ranges have been investigated: the ﬁrst from above
the small   signal visible at 1.0 GeV/c2 up to where the bremsstrahlung tail of the J/  signal
sets in: [1.5, 2.2] GeV/c2. The second range is starting just above the J/  mass peak: [3.2,
5.0] GeV/c2. Both scaling factors from the two intervals (1.21 and 1.16 from the low and from
the high mass window, respectively), as well as the combination of the two, give a reasonable
description of the spectrum. The best description of the OS background continuum has been
found for the high mass range, [3.2, 5.0] GeV/c2 which is thus used for the analysis.
The result is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.7. A scaling factor of 1.16 is applied to the LS
spectrum. The distribution of the residuals now show a much better agreement compared to102 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
the result of the unscaled LS spectrum on the left panel. The resulting raw signal is extracted
by summing the bin counts in the signal region [2.92, 3.16] GeV/c2 (for the optimization of
this range, see Section 4.3.4) in the subtracted spectrum, the lower panels in Fig. 4.7. It reads
NJ/  = 348.3 ± 31.4 with a signal-to-background ratio (S/B) of 1.18 and a signiﬁcance (SGN)
of 13.7.
At masses below approx. 1.5 GeV/c2 a systematic underestimation is left (upper right
panel of Fig. 4.7), but the distance is large enough from the signal region and thus neglected.
A simulated MC signal line shape is scaled to match the integral of the subtracted spectrum
in the signal extraction integration limits. In the tail region of the J/  mass peak, around
⇠ 2.5 GeV/c2, the LS seems to underestimate the OS spectrum. If the di↵erence is due
to a statistical ﬂuctuation, it is by deﬁnition covered by the statistical uncertainty of the
measurement. Furthermore, it is located outside of the signal integration limits and has no
direct inﬂuence on the extracted signal counts. An underestimated width of the MC line could
also be the cause for that di↵erence. This should be avoided since it leads to a wrong correction,
see Section 4.4.4. Still, the overall good agreement of the main part of the mass peak disfavors
such a scenario.
Background subtraction with a ﬁt procedure The second background subtraction
method under investigation is a ﬁt procedure using various functions for an estimation of the
OS minv distribution. Three di↵erent functions have been studied to describe the background
continuum. First, a polynomial of variable order n:
fBG,pol(minv)=
n X
i=0
ai ·m
(i)
inv, (4.10)
with the coe cients ai as ﬁt parameters. Second, the Landau distribution with the probability
density function deﬁned by the complex integral:
 ( )=
1
2⇡i
c+i1 Z
c i1
exp( s + slns)ds, (4.11)
included in the ﬁt procedure as:
fBG,lan(minv)=b· 
✓
minv   c
d
◆
. (4.12)
Here, b, c and d are the ﬁt parameters out of which c is the most probable value of the
distribution and b and d scaling factors in y and x direction, respectively. The third function4.3 J/  Reconstruction 103
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Figure 4.8: As in Fig. 4.7 the invariant-mass spectra for the
p
s = 7 TeV pp data set
LHC10[b-e] using the default(1) analysis cuts are shown, only with di↵erent background
estimations. On the upper left panel a combined ﬁt of a polynomial function, a Landau
distribution and the MC signal line shape is performed. On the right side a polynomial
ﬁt has been applied to the spectrum after LS background subtraction (scaled as
Eq. (4.8)).
used to describe the background continuum is a simple exponential function:
fBG,exp(minv)=l· exp(m + n·minv) (4.13)
with again three ﬁt parameters: l, m and n. The procedure has been implemented such that
either one of these fuctions can be used to ﬁt the background or any combination of them.
To optimize the desctription of the background in the J/  mass region, also a ﬁt to the J/ 
peak is applied. Here, the MC line shape is used, the scaling factor is the only free parameter.
The ﬁt range is deﬁned by a lower bound just above the minimum visible in the OS mass
spectrum, i.e. at 1.4 GeV/c2, and an upper bound at 5.0 GeV/c2.
The implementation of this procedure, derived from previous analyses [191], is done as
follows. A ﬁrst ﬁt iteration is performed only with the background function. Therefore, the
signal region, including the part with signiﬁcant contribution from the bremsstrahlung tail, is104 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
excluded in a range of [2.72, 3.2] GeV/c2. The results are used as starting parameters for a
second iteration, where the combined ﬁt is performed to the whole mass range including the ﬁt
to the J/  peak.
The best description of the background is found with a combination of a second-order
polynomial and a Landau distribution. This decision is based on a goodness-of-ﬁt analysis (see
Appendix E) and the distribution of the residuals. The result is shown in Fig. 4.8, upper left
panel. The background ﬁt is drawn as a blue line, the scaled MC line shape as the shaded
blue area on top of it. Gray areas indicate the ﬁt ranges used for the ﬁrst ﬁt iteration to the
background. The extracted signal is slightly higher but very close to that from the scaled LS
subtraction: NJ/  = 353.6 ± 25.5, S/B =1 .22 and SGN = 13.9. Due to the much smaller
statistical error of the ﬁt result also the extracted signal count has a higher precision. Over the
whole range a very good description of the mass distribution is achieved.
Combination of like-sign method and ﬁt procedure Additionally to the two investigated
signal extraction procedures described above, a combination of the two has been implemented.
This is motivated by the observation that, after subtraction of the like-sign spectrum according
to Eq. (4.8) the disagreement of OS and LS seems to be largest at low masses and decrease
towards higher masses. Thus, after subtraction of the LS spectrum, as shown on the left panel
of Fig. 4.7, the discussed ﬁt procedure is performed on the subtracted spectrum. Here, the
order of the polynomial function is ﬁxed to a straight line with only two coe cients since there
is no indication in the spectrum for structures of higher orders.
The result is shown in Fig. 4.8, right panel, and gives a good description of the remaining
background. The extracted signal counts are: NJ/  = 349.1 ± 30.0w i t hS/B =1 .18 and
SGN = 13.8, what is in between the results from the other two methods, suggesting that the
description of the ﬁt to the full OS spectrum is robust. Compared to the latter the statistical
uncertainty by this procedure is in between those of the two individual methods. Indeed, the
linear ﬁt does not add a contribution in the ﬁrst three signiﬁcant decimals given here, compared
to the LS subtraction without additional scaling factor.
The default background estimator In summary, the normal like-sign distribution as
shown on the left panel of Fig. 4.7 does not reproduce the opposite-sign mass spectrum. All
three other background estimation methods have good results and agree very well in their
resulting extracted raw signal counts. The LS subtraction has the advantage that no assumption
on the J/  signal shape is necessary. On the other hand, a scaling factor has to be applied to
account for an underestimation of the background at masses below the J/  peak region. This
scaling factor, can be determined below or above the J/  mass. Since the di↵erence between
OS and LS spectra seem to increase towards lower masses, either possibility may introduce a
systematic bias.4.3 J/  Reconstruction 105
The ﬁt procedure gives a very good description of the background spectrum. Since the simulated
MC J/  line shape is used in the ﬁt procedure, a systematic bias might be introduced here.
In the comparison of this line shape to the signal after subtraction of the LS spectrum, see
Fig. 4.7, a reasonable agreement is observed. Therefore it is expected that if there is any e↵ect,
it is small. An advantage of the ﬁt procedure is that the statistical uncertainty of the extracted
J/  counts is reduced by about 20%.
The combined LS subtraction and ﬁt procedure gives very similar results as the two other
methods. The advantage over the scaled LS distribution is that no bias is introduced by chosing
a scaling factor. As in the pure ﬁt procedure a slight dependence on the simulated J/  signal
shape might introduce a small bias. The results obtained by this method comes with only
slightly improved statistical uncertainties compared to the scaled LS method.
Given these arguments, the pure ﬁt procedure is chosen as the default method for the background
subtraction. The other two methods are used as a reference and for the estimation of a systematic
uncertainty.
Di↵erential analysis The J/  cross section is furthermore analyzed di↵erentially versus
the J/  transverse momentum. To do so, the invariant mass spectra have been recorded in
several intervals of this variable. Six bins in pt from 0 to 10 GeV/c are studied. The ranges of
these intervals are shown in Table 4.4, the corresponding invariant mass spectra are displayed
in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. Here, following the same arguments from above, the ﬁt procedure has
been used to estimate the background spectra. The shape of the background spectrum di↵ers
strongly between the analyzed pt intervals. Therefore, for each interval the composition of the
ﬁt function is setup individually. For the lowest two intervals, shown on the left and middle
panel in Fig. 4.9, a best description of the background spectrum has been found by using the
same combination as for the integrated sample discussed above: the sum of a second-order
polynomial and a Landau distribution. For the third interval, shown on the right panel in
Fig. 4.9, a pure second-order polynomial is used. For all higher intervals, shown in Fig. 4.10, a
simple exponential function is found to give the best description of the background shapes.
The invariant-mass spectra of all pt intervals are well described by the ﬁt results. Note that
empty bins in the OS spectra are assigned a statistical uncertainty of one to ensure a correct
weighting of the ﬁt procedure. As a reference, the results for the other two signal extraction
procedures, corresponding to Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 are shown in Appendix D, Figures D.15
to D.18.
It was found that the increase of the background contribution in the released ITS cluster
requirement (default(2) set of cuts compared to default(1)) is largest in the lowest pt interval and
becomes smaller with increasing transverse momentum. A direct comparison of the extracted
signal and background counts (using the methods bescribed below), as well as the corresponding
S/B ratio and signiﬁcance for the application of the default(1) and default(2) cut sets is shown106 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.9: The invariant mass spectra for the pt intervals 0 to 1 GeV/c,1t o2GeV/c
and 2 to 3 GeV/c. For details, see Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.4.4.3 J/  Reconstruction 107
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Figure 4.10: The invariant mass spectra for the pt intervals 3 to 4 GeV/c,4t o
6G e V /c and 7 to 10 GeV/c. For details, see Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.4.108 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the extracted J/  signal counts S, the background counts
B, signal-to-background ratio S/B and signiﬁcance S/
p
S + B for the two di↵erent
sets of analysis cuts default(1) (red circles) and default(2) (blue squares).
in Fig. 4.11. In all intervals more J/  signal counts S are extracted for the default(2) cuts,
due to the higher e ciency compared to the default(1) cuts (upper left panel). Towards larger
transverse momenta the background counts B decrease (upper right panel). In the highest two
pt intervals only very little background is left for both cases. The S/B ratio (lower left panel) is
substantially higher for default(1) in the lower four pt intervals while it is at a comparable level
at the two highest intervals. The signiﬁcance of the measurements in the di↵erent intervals,
on the other hand, does not show such a clear di↵erence. In all intervals the values are at
a comparable level for the two sets of cuts, with a tendency for higher values for default(2)4.3 J/  Reconstruction 109
towards higher pt.
As a consequence, for the lowest four pt intervals, due to the better S/B ratio, the cut set
default(1) is applied. For the remaining two intervals at high pt neither S/B nor signiﬁcance
are substantially higher for one of the cut sets. Therefore, for these intervals the default(2)
set is used which is o↵ering higher numbers of signal counts. The extracted J/  counts and
e ciencies as well as the applied cut set and ﬁt function of each pt interval are summarized in
Table 4.4.
pt interval pt range (GeV/c) Cut set Fit function A ⇥ ✏N J/ 
1 [0.0, 1.0] default(1) fBG,pol(2) + fBG,lan 13.91 ± 0.09 57.4 ± 12.9
2 [1.0, 2.0] default(1) fBG,pol(2) + fBG,lan 9.24 ± 0.05 94.9 ± 14.0
3 [2.0, 3.0] default(1) fBG,pol(2) 8.43 ± 0.05 62.6 ± 10.6
4 [3.0, 5.0] default(1) fBG,exp 10.36 ± 0.05 93.0 ± 10.8
5 [5.0, 7.0] default(2) fBG,exp 15.66 ± 0.10 60.4 ± 8.3
6 [7.0, 10.0] default(2) fBG,exp 13.82 ± 0.16 20.6 ± 4.9
Table 4.4: The pt ranges of the six analyzed pt intervals, the applied cut set, the
function used for the ﬁt procedure, the value for A ⇥ ✏ (in percent) and the extracted
raw number of J/  counts NJ/ .
4.3.4 Yield Extraction
The number of J/  signal counts is extracted by integrating the bin contents of the invariant-
mass spectrum after background subtraction in the J/  mass region (lower left panel in Fig. 4.8).
The limits between which the signal is counted have to be set by optimizing the absolute signal
counts, the signal-to-background ratio and the signiﬁcance. Figure 4.12 shows on four panels
the extracted signal counts (upper left), the corresponding background counts (upper right),
their ratio (lower left) and the resulting signiﬁcance (lower right) versus the value of the lower
integration limit. Starting from high masses and moving downwards, the signal counts start to
increase steeply when traversing the peak region. After that, at around 3.0 GeV/c2, the gain
gets lower for each additional bin towards small masses. The background, on the other hand,
does not have such a sharp function. Thus, the ratio peaks at masses between approx. 2.9 and
3.1 GeV/c2. The signiﬁcance reaches a maximum between approx. 2.7 and 3.0 GeV/c2 and
constantly decreases towards lower masses. The gain in signal gets smaller for each additional
lower bin. On the other hand, the statistical ﬂuctuations of the underlying background increase
with a broader range for the integration.110 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.12: The extracted signal counts (upper left), the corresponding background
counts (upper right), their ratio (lower left) and the resulting signiﬁcance (lower right)
versus the value of the lower integration limit. Red circles correspond to the invariant-
mass spectrum of LHC10[b-e] after subtraction of the background estimated with the
ﬁt procedure (lower left panel in Fig. 4.8). The vertical dashed lines show the position
of the lower limit that is used for the analysis. Blue circles correspond to the MC J/ 
line shape, scaled to match the integral of the data in these limits.
Therefore, a lower limit of 2.92 GeV/c2 is used for the analysis. A similar procedure has
been performed for the upper edge, leading to a value of 3.16 GeV/c2.
4.4 Corrections
The measured rates depend on the ﬁnite acceptance and measurement e ciency of the detector
and its parameters. To extract the physical particle yields these detector e↵ects have to be
corrected for. Reconstructed Monte Carlo simulations of events, enriched with J/  particles,
have been analyzed to obtain the correction factors for the inclusive analysis, as well as the
correction tables for the di↵erential analyses. Here, for the four analyzed beam periods the4.4 Corrections 111
samples LHC10f7a [b-e] from Table 4.2 have been used. These are dedicated data sets for
e ciency studies, enriched with various quarkonia and heavy ﬂavor signals. For the acceptance
and e ciency studies presented here only directly simulated J/  are evaluated. Simulated B
mesons decaying into J/  + X are ﬁltered out since these would distort the results with their
di↵erent input pt and y spectra.
The reconstruction procedure has been divided into four steps:
• What is called the acceptance of the detector is to some extend matter of deﬁnition. Here,
the e ciency of the kinematical selection cuts listed in Section 4.3.1 is deﬁned as the
geometrical acceptance A.
• The probability that both decay products of a J/  (which are in the acceptance A) cross
the sensitive areas of the detectors, are found by the tracking procedure and pass the
track quality cuts (see Section 4.3.1) deﬁnes the reconstruction e ciency ✏rec.
• The probability that both reconstructed daughter tracks are selected in the PID as
electron candidates is deﬁned as PID e ciency ✏PID.
• The probability that the reconstructed mass of a J/  is within the signal integration
limits (see Section 4.4.4) is deﬁned as the signal integration e ciency ✏int.
For the correction only the total A ⇥ ✏ = A ⇥ ✏rec ⇥ ✏PID ⇥ ✏int is necessary. The total value for
A ⇥ ✏, as an average over all four beam periods is:
A ⇥ ✏ = (10.11 ± 0.02)%. (4.14)
With this number the corrected J/  yield can be calculated from the measured raw signal
counts:
Ncorr
J/  =
NJ/ 
A ⇥ ✏
. (4.15)
The division into several steps is only done for illustrative reasons and to allow more detailed
cross checks with other analyses. These e ciencies and also their dependence on pt and y are
discussed in more detail in the following. The resulting values are listed in Table 4.5 for each
beam period separately and for the average of all periods, weighted with the number of events.
4.4.1 Geometrical Acceptance
In Section 4.3.1 the geometrical acceptance A was deﬁned as |⌘e±
| < 0.9 in longitudinal direction
and pe±
t > 1.0 GeV/c in transverse direction. The full azimuthal angle   is covered. In order112 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
Beam Period A✏ rec ✏PID ✏int A ⇥ ✏
LHC10b 33.27 ± 0.12 60.32 ± 0.22 64.39 ± 0.28 72.88 ± 0.77 9.42 ± 0.08
LHC10c 33.07 ± 0.08 57.14 ± 0.15 67.23 ± 0.18 72.98 ± 0.50 9.27 ± 0.05
LHC10d 33.21 ± 0.07 55.84 ± 0.14 81.23 ± 0.14 72.53 ± 0.42 10.93 ± 0.05
LHC10e 33.26 ± 0.05 52.89 ± 0.09 76.71 ± 0.10 72.84 ± 0.29 9.83 ± 0.03
Average 33.20 ± 0.04 55.63 ± 0.07 75.37 ± 0.08 72.75 ± 0.23 10.11 ± 0.02
Table 4.5: The e ciencies (in percent) of the geometrical acceptance A, the recon-
struction ✏rec using the default(1) cuts, the particle identiﬁcation ✏PID and the signal
integration ✏int. Also the average total reconstruction e ciency hA ⇥ ✏i is listed for
each beam period. Furthermore, all values are given for the total data sample, as the
average, weighted with the number of events Nana
MB.
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Figure 4.13: The geometrical acceptance for the measurement of J/  ! e+e  in
dependence of transverse momentum and rapidity.
to avoid edge e↵ects in the correction method also the kinematics of the reconstructed pairs is
limited to the rapidity region of |y| < 0.9. All these limitations lead to an overall correction
factor of:
A = (33.20 ± 0.04)%, (4.16)
the di↵erential result versus transverse momentum and rapidity of the J/  is shown in Fig. 4.13.
Figure 4.15 shows in red circles the projection of Fig. 4.13 along pt and y on the left and right
panels, respectively.
As visible both in Fig. 4.13 and the right panel of Fig. 4.15 (red circles), the acceptance4.4 Corrections 113
z
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e
TPC
z
TPC
 
Figure 4.14: Illustration of the e↵ect of the kinematical selections on the J/ 
acceptance A. Left panel: a decay oriented in z direction, right panel: a decay oriented
in xy direction. For both orientations one example with a low and one with a high
J/  pt is shown, their decay electron tracks are shown with red dashed and solid lines,
respectively.
is maximal at mid-rapidity and decreases towards larger rapidities where it becomes more
probable that one of the daughters has an |⌘| > 0.9. At |y|⇡0.9 the acceptance approaches
zero.
Versus pt J/  are detected starting from zero transverse momentum. Towards intermediate pt the
acceptance drops until ⇡ 2.5 GeV/c, at higher transverse momenta it increases monotonously.
This momentum dependence can be explained as follows. In the rest frame of the J/  the
daughter particles are ﬂying apart back to back, each with a momentum of around 1.55 GeV/c.
Also in the J/  rest frame, the angular orientation of the decay is isotropic but one can
di↵erentiate between two extreme cases, illustrated in Fig. 4.14. The decay particles can be
emitted predominantly in z (left panel) or in xy (right panel) direction. For both cases, the
daughter electrons of a high pt (solid red lines) and a low pt (dashed red lines) J/  are sketched.
For decays oriented in z direction and with very low pt, the daughter tracks are likely to be
emitted at low angles such that they escape undetected. With increasing J/  pt the opening
angle decreases and the tracks are more and more likely to be detected.
For the other case, a decay oriented in xy direction, at pt close to zero both daughter electrons
will be emitted to the opposite side of the detector with a pt around 1.55 GeV/c which is more
than the pt cut. In this case the J/  will be in the acceptance. With an increasing J/  pt the
pt of the daughter emitted in ﬂight direction is increased while that of the daughter emitted
in the opposite direction is decreased and may not anymore pass the pt cut. An even higher114 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.15: The e ciencies of the di↵erent steps of the J/  reconstruction versus its
transverse momentum (left panel) and rapidity (right panel). Red circles correspond
to the geometrical acceptance, A, due to the kinematical selections. Blue squares and
green triangles show the e ciency of the track quality selection criteria, ✏rec, and of
the paricle identiﬁcation procedure, ✏PID, respectively. Black diamonds correspond to
the signal integration e ciency, ✏int. The shown values were obtained by analyzing the
data set LHC10f7a d and correspond to the default(1) set of cuts.
J/  pt will overcome the momentum from the decay and also this electron will ﬂy in the same
direction. When the J/  pt is high enough, the track will then also pass the pt cut.
Like this, an overall increase with pt is seen in Fig. 4.15, with a dip between 1 and 5 GeV/c.
4.4.2 Reconstruction E ciency
If the kinematics of a J/  falls inside the geometrical acceptance, it still might not be recon-
structed if one or both of the daughters do not fulﬁll the above listed selection criteria for track
quality. Additional to the geometrical acceptance A discussed above, Figures 4.15 and 4.16
feature the track reconstruction e ciencies ✏rec as a function of pt (left panels) and of y (right
panels). While in both ﬁgures the red circles correspond to the geometrical acceptance, in
Fig. 4.15 the blue squares show the e ciency of the track quality selection. In Fig. 4.16 the
same components are shown multiplicative: blue squares correspond to the product A ⇥ ✏rec.
Both representations allow a closer look into the pt and y dependence of the di↵erent parts.
Only a weak pt dependence of ✏rec is found. The track reconstruction e ciency is highest at
low transverse momenta with a decrease of about 15% until 10 GeV/c. An interpretation of
this observation could be that very straight high pt tracks have a slightly larger probability
to not achieve the minimum number of associated clusters in the TPC. Low pt tracks have a4.4 Corrections 115
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Figure 4.16: As in Fig. 4.15, the acceptance and e ciency are shown as a function
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correspond to the additional application of the track quality cuts. Green triangles are
including the above components plus PID. The black diamonds also include the signal
integration e ciency and thus schow the total e ciency of the J/  reconstruction.
The shown values were obtained by analyzing the data set LHC10f7a d and correspond
to the default(1) set of cuts.
shorter bending radius in the magnetic ﬁeld and thus have a longer path through the sensitive
volume of the TPC. Furthermore, the ﬁnite resolution of the momentum reconstruction leads
to migration between the bins. Thus, the e ciency is reduced in the region of the maximum
of the pt spectrum (at approx. 2 GeV/c2, see Section 4.6.2), where more entries are shifted
into the adjacent bins than in the other direction. Also versus y only a weak variation of the
reconstruction e ciency can be seen in Fig. 4.15. The decrease towards positive values of y is
due to the limited acceptance of the SPD. More channels of this detector are inactive at that
part of the detector.
The ﬁgures shown here correspond to the default(1) set of cuts and are extracted by analyzing
the MC data set LHC10f7a d, an anchor run to the beam period LHC10d. Due to small changes
in the detector setup the e ciencies slightly vary and have to be taken into account individually,
weighted by the respective number of events of the beam periods. The average reconstruction
e ciency for the whole data sample and the default(1) set of cuts is found to be:
✏rec = (55.63 ± 0.07)%. (4.17)
For completeness, the partial and total e ciencies determined for the three other periods under
investigation, can be found in the appendix, Figs. D.6 to D.11.116 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.17: The results of the parameterizations Eq. (4.18) used for the PID cuts
in MC. Dashed lines correspond to the cut of the proton band, solid lines to that of
the pions. The parameters of the functions are tuned to match the edges of the n 
distributions of the four beam periods LHC10[b-e] shown as the colored histograms.
An important prerequisite for the validity of the correction procedure is a proper simulation
of the detector response, so that the applied selection cuts have the same impact in MC and
collisions data. To verify this, the distributions of the di↵erent cut variables have been analyzed
and compared in data and MC in a previous study[189].
4.4.3 Particle-Identiﬁcation E ciency
The simulated energy-loss spectra give a good description of those measured in pp data (for a
comparison of the dE/dx spectra in MC and data, see Fig. D.19 in Appendix D). However, the
p and ⇡ bands are located at slightly lower TPC signals in MC than in pp data. This can lead
to an overestimated PID e ciency in the following way: when the exclusion cuts around the4.4 Corrections 117
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Figure 4.18: The positions of the mean values versus electron momentum (pure MC
selected electrons) for the di↵erent beam periods LHC10[b-e].
proton and the pion lines are performed, smaller parts of the electron band are removed than it
is the case in data (see right panel Fig. 4.5).
For the determination of the PID e ciency thus a di↵erent method for the proton and pion
exclusion is implemented. Here, analogously to the strategy in[173], an additional cut on the
electron line is performed:
fcut
i (p)=
gi(p)   ge(p)
h exp.i
+ n  (4.18)
where i = p,⇡correspond to the lines of the two di↵erent particles and g are parameterizations
of Eq. (3.4) for the di↵erent species p, ⇡ and e; h exp.i is the average dE/dx resolution, see
Section 4.3.2. Like this, for all momenta, the same probability for accepting or removing an
electron is given for data and Monte Carlo allowing for a proper e ciency correction. Figure 4.17
shows the result of the momentum-dependent cuts on the electron line for the four beam periods.
Dashed lines correspond to fcut
p , solid lines to fcut
⇡ . Using a ﬁt procedure, the parameters have
been tuned for an optimal match with the lower edges of the two-dimensional distributions of
the four pp data sets LHC10[b-e] shown in Fig. 4.17.
A drawback of this method is that like this only the average resolution is taken into account in
MC. The resolution depends on the number of TPC clusters used for PID, NTPC
cls,PID, and this
value may be correlated with the particle momentum. Still, on average this method should be
correct, any potential bias is expected to be covered by the systematic uncertainties estimated
in Section 4.5 where all relevant parameters are varied within reasonable ranges.
Another issue that complicates the e ciency determination is that the n  distributions of118 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
the electron line are not centered at zero. The positions of the mean values versus electron
(pure MC selected electrons) momentum are shown in Fig. 4.18. At low p the deviation is
strongest, at higher momenta it approaches zero.
In the case of collision data the determination of the mean positions is less precise. On the
one hand the asymmetric cuts of the proton and pion lines do not allow for a measurement at
broad momentum ranges. On the other hand the contamination of the electron spectrum by
particles of these two species limit the precision. Within these uncertainties, no shifts of the
mean values were found. Therefore, ﬁxed momentum and beam period dependent shifts of the
electron n  values in MC are applied, using the data shown in Fig. 4.18. Since it is not known
whether or not there are any systematic shifts in case of the collisions data, the e↵ect of the
correction in MC on the extracted PID e ciency is accounted for in the systematic uncertainty
of this mechanism.
With these strategies to determine the PID e ciency, as an average over the analyzed beam
periods, a value of:
✏PID = (75.37 ± 0.08)% (4.19)
is found. The di↵erential results are presented as green triangles in Fig. 4.15. In Fig. 4.16 the
product A⇥✏rec ⇥✏PID is shown, again as green triangles. The pt dependence of ✏PID is a result
of the momentum-dependent PID. Versus y an increased e ciency is observed towards larger
values. At large rapidities the daughter tracks are likely to traverse a longer path through
the sensitive volume of the TPC than close to mid-rapidity. Therefore more dE/dx signal is
deposited on the same number of TPC pads, resulting in an improved precision.
For completeness, Fig. D.12 in Appendix D shows the resulting n  vs. p spectra for the MC
minimum bias data sets. Due to the topological cuts described above the area remaining after
the PID selection is the same as for data (see Fig. 4.17). A more detailed comparison (as
example for the MC data set LHC10f6a) can be found in Fig. D.13 and Fig. D.14, where the
n  distributions from data are compared to MC for various slices in p. A good agreement of
the distributions is observed for the electron lines. Due to the stronger separation of the lines
of the di↵erent particles, the contamination by pions and protons at low momenta and at low
n  is not the same. Since this does not a↵ect the determination of the electron e ciency, it
can be neglected here.
4.4.4 Signal Integration
For the determination of the J/  signal by counting the bin content in the background-subtracted
invariant-mass spectrum, integration limits were set. As described in Section 3.3, due to electron
bremsstrahlung the J/  signal shape exhibits a tail towards smaller invariant masses. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.19, where the pure J/  signal from the MC data set LHC10f7a di ss h o w n ,4.4 Corrections 119
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Figure 4.19: The invariant mass of all reconstructed primary J/  in the data set
LHC10f7a d, selected via Monte Carlo information. The electrons/positrons in the MC
analysis have to pass the exact same set of cuts and PID as those in the pp data.
exhibiting a long tail towards lower masses. Integrating the data over the whole signal area
would lead to 100% e ciency but with a very high background contribution. These limits were
optimized as described in Section 4.3.4. In Fig. 4.19 the part of the J/  signal within those
limits is highlighted with the blue area. The MC J/  line shape can then be used to determine
the fraction of signal within these limits. This number is needed to correct the measured counts:
✏int = (72.75 ± 0.23)%. (4.20)
This procedure relies on a correct simulation of the interaction of electrons with material and a
good description of the detector material. In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 the invariant-mass spectrum,
after subtraction of the background, is compared to the same J/  line shape separately shown
in Fig. 4.19. Within the statistical uncertainties, the data is well described by the simulation in
each of the results, obtained with the di↵erent background estimators indicating a reasonable
shape of the simulated signal.
In Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 the pt and y dependence of ✏int is shown as black diamonds. Only
a slight dependence on the J/  kinematics is observed, still it is signiﬁcant. Following the
discussion in Section 4.4.1, for J/  pt around 2.5 GeV/c the transverse momentum of one of
the daughter electrons is likely to be low and just above the pt cut of 1.0 GeV/c. These tracks
therefore tend to have smaller bending radii compared to the daughter tracks of high pt J/ .
Small bending radii result in a longer path through the detector, more traversed material and
more energy loss due to bremsstrahlung. The same argument holds for the decreased ✏int at120 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.20: A test of the correction procedure. The reconstructed (green squares),
corrected (blue triangles) and input (red circles) J/  pt (left panel) and y (right panel)
spactra are shown.
high y. Also there the daughter electrons are likely to have a longer path through the detector
material then tracks from J/  at mid-rapidity.
At the highest pt a slight indication for a decrease of ✏int can be seen in Fig. 4.15 (and likewise
for the other beam periods Fig. D.6 to Fig. D.8 in Appendix D). This might be due to a
decreased momentum resolution for very high pt tracks which are almost straight.
4.4.5 Selfconsistent Correction Procedure
A test of the correction procedure for acceptance and e ciency is to divide a MC sample in two
halfs. The ﬁrst half is used to calculate the e ciency maps, the second to apply the correction.
Result and MC input are then compared. Therefore, the same MC data set LHC10f7a di s
used. This is data enriched with a large number of J/  particles, i.e., a large signal and almost
no background spectrum, so the normal signal extraction procedure (described in Section 4.3.3)
cannot be tested here: reconstructed J/  are instead selected via the MC information. Still, the
e ciency correction procedure can be tested. The result is shown in Fig. 4.20. Green squares
correspond to the reconstruced pt (left panel) and y (right panel) spectra. After applying the
correction for acceptance and e ciency, obtained with the other part of the data sample, the
distributions of the blue triangles are obtained. Those can now be compared to the true input
spectra (red circles). An excellent agreement proves the validity of the correction procedure.4.5 Systematic Uncertainties 121
4.4.6 Comparison to Published E ciencies
Compared to the e ciencies listed in[173] similar values have been obtained here. The total
A ⇥ ✏ of 10.11% determined in this analysis is in very good agreement with the 9.8% quoted
in the reference. For the individual components small variations have been found. While the
numbers for the acceptance A and the signal integration e ciency ✏int are in a rather good
agreement, for the reconstruction e ciency ✏rec and the particle-identiﬁcation e ciency ✏PID
absolute di↵erences of about 5% with respect to this analysis are found in both cases. These
are expected to be a result of di↵erences in the procedures to determine these numbers or due
to variations in the track selection. While the quality cuts on the track level are identical, this
is not the case on the pair level. Like this, in[173] tracks might be rejected already at this level
while in this analysis the same tracks are sorted out in the PID.
For the pt di↵erential analysis the total values for A ⇥ ✏ are listed in Table 4.4. Also here a
good agreement with the published results are found, di↵erences are expected to be due to
the independent determinations of ✏PID. The results for all pt intervals are well within the
systematic uncertainties assigned to this procedure (see Section 4.5). For the ﬁfth pt interval
which is the highest one in[173] the di↵erences are much larger. This is due to the released ITS
cluster requirement in this analysis and a desired e↵ect.
4.5 Systematic Uncertainties
In this section, the di↵erent contributions to systematic uncertainties that were identiﬁed are
discussed. Table 4.6 summarizes the results for all sources. All components are added in
quadrature to the total systematic uncertainty which is estimated to be 13.1%. An uncertainty
on the luminosity determination applies equally to all results and is thus given as a separate
number.
Signal extraction The systematic uncertainty of the signal extraction procedure is dominated
by the maximal di↵erences that are found between the results of the di↵erent background
estimators. This value can be extracted from the measured J/  counts. Fig. 4.21 shows the
A ⇥ ✏ corrected J/  yields for the three investigated methods. Here a maximal di↵erence of
1.5% is found between the results after subtraction of the LS spectrum, the result of the ﬁt
procedure and the combined method.
Both the shape of the background and the S/B ratio is very di↵erent in the six analyzed pt
intervals. Therefore and because di↵erent functions are used to describe the background, the
systematic uncertainty from the background subtraction has to be estimated separately in each
pt interval. The corrected J/  yields Ncorr
J/  for the ﬁt method, the LS method and the combined122 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
Contribution Uncertainty
This analysis Published results
Signal extraction 6.6% 8.5%
Reconstruction e ciency 4.0% 4%
PID e ciency 10.4% 10%
Acceptance input 1.5%
B.R. (J/  ! e+e ) 1.0%
Total 13.1% 13.8%
Luminosity 4.0%
Table 4.6: Contributions to the systematic uncertainty. The values obtained in this
analysis are compared to the values published in[173].
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Figure 4.21: The A⇥✏ corrected J/  yield Ncorr
J/  for the default background subtrac-
tion method (ﬁt) and for a narrow and a broad variation of its integration limits. Also
shown in this ﬁgure are the results for the two other background estimation procedures
(LS scaled, LS+Fit).
one are shown for each pt interval in Fig. 4.22. The maximal di↵erence between the results
from the ﬁt method and the other two are used as a systematic uncertainty, the results for the
bins one to six are: 26.4%, 11.7%, 15.9%, 11.2%, 5.8% and 12.6%.
Due to a possibly incorrect description of the background and/or the MC J/  signal shape
the extracted J/  signal might depend on the mass integration limits, even after ✏int correction.4.5 Systematic Uncertainties 123
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Figure 4.22: The A⇥✏ corrected J/  yield Ncorr
J/  determined by using the default back-
ground subtraction method (ﬁt) and the two other background estimation procedures
(LS scaled, LS+Fit) for the six analyzed pt bins.
For an estimation of this e↵ect, two variations of the default integration range of [2.92, 3.16]
have been studied: [2.84, 3.20] and [3.00, 3.12]. This is a variation of ±80 MeV/c2 of the lower
limit and ±40 MeV/c2 of the upper limit. The results are also shown in Fig. 4.21. A maximal
di↵erence of the A ⇥ ✏ corrected J/  signal from the result of the ﬁt method of 5.7% is found.
If the material budget of the detector is not properly implemented in the simulation proce-
dure, the MC signal line shape might be too broad or too narrow. This results in a systematic
bias in the determination of the signal fraction in the integration limits. Approximately 3%
systematic uncertainty have been estimated in[173]. It had been determined by the analysis of
dedicated MC J/  productions with variations of the material budget in a reasonable range.
This analysis is not repeated here, instead this value is quoted and used. It is added to the
contributions from the background subtraction procedure and the variation of the integration
limits in quadrature. The resulting uncertainty of the signal extraction is 6.6%.
It may be noted that the signal extracted with the LS method depends on the range
which is used to scale the LS background. Three di↵erent ranges have been studied here: [3.2,
5.0] GeV/c2 which is also the default range, [1.2, 2.0] GeV/c2, and a combination of both. A
maximum di↵erence in the resulting J/  signal of 4.7% is found. Since the LS method is only
used as a reference, this value is not propagated to the total systematic uncertainty.
Acceptance input As shown in Section 4.4.1, the acceptance for the reconstruction of a J/ 
depends on its transverse momentum. For the determination of the total inclusive J/  cross124 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
section an averaged value for the acceptance and e ciency correction has to be determined
which is the weighted average over all transverse momenta. This average therefore depends on
the MC input pt spectrum. For[173] is was studied how much the acceptance may change due
to a variation of the hpti of the input spectrum within a factor 2. The result of 1.5% is also
used in this analysis, the estimation is not repeated here. Furthermore, as will be shown in
the next section, the MC input pt spectrum is in a good agreement with the measured data
indicating that the systematic error quoted here is a conservative estimation.
For the J/  rapidity such an estimation is not necessary since the y spectrum is expected to be
rather ﬂat in the region which is investigated here.
Reconstruction e ciency To estimate the systematic uncertainty of the reconstruction-
e ciency correction procedure, additionally to the two default sets of analysis cuts two more
sets are deﬁned, see Section 4.3.1 and Table 4.3. This is on the one hand a loose set, wherein
most of the applied cuts are changed to a less restrictive value, and a set of tight cuts with
more restrictive values on the other hand. Like this, mismatches of the distributions of the
cut variables between data and MC simulations are quantiﬁed. After the correction procedure,
the results for the J/  yield Ncorr
J/  of all three sets are compared to each other, see Fig. 4.23.
Within the statistical uncertainties a remarkable agreement of the di↵erent results is obtained.
Despite the change of the S/B ratio from 0.3 (loose) to 2.1 (tight), a maximal di↵erence of
4.0% can be seen. Most likely this di↵erence is only due to statistical ﬂuctuations of the
strongly changing background magnitude. Nevertheless, for a conservative estimation of the
systematic uncertainty this value is used. A more detailed analysis of systematic e↵ects in the
A ⇥ ✏ correction procedure including a study of each individual cut can be found in[189]. That
study concluded with comparable results.
PID e ciency For the estimation of the the systematic uncertainty of the PID e ciency
correction several variations of the procedure described in Section 4.4.3 have been performed.
On the one hand, the exact value of the momentum-dependent cuts might be determined with
a systematic bias. Therefore the values of these cuts have been modiﬁed by ±0.1   which is
expected to be a reasonable range. Furthermore, the shift of the average n  value in MC might
be determined incorrectly. Here, the extreme variations between not performing the correction
of the shift at all and an overcorrection of 0.1   were investigated. The resulting maximal
di↵erence of the e ciency by the above modiﬁcations and a combination of them that was
observed is 10.4%. This is a rather extreme scenario, so this is a conservative estimation.
Branching ratio The branching fraction of the J/  decay into e+e  is known to 1%
precision[36].4.5 Systematic Uncertainties 125
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Figure 4.23: The A ⇥ ✏ corrected J/  yield Ncorr
J/  for the two default cut sets and
the loose and tight references.
Luminosity The systematic uncertainty of the V0AND cross section measurement is about
4%[187]. There, the main contribution stems from the beam intensity determination, known
with about 3% precision. Fluctuations of the ratio NV0AND/NMB (see Section 4.2.3) are within
about 1%. Added in quadrature, these two contributions account to 4% (rounded).
Pile-up events When in one single bunch crossing of the two proton beams more than one
pair of protons collide, these pile-up events are treated as if it was only one single event. This
might lead to an overestimation of per-event yields. Thus, this study applies the default pile-up
rejection technique available in the event analysis. The setup of the algorithm is as follows: all
events are rejected if a second vertex with at least three contributors and a minimal distance to
the main vertex in z-direction of 0.8 cm is found using SPD tracklets. The fraction of secondary
events that have less than three associated tracklets or that are closer to the main vertex than
0.8 cm, and the vertex reconstruction e ciency result in a total pile-up rejection e ciency of
approx. 48%[192]. An average pile-up rate of 4% leads to a rate of undetected pile-up events
of below 2% out of which the most have less than three tracklets[192].E v e n t sw i t hs u c hal o w
multiplicity have only a small probability to contain a J/  decay (see Section 5.6). And even if,
the track cut on the maximal distance in z direction to the main vertex further reduces that
contribution strongly. Thus, per-event yields and cross sections are not biased by this e↵ect.
Polarization Any polarization of the J/  would have a strong impact on the acceptance.
For[173] an estimation had been performed, resulting +21
 15 % in the helicity and +19
 13 %i nt h e126 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
Collins-Soper reference frames for full transverse or longitudinal polarization. This is by far the
largest contribution to the systematic uncertainty. A ﬁrst measurement at LHC energies[68]
suggests only a slight or no polarization. Thus, these numbers are just quoted here and not
included in the total systematic uncertainty.
Comparison to published systematic uncertainties In Table 4.6 the systematic uncer-
tainties estimated in this analysis are compared to those published in [173].T h eJ /  signal
counts extracted by subtracting the background with the ﬁt method and the combined LS and
ﬁt method are in a very good agreement with the results using the LS method. For[173] the
track rotation method (see Section 5.3.1 for an explanation of the method) was investigated in
addition to a ﬁt method similar to the one described in this analysis. The results obtained by
using the track rotation spectrum for background subtraction are in a slightly worse agreement
to the other methods. Possible reasons for this discrepancy are discussed in Section 5.3.1.
There, also a way to increase the agreement with the other methods up to the same level found
for the other methods investigated here is explained.
The systematic uncertainties estimated in both analyses for the reconstruction and PID e cien-
cies are in a very good agreement. This is taken as an indication that the obtained values are
reasonable. The systematic uncertainty for the acceptance input is not repeated here, the other
contributions to the systematic uncertainty are in both analyses quoted from the same sources.4.6 Integrated and Di↵erential J/  Production Cross Sections 127
4.6 Integrated and Di↵erential J/  Production Cross Sections
In this section the results of the J/  analysis in
p
s = 7 TeV minimum bias pp collisions
are presented. Inclusive production cross sections are given as an integrated value and as a
di↵erential measurement. The results are compared to the ALICE published data, as well as to
available data from other experiments. A comparison to model predictions closes this chapter.
4.6.1 Integrated Cross Section
With the corrected yield Ncorr
J/ , Eq. (4.15), the integrated luminosity Lint, Eq. (4.5), and the
branching ratio in the e+e  decay channel[36]:
BR(J/  ! e+e )=5 .94% (4.21)
one can calculate the cross section as:
 J/  =
Ncorr
J/ 
BR(J/  ! e+e )Lint
. (4.22)
The result for the inclusive integrated J/  production cross section in
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions
for |y| < 0.9i s :
 J/ (|y| < 0.9) = 10.7 ± 0.8 (stat.) ± 1.4( s y s t .) ± 0.4( l u m i .) µb. (4.23)
The systematic uncertainty is given in two components: the total value for all sources except
the luminosity is the ﬁrst, the second corresponds to the uncertainty from the luminosity
determination. Compared to[173] ( J/ (|y| < 0.9) = 10.7±1.0 (stat.)±1.6 (syst.)), almost the
same result is found here. Indeed, both values for the cross section are identical up to the third
signiﬁcant digit. In a slightly smaller event sample, Lint =5 .50 mb 1 in this analysis instead of
5.6m b  1 in[173], approx. the same number of raw signal counts is found, NJ/  = 353.6( t h i s
analysis) compared to 352[173], at a slightly higher A ⇥ ✏, 10.11% (this analyis) compared to
9.8%. The agreement of the two analyses indicates that the results are robust.
Due to the choice of the ﬁt procedure to extract the signal the statistical uncertainty is reduced
by about 20%. The systematic error estimation of this analysis concluded with a bit lower
value of 13.1% compared to 13.8% in[173]. A systematic error on the luminosity determination
of 4% is not included in both values.
A ﬁrst measurement (see Section 2.3.2 and[68]) indicates no or only a weak J/  polarization
in
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions. Therefore, no additional systematic uncertainty on the acceptance
determination is quoted here.128 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.24: The pt integrated inclusive J/  production cross section as a function
of y. The results of this analysis are compared to the ALICE data at central (black
diamond, slightly shifted in y for a better visibility of the error bars) and at forward
rapidities (blue triangles) [173] and to the measurement by CMS [79]. The error
bars correspond to the statistical uncertainties, the boxes represent the systematic
uncertainties. A global uncertainty on the luminosity determination is not shown in
the ﬁgure. It amounts 4% for this analysis and the published ALICE measurement
at mid-rapidity, 5.5% for the ALICE measurement at forward rapidities and 11% for
CMS.
4.6.2 Di↵erential Cross Sections
Rapidity dependence To study the shape of the J/  y distribution the result of this
measurement is shown as the di↵erential value:
d J/ 
dy
=
Ncorr
J/ 
 yBR(J/  ! e+e )Lint
, (4.24)
together with the published ALICE results at central and forward rapidities[173] and the result
of CMS[79] in Fig. 4.24. Data points at forward rapidities are mirrored at y = 0 and shown
as open symbols. All markers are drawn at the center of the bin, except that of the ALICE
measurement at mid-rapidity which is shifted slightly in y for a better visibility of the error
bars. The latter correspond to statistical uncertainties only, boxes represent the systematic
uncertainties. An additional systematic uncertainty on the luminosity is not shown in the ﬁgure,
it amounts 4% for this analysis and the corresponding ALICE measurement at mid-rapidity,4.6 Integrated and Di↵erential J/  Production Cross Sections 129
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Figure 4.25: The pt integrated J/  production cross section as a function of y
from this analysis at mid-rapidity and from ALICE [173] and CMS [79] at forward
rapidities. The data (inclusive measurements) are compared to predictions from the
Color-Evaporation Model[193, 194] (black solid line with gray uncertainty band) and
the Color-Singlet Model[195, 196, 197] (upper and lower bounds given as the dashed
blue lines) for prompt production. See text for a description of the errors.
5.5% for the ALICE measurement at forward rapidities and 11% for CMS. The measurement at
mid-rapidity ﬁlls the gap between the other results, together a rapidity spectrum spanning over
almost eight units is given. Within the uncertainties the cross section rises towards mid-rapidity
and reaches a plateau at around 2. Such a plateau has been observed before, e.g. by PHENIX
at RHIC[198] in
p
s =0 .2 TeV pp collisions.
The result of this analysis as well as the complementary data at forward rapidities shown in
Fig. 4.24 are compared to predictions from the Color-Evaporation Model [193, 194] and the
Color-Singlet Model [195, 196, 197] in Fig. 4.25. Note that while the experimental data are
corresponding to the inclusive measurement, the fraction of J/  from b-hadron decays are not
included in the models. The CEM prediction is given as the prompt cross section including
feed-down from higher mass c¯ c states. On the other hand the CSM prediction is given as the
direct cross section including no feed-down at all. It is therefore scaled by a constant factor
1/Fdirect
J/  where Fdirect
J/  = (64 ± 6)%[199] is the fraction of direct to prompt J/  cross sections
(see Section 2.3.4). First measurements of the fraction of J/  from b-hadrons indicate that it is
increasing from ⇡ 9% at 3.5 <y<4[82] to ⇡ 15% at |y| < 0.9[200]. Within the uncertainties130 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.26: The di↵erential cross section d J/ /dy at mid-rapidity vs. collision
energy
p
s. Results from PHENIX in 0.2 TeV pp collisions [198] and from CDF in
1.96 TeV p¯ p collisions[80] are shown together with the result of this study and compared
to a CSM prediction at LO[195]. While the data correspond to inclusive cross sections,
the model is given for prompt J/ .
and the fraction of J/  from b-hadrons the CEM prediction is compatible with the data. The
plateau-like shape at mid-rapidity observed in data is also indicated by the CEM. For a ﬁnal
discussion of the shape a measurement of the prompt J/  cross section is necessary. However,
taking the approximate values mentioned above into account suggests that after a subtraction of
the non-prompt fraction from the data the agreement with the CEM curve will improve. Within
the very large uncertaintiy of the CSM, its prediction at leading order (LO) for gluon fusion
(gg) is compatible with the data. While this is not the case for the pt di↵erential measurement,
the integrated value is reproduced already at LO, as it was already found at lower energies
(see[196] and next paragraph). Main sources for these uncertainties are the gluon PDFs, the c
quark mass and factorization and renormalization scales[201].
In order to study the energy dependence of the di↵erential cross section d J/ /dy at mid-
rapidity, the result of this study is combined with results from other experiments. Figure 4.26
shows the results from PHENIX in
p
s =0 .2 TeV pp collisions [198] and from CDF in
p
s =1 .96 TeV p¯ p collisions [80] together with the result of this study. Compared to RHIC
energies (
p
s =0 .2 TeV), the cross section at LHC energies is almost one order of magnitude
higher. Compared to Tevatron energies (
p
s =1 .96 TeV), the increase is nearly a factor of two.4.6 Integrated and Di↵erential J/  Production Cross Sections 131
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Figure 4.27: Inclusive J/  production cross section at mid-rapidity as a function of pt.
The results of this analysis (red dots) are compared to the published ALICE result[173]
(black diamonds). The error bars correspond to the statistical, the boxes to the
systematic uncertainties. A global uncertainty of 4% on the luminosity determination
is fully correlated between the bins and not shown in the ﬁgure. The gray line represents
the MC input spectrum for the A⇥✏ determination, scaled to the result of this analysis.
The data in Fig. 4.26 is compared to the prediction from the Color-Singlet Model for gluon
fusion at leading order [195]. As before, the prediction is given for direct J/  and has been
divided by the direct fraction 1/Fdirect
J/  such that it corresponds to the prompt cross section.
Within the uncertainties of the model, represented by the upper and lower band in Fig. 4.26,
the data is described by the CSM both in absolute amount and in the energy dependence. The
increase with the energy seems to be slightly stronger than seen in the data, yet the fraction of
b-hadrons might depend on
p
s.
Transverse-momentum dependence To study the transverse-momentum dependence of
J/  production, the double-di↵erential cross section has to be determined:
d2 J/ 
dptdy
=
Ncorr
J/ 
 pt yBR(J/  ! e+e )Lint
. (4.25)
Figure 4.27 shows the result of this study in comparison with the one published in[173].W i t h i n
the uncertainties both spectra are in a good agreement. Due to the released ITS cluster132 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.28: Inclusive J/  production cross section at mid-rapidity as a function of
pt. The results of this analysis (red dots) are compared to the data from ATLAS[78]
(blue tringles) and from CMS[79] (green squares). The error bars correspond to the
statistical uncertainties, the boxes represent the systematic uncertainties. A global
uncertainty on the luminosity determination is fully correlated between the bins and
not shown in the ﬁgure. It amounts 4% for this analysis, 3.4% for ATLAS and 11%
for CMS.
requirement at high pt, this study could be extended to pt = 10 GeV/c.
The MC input pt spectrum, which is used for the acceptance determination, is included in the
ﬁgure as well (scaled to the result of this analysis). A good agreement with the measurement
indicates that a possible bias of the acceptance determination must be small. The 1.5%
systematic uncertainty assigned to this potential bias thus seems to be a conservative estimation.
Only the highest two bins are above the MC spectrum by more than one standard deviation,
the actual pt spectrum might be harder than expected. Due to the small contribution to the
total cross section this has no substantial impact on the determination of the total acceptance.
ALICE is the only experiment at the LHC which is able to measure J/  down to pt = 0 at
mid-rapidity. At low pt therefore no comparison to other experimental results is possible. Above
transverse momenta of 6.5 GeV/c and 7.0 GeV/c mid-rapidity data from CMS[79] (|y| < 1.2)
and ATLAS[78] (|y| < 0.75) are available. Due to the extension of this analysis to 10 GeV/c,
there is a region where all three data sets overlap and can be directly compared. This is shown
in Fig. 4.28. Note that while the data points of this analysis are drawn at the center of the
bins, the data points of CMS and ATLAS are plotted at the average transverse momentum4.6 Integrated and Di↵erential J/  Production Cross Sections 133
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Figure 4.29: The J/  production cross section at mid-rapidity as a function of pt.
While the experimental data from this study (red dots), ATLAS[78] (blue tringles) and
CMS[79] (green squares) are inclusive measurements, NRQCD[65, 202] predictions refer
to prompt J/  production. The NLO NRQCD result is shown as the solid black line,
a calculation to LO is shown as the dashed line. CS contribution at NLO (dot-dashed
line) and LO (dotted line) are also shown.
hpti of the bins. In the pt region where the results of all three measurements overlap a very
good agreement is found.
Figures 4.29 and 4.30 both show the same experimental data as Fig. 4.28, additionally
various model predictions are included. A NRQCD prediction[65, 202] at next-to-leading order
precision (NLO) for prompt J/  production is shown as the solid black line in Fig. 4.29, the
yellow band corresponds to its uncertainty. For comparison the calculation is also shown at
LO (dashed line). NRQCD containes both color-singlet (CS) modes as well as color-octet (CO)
modes. The CS contribution is also shown individually at NLO (dot-dashed line) and at LO
(dotted line). At the lowest pt for which the prediction is given a good agreement with the
data can be seen. Towards higher pt theory and data diverge, the measured data exceeds the
prediction by approcimately a factor of two in the region of 7–10 GeV/c.
The CDF experiment measured the fraction of direct to prompt J/  and found that it is almost
independent of pt in
p
s =1 .8T e Vp¯ p collisions [199]. However, the non-prompt fraction of
J/  originating from b-hadron decays is of about 10% at low pt and increases towards higher
pt (see Fig. 2.16 in Section 2.3.4). At a transverse momentum of 10 GeV/c approx. 25–30% of134 J/  Analysis in Minimum Bias pp Collisions
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Figure 4.30: The same data as in Fig. 4.29 is compared to CEM [193, 194] and
CSM[201, 58, 197] predictions for prompt J/  production. The CEM calculation is
indicated by the solid black line. The NNLO* CSM result is shown as the shaded blue
area, a calculation to NLO is also shown (shaded red area).
the measured J/  yield can be expected to be non-prompt. Taking this into account, data and
model would be in a good agreement within their errors. This is not the case for leading order
accuracy and/or the CS contribution alone.
A prediction of the Color-Evaporation model [193, 194] for the prompt J/  cross section
(|y| < 0.8) is shown as the solid black line in Fig. 4.30, its uncertainty band is represented by
the light gray area. The feed-down from higher-mass c¯ c states is included as a factor in the
model. Here, the same conclusions as for the NLO NRQCD prediction can be drawn: taking the
non-prompt fraction of the J/  production and its pt dependence into account, there probably
would be a good agreement with the data.
Finally, Fig. 4.30 also features a prediction of the pure Color-Singlet Model[201, 58, 197].T h e
red shaded area corresponds to NLO accuracy, for the area shaded in blue additionally the most
dominant ↵5
s contributions are included, referred to as NNLO*. The NLO contributions alone
do not describe the measured pt spectrum—the discrepancy can not be explained by the missing
b feed-down fraction. Within their errors the two di↵erent NLO color-singlet predictions in
Fig. 4.29 and Fig. 4.30 are compatible to each other. The NNLO* band tends to lower values
for the cross section than the other models. Within its larger uncertainites (same sources as
discussed above) it probably is still compatible with the data when taking the discussed b
feed-down into account.4.7 Outlook 135
4.7 Outlook
Most of the models for J/  production present prompt or even only direct J/  cross sections.
For an accurate comparison with theoretical predictions it is important to determine precisely
the fractions of the di↵erent sources. The non-prompt fraction of J/ , which are decay products
of short-lived b hadrons, can be determined via the pseudo-proper decay time[80]. An analysis
of this fraction as a function of transverse momentum is performed at ALICE, using the same
data sets as this analysis. Results are about to be published, the preliminary data was discussed
in Section 2.3.4. Together with results from ATLAS and CMS at higher pt a similar trend as
observed at lower energies measured by CDF is indicated there.
Feed down from higher mass charmonium states has been measured at lower energies where it
was found to be about 36% and almost independent of pt[199]. This is only true for the sum of
the di↵erent contributions which are mainly decays of  c and  0. The individual components
indeed show a slight dependence on pt, though in opposite direction. A measurement at LHC
energies will clarify whether or not the fraction of J/  from these sources is of the same order
and what its dependence on pt is.
At ALICE, the measurement of the decay  c ! J/  +   is possible at mid-rapidity by
reconstructing both the J/  ! e+e  decay and the   via its possible conversion into e+e  in
the detector material [203, 204]. The conversion probability is expected to be about 8%, so
for this measurement a trigger will be necessary. The same is true for the analysis of the  0
at mid-rapidity. The TRD (see Section 3.2.4) is an excellent detector for this purpose. It is
capable to provide fast trigger decisions on high pt electron tracks and will be available soon.
The ﬁrst measurement of the J/  polarisation at LHC energies was published by ALICE[68] for
forward rapidities. A corresponding analysis at mid-rapidity will further contrain the models.
The proton is an object composed of valence quarks, sea quarks and gluons. A high-energy
collision of two protons is thus a complex process. A possible interplay between the hard
scattering leading to the production of a quarkonium, and the underlying pp event has been
investigated for the ﬁrst time and is part of this work. This subject will be addressed in the
next chapter.
When the LHC has reached its design energy, Pb–Pb collisions will be possible up to
p
sNN =5 .5 TeV. For the determination of the nuclear modiﬁcation factor (see Eq. (2.12) in
Section 2.4.3) a pp reference at the same energy is necessary. Depending on the availability
and the quantity of pp measurements at the same collision energy an interpolation between
data at
p
s = 7 TeV and at lower energies (as e.g. in[205]) might become relevant. Such an
interpolation also serves as a cross check of the data at intermediate collision energies as e.g.
the ALICE measurement in
p
s =2 .76 TeV pp collisions[206].136Chapter 5
Multiplicity-Dependent J/ 
Analysis
For the ﬁrst time, the J/  yield has been studied as a function of the charged-particle multiplicity
in pp collisions[192]. This measurement has been performed with the ALICE experiment in
both dileptonic decay channels of the J/ . The analysis in e+e  is subject of this thesis and
will be addressed in this chapter.
For this part of the analysis, the joint framework of the ALICE J/  ! e+e  analysis group has
been utilized to obtain the results. Therefore, this dielectron framework (DF) will be introduced
below, followed by a description of the charged-particle multiplicity measurement. The identical
data samples are used as in the minimum-bias analysis (see Section 4.2); also, most of the
analysis strategy is the same. This chapter will therefore focus on the di↵erences, which are
mainly the signal extraction procedure and the neccessary correction procedures.
5.1 The Dielectron Framework
Originally started as a development environment for J/  ! e+e  analyses, the framework
has been generalized to all dielectron studies. It is implemented within the general ALICE
analysis environment described in Section 4.1 and especially focussed on data processing with
the analysis train. Within the dielectron framework, all technical deﬁnitions and routines that
are common to the di↵erent analyses, are put together in a generic analysis task.
The user, working on a speciﬁc analysis, only has to provide a conﬁguration to the DF, including
e.g. the cut variables and ranges and the desired output observables. Like this, large parts
of the common code development only has to be done once, maintaining a high quality and
less redundancy. The DF also makes use of the common correction framework, described in
Section 4.1.1. The DF is incorporated and accessible within AliRoot. For the measurement of
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Figure 5.1: Left: the probability distribution for measuring Nraw
trk in the four analyzed
beam periods LHC10[b-e] in the range |⌘| < 1.0. Right: the probability distribution of
Ntrk/hNtrki, the number of tracklets normalized by the mean number of tracklets per
period, for the ame data.
the charged-particle multiplicity dependence of J/  production, the DF has been extended by
the necessary methods to perform this analysis.
5.2 Determination of the Charged-Particle Multiplicity
The charged-particle multiplicity of each event is measured in terms of the number of accepted
SPD tracklets within the pseudorapidity range of |⌘| < 1.0. SPD tracklets are created out of
all combinations of SPD clusters, one in each of the two detector layers, that are pointing in
direction of the primary interaction vertex. Each cluster can only be associated to one single
tracklet. See[129, 184] for details of the tracklet algorithm.
Using the SPD for the multiplicity determination has the advantage that this detector is closest
to the interaction region, implying a small contamination by secondary particles and a low
momentum cut-o↵ (approximately 50 MeV/c due to particle absorption in the material[184]).
The measured raw number of SPD tracklets Nraw
trk is evaluated during the reconstruction
procedure and is avaliable in the ESDs (AliESDEvent::EstimateMultiplicity()).
Figure 5.1, left panel, shows the corresponding multiplicity distributions for the four di↵erent
beam periods. The variation of the distributions between the di↵erent beam periods is due
to a decrease of the SPD acceptance with time. Due to limitations in statistics, the analysis
cannot be done in each beam period separately but only for the full number of events, i.e., the5.2 Determination of the Charged-Particle Multiplicity 139
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Figure 5.2: As Fig. 5.1, left panel, just after correcting the number of tracklets for
the acceptance bias, see text for details.
sum of all periods. To ensure that the same underlying physical number of charged particles
Nch of a given event leads to, on average, the same reconstructed multiplicity, a ﬁrst approach
was to normalize each distribution by its mean, hNtrki. This is shown in Fig. 5.1, right panel.
With this normalization, the agreement between the four beam periods is already quite good.
By looking into more detail of the remaining di↵erences of the distributions it was noticed
that the SPD acceptance was not only changing with time but is also dependent on the z
position of the primary interaction vertex. As it was shown in Chapter 4, Fig. 4.2, the vertex
distribution changed within the beam periods. When combining all data together for the
analysis, this also has to be corrected for. The procedure for this correction is available in the
dielectron framework. The method is to determine the average Nraw
trk as a function of zvtx for
each beam period and scale the measured distribution accordingly. See Appendix B for a more
detailed description of the procedure. Figure 5.2 shows the result after the correction: the Ntrk
distributions of all four beam periods are in good agreement.
As a cross check, the same procedure has been applied to the MC data sets which have
been reconstructed with the same running conditions of the collisions data sets LHC10[b-e] (for
details of these MC data sets, see Section 4.2.2 and Table 4.2). In the simulations the inactive
SPD modules are accounted for; thus, the according Nraw
trk spectra show the same dependence on140 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
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Figure 5.3: Left: as Fig. 5.1, just for the four min. bias MC data sets corresponding
to the four analyzed beam periods. Right: as Fig. 5.2, just for the four min. bias MC
data sets corresponding to the four analyzed beam periods.
the corresponding run period, see Fig. 5.3, left panel. As for the real data, also in Monte Carlo
events the Ntrk distributions are in very good agreement after the correction procedure, shown
in Fig. 5.3, right panel. When comparing Figs. 5.1, left panel and 5.3, left panel, obviously
the simulated multiplicity distributions underestimate the measured data. This is strongly
dependent on the speciﬁc tuning of the MC event generator, see[184, 207] for details.
The multiplicity spectrum is divided into several intervals, for each of these intervals an
invariant mass analysis is performed (see the next section). With the requirement of having a
similar signiﬁcance of the J/  signal in all intervals, ﬁve intervals have been deﬁned for the
analysis. Table 5.1 summarizes these multiplicity ranges. Therein, also the average values of
the di↵erent multiplicity intervals, Ntrk, and the number of analyzed events in each interval are
listed. Additional to the intervals 1 to 5, the under- and overﬂow intervals (0 and 6), are listed
as well, for completeness.
Events with zero tracklets are excluded from the ﬁrst interval. On the one hand there is no J/ 
signal in this bin, on the other hand including it would imply corrections for the number of
events, since events with no reconstructed tracklet have a strong contribution from di↵ractive
processes. The corrections and further systematic uncertainties cancel by setting the lower edge
of the ﬁrst multiplicity interval to Ntrk = 1.
The overﬂow interval, number 6 in Table 5.1, is excluded from the ﬁfth interval to minimize
the systematic uncertainties (see Section 5.5). Moreover, due to limited statistics almost no
J/  signal is found in that multiplicity range.5.2 Determination of the Charged-Particle Multiplicity 141
Multiplicity interval Ntrk range Ntrk dNch/d⌘ range hdNch/d⌘i(bin) Nana
MB ·106
0 [0,1) 0.0 12.23
1 [1,9) 4.056 0.7 – 5.9 2.7 164.64
2 [9,14) 10.796 5.9 – 9.2 7.1 51.05
3 [14,20) 16.216 9.2 – 13.2 10.7 35.72
4 [20,31) 23.949 13.2 – 20.4 15.8 28.52
5 [31,50) 36.481 20.4 – 32.9 24.0 9.69
6 [50,1) 55.905 0.74
Table 5.1: Statistics of the multiplicity intervals. The Ntrk range is given together
with the average in each interval, Ntrk. Also the corresponding dNch/d⌘ range is given
together with the average in each interval, hdNch/d⌘i(bin). Furthermore, the number
of analyzed events, Nana
MB, is listed. Bins 0 and 6 are the under- and overﬂow bins and
not used for the analysis.
Since the number of tracklets, no matter if corrected or not, is a detector dependent quantity,
results depending on this variable are not comparable to any other experiment or to theory
predictions. To allow for such comparisons the measured Ntrk has to be related to a physical
variable, the number of charged particles Nch primarily created in the pp collision.
In the experiment it is not possible to distinguish between particles from the primary interaction
and secondary particles which can be created by decays or interaction with detector material.
Therefore the following procedure, based on MC informations, has been applied: Monte Carlo
productions for all four beam periods have been studied to correlate Ntrk with Nch,s e et h el e f t
panel of Fig. 5.4. In ﬁrst approximation, the number of measured tracklets is linearly dependent
on the number of primarily created charged particles. The distribution on the right panel of
Fig. 5.4 corresponds to the slice of the histogram in the left panel along the red line. The shape
is approx. Gaussian as the comparison to a Gaussian ﬁt (red curve) indicates.
Other multiplicity estimators than the number of SPD tracklets, including global tracks
have a better resolution and should in principle be favoured. In this analysis these estimators
could not be used because their computation was implemented after the reconstruction of the
data of the run periods LHC10b and -c. Since in this analysis the whole multiplicity distribution
is divided in broad intervals, the resolution of the estimator does not have a big impact on the
quality of the result. Furthermore, these two run periods contain approximately one third of
the total number of events available in this analysis, leaving the number of SPD tracklets as
the only available choice.
Using the assumption of the linear dependence without o↵set between the measured quantity142 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
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Figure 5.4: Left: the correlation matrix between the simulated physical number of
charged particles per event Nch and the measured multiplicity Ntrk, both counted
within a range of |⌘| < 1.0. The red line corresponds to the mean charged-particle
multiplicity published by ALICE [207]. Right: the distribution of Ntrk corresponds
to the slice along the red line in the matrix on the left panel. The red curve shows a
Gaussian ﬁt to the data. The mean values are those of the distribution and the ﬁt.
Here, as an example, the results for LHC10d is shown, the corresponding results for
the other periods can be found in Appendix D.
and the underlying physical quantity,
Ntrk (Nch)=mNch, (5.1)
only the slope m has to be determined by chosing one point on the straight line. The most
natural choice here is to simply determine the mean Ntrk corresponding to the mean number of
charged particles hNchi. For the latter the ALICE result[207]:
hdNch/d⌘i =6 .01 ± 0.01 (stat.) +0.20
 0.12 (syst.) (5.2)
is used (multiplied with the width of the ⌘ interval). This is illustrated on the right panel of
Fig. 5.4. The histogram corresponds to a slice of the two dimensional histogram on the left
panel along the vertical red line which is indicating hNchi. Also the result of a Gaussian ﬁt
procedure is shown for comparison: the mean of the ﬁt result is in good agreement with the
mean of the histogram, Ntrk (hNchi), which is used in the analysis. This procedure is performed
for all analyzed beam periods separately. The average, weighted with the number of events,
is used (see Table 5.2). Note that while hNchi =2 .0·h dNch/d⌘i = 12.02, is a real number,
the correlation matrix (Fig. 5.4, left panel) is based on integer values. The result for the5.2 Determination of the Charged-Particle Multiplicity 143
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Figure 5.5: The probability distribution of the relative charged-particle density
(dNch/d⌘/hdNch/d⌘i). In contrast to the previous ﬁgures, here the result after sum-
mation over all four analyzed beam periods is shown. The blue lines correspond to the
limits of the multiplicity intervals, chosen for the analysis.
corresponding bin of 12 therefore has to be scaled by a factor of 12.02/12.0. If (5.1) is correct,
it follows with:
Ntrk
Ntrk (hNchi)
=
mNch
mhNchi
=
dNch/d⌘
hdNch/d⌘i
(5.3)
that in this relative multiplicity the slope m cancels out.
The ﬁnal distribution of the relative charged particle density is shown in Fig. 5.5. The
vertical lines indicate the boundaries of the multiplicity intervals used in this analysis. Table 5.2
summarizes the results of Ntrk (hNchi) for the four beam periods and the total sample, together
with Ntrk. Also the number of MB events NMB and all MB events passing the event cuts Nana
MB
are listed. These numbers are identical or almost the same as in Table 4.1, small di↵erences
may be due to a failed analysis job in the computation of the output.
Table 5.1 summarizes the resulting ranges in dNch/d⌘ of the multiplicity intervals, corresponding
to the ranges in Ntrk. Also hdNch/d⌘i(bin), corresponding to Ntrk is given.144 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
Beam Period NMB ·106 Nana
MB ·106 hNtrki Ntrk (hNchi)
LHC10b 27.87 25.79 9.501 9.297
LHC10c 75.75 64.12 9.500 9.259
LHC10d 158.49 119.89 9.501 9.084
LHC10e 122.96 92.88 9.501 9.026
Total 387.08 302.68 9.501 9.122
Table 5.2: Statistics of the beam periods. The number of MB events is given together
with the number of analyzed events. Furthermore, the mean values of the corresponding
Ntrk distributions are listed as well as the extracted Ntrk (hNchi). All values are given
separately for each beam period and for the total sample.
5.3 Yield Extraction
For the multiplicity-dependent analysis the event selection and track reconstruction procedure
follows the same procedure as described in the previous chapter. A recent study[171] unveiled
that releasing the ITS hit requirement o↵ers an increased reconstruction e ciency and thus an
increased number of signal counts with only a moderate decrease of the signal-to-background
ratio.
The SPDany condition in the inclusive minimum bias analysis corresponds to requiring at least
one hit in one of the two innermost ITS layers, the SPD. The advantage of this cut is a high
S/B because a large fraction of the secondary electrons from, e.g.,   conversions happening in
subsequent material layers are suppressed. On the other hand, the low SPD acceptance reduces
the total number of signal counts. It turned out that releasing the condition to only requiring a
hit in at least one of the four innermost ITS layers (SPD + SDD) is the best choice to maximize
the signal while keeping the background at a moderate level. This selection, referred to as
ITSany(4), had been introduced in Section 4.3.1. As it turned out, the statistical uncertainties
of the signal counts after background subtraction (see next section) almost stay the same. The
larger signal with reduced uncertainty is extracted after subtraction of a larger background
increasing the absolute uncertainty by almost the same amount. The advantage of this released
cut is an improvement of the systematic uncertainty of the signal extraction, as will be further
discussed in the next sections. Thus, the track cuts used in this analysis are the same as the
default(2) set listed in Table 4.3 and discussed in Section 4.3.1.
The yield of J/  particles Y i
J/  in a given multiplicity interval i, is given by:
Y i
J/  =
Ni
J/ 
A ⇥ ✏BR(J/  ! e+e )Ni
ev
, (5.4)5.3 Yield Extraction 145
where the measured J/  counts Ni
J/  are corrected for the acceptance A and e ciency ✏ of the
detector and the branching ratio BR(J/  ! e+e ), and normalized by the number of events
in the multiplicity interval i, Ni
ev.
In the ﬁnal representation, the J/  yields in each multiplicity interval are shown normalized
by the average value of all inelastic proton-proton events, ppinel:
Y i
J/ 
Y
ppinel
J/ 
=
dNJ/ /dy
⌦
dNJ/ /dy
↵ . (5.5)
In this ratio the correction factors for acceptance and e ciency as well as for the branching
ratio cancel out. Without applying these corrections, also their systematic uncertainties cancel,
resulting in a more accurate result. Furthermore, the relative yield is more informative than
the simple yield since it includes a direct comparison to the inimum bias average.
5.3.1 Background-Subtraction Procedures
Two di↵erent procedures for background subtraction are applied in this analysis, their di↵erences
are used to estimate a systematic uncertainty inherent to this method. The ﬁrst one is the
like-sign method, which was already described in the previous chapter, Section 4.3.3. There,
the sum of both LS invariant-mass spectra N   + N++ is scaled to match the integral of the
OS spectrum in the mass range [3.2, 5.0] GeV/c2. Given the available statistics, the main
disadvantage of this method are its rather large statistical uncertainty and empty bins in low
background mass regions. Therefore, in this analysis this method is only used as a reference for
systematic error estimations. The default background estimation method used here is track
rotation.
In this method, one track of each opposite-sign pair is rotated around the z axis, i.e. along the
azimuthal angle  , by a random value. The other kinematic parameters of the track (⌘ and
pt) are kept unchanged. This algorithm is repeated ten times in order to increase the number
of pairs. For each iteration randomly one out of the two tracks is selected for the rotation;
each iteration starts with the original parameters of both tracks. The resulting invariant-mass
spectrum is then scaled to match the integral of the opposite-sign spectrum in the mass region
[3.2, 5.0] GeV/c2 which is the same as for the LS method.
The resulting invariant-mass spectrum of both methods is shown in Fig. 5.6 as blue diamonds
(like sign) and green squares (track rotation), together with the opposite-sign spectrum (red
dots). While the left panel of Fig. 5.6 corresponds to the result using the default track cuts
discussed above (default(2) cut set), the right panel corresponds to the same data, just with
the more restrictive cut SPDany, for comparison (default(1) cut set). The lower panels on both
sides of the ﬁgure show the di↵erence of the opposite-sign and track-rotation invariant-mass
spectra. A ﬁt of the MC signal line shape to the data shows a good agreement in both cases.146 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
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Figure 5.6: Left: invariant mass spectrum of the total available data using the
released ITS cluster cut described in the text. Right: the invariant mass spectrum of
the same data using the more restrictive cut SPDany. Both panels: red dots correspond
to the opposite-sign mass spectra, open blue diamonds correspond to the like-sign
spectra. The distribution from the track-rotation method is represented by open green
squares. The lower panels show the spectra after subtraction of the track-rotation
background from the opposite-sign distribution. The MC signal line shape is ﬁtted to
the data, showing a good agreement.
When comparing the agreement of the track-rotation and the opposite-sign spectra for the
two cases with the loose and the restrictive ITS cluster cut, for the released cut condition an
improvement can be seen. On the right panel of Fig. 5.6 (SPDany) the track-rotation spectrum
seems to underestimate the opposite-sign spectrum slightly at invariant masses below that of
the J/ . Since this may well also be the case in the signal region, leading to an overestimated
result, for the analysis in[173] this method was only used as a reference, assigning a conservative
systematic error of 8.5% to the signal extraction procedure. With the selection ITSany(4) the
di↵erence in the extracted number of signal counts is much smaller: below 2.5%.
The higher background magnitude after releasing the ITS selection to ITSany(4) might improve
the precision of the background estimation, either just by the increased statistical sample or by
the background composition.
Another interpretation is the following: a prerequisite for the track rotation techique is that
the reconstruction e ciency should be independent of the azimuthal angle  . Especially for
the SPD this is not the case, tracks can be rotated to angles with reduced SPD acceptance.5.4 Corrections 147
This might introduce a bias on the J/  kinematics and lead to a slightly modiﬁed distribution.
When the SDD layers are included in the ITS cluster requirement, the acceptance becomes less
dependent on  , removing this bias.
The J/  yield is studied in the ﬁve multiplicity intervals deﬁned above. The corresponding
invariant-mass distributions are shown in Fig. 5.7. As in Fig. 5.6, the opposite-sign (red dots),
like-sign (blue diamonds) and track-rotation (green squares) invariant-mass spectra are shown
for the ﬁve multiplicity intervals. Additionally, the overﬂow interval is shown on the lower right
panel, for completeness, which is not containing any substantial signal.
In all intervals a good agreement of the background estimators and the mass distributions
outside the J/  mass region is found.
It may be noted that the additional scaling factor needed to match the integral of the like-sign
distribution to that of the opposite-sign one in the range from 3.2 to 5.0 GeV/c2 decreases
monotonously from 1.45 in the ﬁrst multiplicity interval to 1.05 in the ﬁfth interval.
The signal and background counts, the S/B ratios and signiﬁcances of the J/  signals are
summarized in Fig. 5.8. While the signiﬁcance is approximately constant, the signal counts
increase with multiplicity. But the background increases even faster, leading to a strongly
decreasing S/B.
5.4 Corrections
The results of the multiplicity dependent J/  analysis are presented with normalization to
the result in all inelastic proton-proton events ppinel (see Eq. (5.5) in Section 5.3 for the
normalization and Section 4.2.3 for the deﬁnition of ppinel). Therefore, the correction for zvtx,
A ⇥ ✏ and the branching ratio cancel, given that the correction factors do not depend on the
multiplicity. It has been studied whether this is indeed the case and will be discussed in the
following.
5.4.1 Event Normalization
In order to ensure a constant acceptance for all events the position of the primary vertex is
required to be located ± 10 cm around the origin in z direction. The correction for the number of
events due to this selection, as described in Section 4.2.3, should be applicable here. But under
the assumption that the correction factor is independent of the event multiplicity, it cancels
due to the normalization to ppinel in this analysis. Figure 5.9 shows the zvtx correction factors
determined in each multiplicity interval for all four analyzed beam periods. The horizontal lines
correspond to the averaged factors for the di↵erent beam periods. There is a good agreement
between the values determined in each interval separately and the average results. Only in148 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
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Figure 5.7: The minv spectra of the multiplicity intervals one to ﬁve. Also the overﬂow
interval is shown on the lower right panel. See text and Fig. 5.6 for details.5.4 Corrections 149
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Figure 5.8: The J/  signal counts S (top left panel), the background counts B (top
right panel), the signal-to-background ratio S/B (lower left panel) and the signiﬁcance
S/
p
S + B (lower right panel) for all multiplicity intervals.
ﬁrst and ﬁfth multiplicity interval of the beam periods LHC10d and LHC10e a deviation from
the average is found which is not within the statistical errors. This e↵ect is covered by the
systematic uncertainties, as described in Section 5.5.
The group of ppinel events also includes di↵ractive events in which, with a large probability,
particles are only produced at strongly forward rapidities. In order to obtain the average J/ 
yield for all ppinel events, the number of events has to be corrected for the trigger e ciency
✏MB, introduced in Section 4.2.3. This mainly accounts for di↵ractive events not seen by the150 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
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Figure 5.10: The e ciencies of the pp interaction triggers CINT1B (minimum bias)
and V0AND vs. Nch. This ﬁgure is based on data from[208].
trigger but belonging to ppinel.
For the di↵erent multiplicity intervals, on the other hand, a correction for a trigger e ciency is
not necessary. The lowest interval starts at Ntrk = 1. A reconstructed tracklet is only available
when there are at least two SPD clusters. The MB trigger decision is based on the SPD cluster5.4 Corrections 151
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Figure 5.11: The e ciency after the di↵erent track selection steps versus the number
of primary charged particles Nch. Red circles correspond to the kinematical selection
A, blue squares to the track reconstruction ✏rec and green triangles to the particle
identiﬁcation ✏PID. The only di↵erence between the left and right panel is the ⌘ range
used to count Nch.
information (together with the V0 information). Thus its e ciency is above 99,8% as soon as
there is at least one charged particle within |⌘| < 1.0 in an event, see Fig. 5.10, in contrast to
the V0AND trigger, which is only based on the V0 detectors at forward rapidities. As a result,
no correction for the number of events is necessary for Ni
ev in Eq. (5.4).
5.4.2 Acceptance and E ciency
Even though the multiplicities reached in
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions are very high compared to
measurements at lower beam energies (see[209]), they are small compared to those of central
Pb–Pb collisions at LHC energies (see[210]). ALICE had been designed for the extremely high
charged-particle densities in Pb–Pb collisions keeping occupancies at moderate levels even in
central events. So it is not expected that in the multiplicity range accessible in pp collisions any
drop in a detector e ciency is found. Thus, in the ratio to the event average, the correction for
acceptance and e ciency should cancel. Of course the assumption that the correction factors
are constant over the investigated multiplicity range needs to be proven.
Figure 5.11 shows the e ciency of three selection steps: kinematical acceptance A as
red circles, track reconstruction ✏rec as blue squares and particle identiﬁcation ✏PID as green
triangles (see Section 4.4) versus the primary-charged-particle multiplicity, determined from
MC informations. For the left panel, the same pseudo-rapidity range of |⌘| < 1.0 as for the152 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
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Figure 5.12: Left: the y distribution of J/  for events with two primary charged
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the ⌘ distribution of all J/  daughter e+e  tracks for events with zero charged particle
tracks in the range 0.9 < |⌘| < 1.8 (red) and for all other events (blue).
Ntrk determination has been used. Obviously, all selection criteria do not show any dependence
on the multiplicity, only the e ciency of the kinematics cuts appears not to be ﬂat at low
multiplicities. There is no physical reason why the acceptance shoud depend on the multiplicity,
the observed e↵ect is due to a correlation of the J/  daughter tracks and Nch.
The reference for the acceptance determination is the sum of all events with a J/  within
|y| < 0.9. This is introducing a strong bias on Nch in the interval |⌘| < 1.0, especially at low
values. The lowest bin in the left panel of Fig. 5.11 is Nch =2w h i c hm u s tb et h eJ /  daughters.
The result is a distortion of the input J/  y distribution for that bin what is leading to an
enhanced acceptance compared to that of all other events (see the left panel of Fig. 5.12).
Figure 5.12 shows on its right panel that it is not enough to choose an interval just outside
of that where the measurement of the J/  daughter tracks is performed. In that example
the range 0.9 < |⌘| < 1.8 has been used. For Nch = 0 one J/  is requested in |y| < 0.9, but
its decay products are not allowed to propagate in the range 0.9 < |⌘| < 1.8; otherwise Nch
would be greater than zero. With this biased ⌘ distribution of the daughter tracks (red line in
the right panel of Fig. 5.12) a larger fraction of the J/  in this bin will pass the kinematical
selections resulting in an enhanced acceptance.
Finally, Nch has to be determined in a range where the input ⌘e+e 
distribution (blue line in
the right panel of Fig. 5.12) is depleted. Like this the expected independence of the acceptance
on the event multiplicity is found: the right panel of Fig. 5.11 shows the various discussed
e ciencies versus Nch, determined in the range 3.5 < |⌘| < 5.0.5.5 Systematic Uncertainties 153
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Figure 5.13: The signal fraction within the integration limits, ✏int,d e t e r m i n e d
separately in each of the ﬁve multiplicity intervals. Additionally, the overﬂow interval
is included here. The horizontal line corresponds to the total value for all multiplicities.
To ensure that one can also omit the correction for the signal fraction within the integration
limits, ✏int, in the relative yields, it has to be checked that this value is indeed independent
of the event multiplicity. Figure 5.13 shows the corresponding factors for the ﬁve analyzed
multiplicity intervals, additionally the overﬂow interval is included here. The values of ✏int are
determined as described in Section 4.4.4. Within the statistical errors, ✏int is compatible with
the total value for all multiplicities, represented by the horizontal line.
Furthermore, the width of the J/  mass peak after background subtraction has been analyzed
for all multiplicity intervals and for the full minimum bias data sample. For the latter a value
of   = 27.1 ± 3.4 MeV/c2 has been obtained by a ﬁt of the Crystal Ball function (released ITS
cluster cut). This is in a good agreement to what is quoted in[173]. Due to the limited statistics
in each multiplicity interval the result for the width shows some statistical ﬂuctuations. There
is no trend with the multiplicity and the di↵erent results are consistent within the uncertainty
of the ﬁt result (see Fig. D.23 and Fig. D.24 in Appendix D). Thus, no signifacant multiplicity
dependence of the width was found.
5.5 Systematic Uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties in the determination of the relative yield and the relative multiplicity
have been estimated. The di↵erent contributions are discussed in the following and summarized
in Table 5.3.154 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
Contribution Uncertainty
Signal extraction 2% to 12%
Acceptance input 1.5%
Total uncertainty on relative yield 2.5% to 12.1%
Non-linearity in Ntrk(Nch)5 %
Syst. uncertainty in hdNch/d⌘i +3.3% 2.0%
Ntrk variations between beam periods 2%
Total uncertainty on relative multiplicity +6.3% 5.7%
Event normalization 1.5%
Table 5.3: Contributions to the systematic uncertainties for the measurement of the
relative yield and the relative multiplicity and for the event normalization.
5.5.1 Relative Multiplicity
Deviations from a linear dependence of Ntrk on Nch A linear dependence of Ntrk on
Nch is assumed in Eq. (5.3). Due to detector e↵ects and ine ciencies this is an approximation
and a systematic uncertainty has to be attached to it.
In case of a perfect linear dependence the choice of the point where to ﬁx the slope is arbitrary.
Chosing hdNch/d⌘i is expected to account best for the largest number of events and is thus
used. Figure 5.14 shows for all Nch bins the relative di↵erence between the expected number of
tracklets from Eq. (5.1) and the actual mean, determined as in Fig. 5.4.
Since the bin of Nch = 12 is used to calculate the slope, the value is zero by construction at
this position. Except for a few statistical ﬂuctuations, all bins above this multiplicity in all
data samples are below one percent relative di↵erence. Also no signiﬁcant dependence on Nch
is observed in that region, proving that the assumption of a linear dependence and the choice
of the slope are justiﬁed.
Below Nch = 12, on the other hand, a slight but signiﬁcant dependence is found: towards
lower Nch the relative di↵erence ﬁrst decreases, indicating that a smaller slope parameter
would be necessary for an ideal description of this region. Still, the maximal deviation here
is only abount one percent. Approaching even lower Nch, this behavior is reversed and the
measured mean Ntrk is increasingly underestemated by the linear approximation. The lowest
two bins (above Nch = 0 which is zero by construction) are above the expectation by 4%
for Nch = 2 and 20% for Nch = 1, on average over the four beam periods. Because a good
fraction of events with Nch = 1 lead to zero reconstructed tracklets and are thus not analyzed5.5 Systematic Uncertainties 155
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Figure 5.14: The relative di↵erence between the actual mean Ntrk and the expected
one due to the linear assumption, for each Nch bin and for all beam periods. Note that
here, the value of Ntrk (hNchi), determined for each beam period separately has been
used. Using the average of all beam periods would mix the systematic uncertainty from
possible non-linearities with a systematic error from remaining di↵erences between the
beam periods.
anyways and because the lowest multiplicity interval extends from one to (including) eight track-
lets, its maximum deviation from the assumed linear dependence is estimated to be less than 4%.
The extracted relative-multiplicity distribution of Fig. 5.5 is compared to the one published
in [207], which had been extracted from the raw distributions using an unfolding procedure
described in [184]. The agreement of the two distributions is very good, but only after an
additional scaling by 4% along the x-axis is done. This is shown in Fig. 5.15, upper left
panel. The binning of the two distributions is di↵erent, therefore the distribution of Fig. 5.5
had been interpolated. Both spectra are normalized to their integral. Remaining systematic
e↵ects can be seen in the ratio on the lower left panel. First of all, a wavy structure of the
unfolded spectrum can be seen which is due to the unfolding procedure itself, producing a
strong correlation between neighboring bins. Furthermore, the spectrum reconstructed for this
analysis lies above the other spectrum for almost all multiplicities, only in the lowest bins the
unfolded spectrum is above the other. This is likely to be an e↵ect of the di↵erent trigger
scenarios for the two distributions—while the one of[207] uses all inelastic events with at least156 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
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Figure 5.15: Upper left: comparison of the relative charged-particle multiplicity
distribution measured in this analysis (red dots) with the one in[207] (black circles),
after scaling by 4% on the x-axis. Both spectra are measured in a range of |⌘| < 1.0.
The error bars of the latter distribution are the quadratic sum of statistical and
systematic untertainties while those of the former are only statistical and smaller than
the markers. Lower left: the ratio of both distributions. The two right panels show the
same spectra, only with a normalization of the area in the range of Nch > 2.
one charged particle, inel> 0|⌘|<1.0, this analysis applies the minimum bias interaction trigger.
Especially at low multiplicities this might be relevant. Therefore, for the right panel of Fig. 5.15
both distributions are normalized for Nch > 2. The error bars shown for the ratio correspond to
the quadratic sum of statistic and systematic errors from[207]. Due to the unfolding method,
the errors of neighboring bins are strongly correlated. Within these errors both distributions
are in good agreement.
Thus, the linear approximation of Ntrk (Nch) is justiﬁed, apart from Nch = 1. The slope of the
straight line can be ﬁxed at any Nch without introducing a bias larger than 4%. The resulting
multiplicity distribution di↵ers from the published one[207] by 4%. By using a slope parameter5.5 Systematic Uncertainties 157
increased by 4% all points in Fig. 5.14 are shifted down by this same factor. Then, all values
are located within ±5%. This number is estimated to be the systematic uncertainty on the
linear approximation of the dependence of Ntrk on Nch.
Di↵erences between beam periods The remaining di↵erences of the multiplicity distri-
butions after the correction for the number of tracklets between the analyzed beam periods are
estimated to be about 2%. This value is extracted from the maximal deviations of Ntrk and
Ntrk (hNchi), listed in Table 5.2, and taken as the systematic uncertainty in the determination
of these quantities.
Error propagation The measurement of hdNch/d⌘i is attached with a systematic error
of +3.3%
 2.0%[207]. This error is included and added to the other contributions quadratically.
Pile-up events Pile-up events that have not been identiﬁed with the dedicated rejection
mechanism (see Section 4.5) could introduce another bias on the multiplicity. In this mechanism,
the minimal distance of a second vertex to be rejected is 0.8 cm. At least three tracklets
associated to this second vertex are required. Thus, either events with less than three tracklets
are merged with the main event or any second event with a distance of less than 0.8 cm to
the main one. The total pile-up rate in the event sample analyzed here is 4%, the rejection
mechanism removes 48% of those [192]. Out of all pile-up events, those with vertices closer
than 0.8 cm account to about 7%[192]. Thus, even though they can have a strongly biased
reconstructed multiplicity, such events occur only with a probability of about 0.3%. At the
highest multiplicities this might still have an e↵ect due to the steeply falling distribution. An
estimation[211] showed, that the e↵ect of pile-up on the mulitplicity can be neglected up to
approx. Ntrk = 50. Therefore, as discussed above, the upper edge of the highest multiplicity
interval, number ﬁve, is limited to that value. A look at the invariant-mass spectrum from
all events with higher multiplicities, Fig. 5.7, shows that with this upper limit no substantial
signal is lost.
The remaining 45% of all undetected pile-up events, i.e. 1.8% of all events, have a vertex
displaced more than 0.8 cm from the main one. These most likely contain less than three
tracklets and thus have only a small impact on the measured multiplicity. Furthermore, SPD
tracklets are only created out of hit combinations with a  ✓<25 mrad using the reconstructed
vertex as the origin[184]. Tracklets from displaced vertices are likely to be removed by this cut.
5.5.2 Relative Yield
Signal extraction In the determination of the relative yields the largest possible source of a
systematic bias is the choice of the background estimator in the signal extraction procedure. As158 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
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Figure 5.16: The di↵erence of the relative yield in each interval, using track rotation
(TR) and like sign (LS) as background estimators. The di↵erence is normalized to
the result for track rotation, the error bars correspond to the statistical errors from
this method. The four di↵erent marker and color codes represent the output of four
di↵erent runs of the data analysis, including the computation of the track-rotation
mass spectra.
discussed above, two di↵erent methods have been studied, out of which the track rotation had
been deﬁned as the default method. For the inclusive cross section, this uncertainty has already
been determined in[173] to be about 8.5%. But unlike in[173], relative values are calculated
here. Nominator and denominator are correlated since the former is a subset of the latter. The
systematic uncertainty of the signal extraction procedure is thus estimated separately in each
multiplicity interval, as the di↵erence of the relative yields using the track-rotation method and
the like-sign method.
Track rotations are calculated with several repetitions for each e+e  candidate pair leading to
a small statistical error compared to that of the like-sign spectrum. But still, since random
numbers are used for the choice of the rotation angle, small statistical ﬂuctuations of the
background estimation in the signal region can lead to a higher or lower number of signal
counts after subtraction, even when two times the exact same data set is analyzed. Thus,
the di↵erences of the relative yields are calculated for several di↵erent outputs of the analysis
train. The systematic uncertainty in each multiplicity interval is then estimated as the average
di↵erence of the relative yields using TR and LS to for the background subtraction in each of
the outputs. This is shown in Fig. 5.16, normalized to the results using the TR background
estimator. The error bars correspond to the statistical errors of the relative yields using track5.5 Systematic Uncertainties 159
rotation, which are about 15% in each interval. In case of the track-rotation method, the
statistical uncertainties of the extracted signals are dominated by those of the opposite-sign
mass spectrum. When only taking the statistical errors of the background estimators into
account, statisticly signiﬁcant systematic di↵erences are found between the two methods. That
is not the case when the total errors from Fig. 5.16 are taken into account (using the tests
described in[212]). The results are 2% in the ﬁrst and ﬁfth interval, and 5%, 12% and 10% in
the intervals number two, three and four, respectively.
As stated earlier, by releasing the ITS cluster requirement from SPDany to ITSany(4),
the agreement between the track-rotation and like-sign methods is improved from 8.5% to
below 2.5% for the full sample. In some of the the multiplicity intervals, on the other hand,
the di↵erences are larger. A possible interpretation is the following: in the lowest intervals,
especially the ﬁrst and, to some extend, also the second, there is only very little background
contribution, so di↵erences between the estimators do not have a strong impact on the results.
In the intermediate intervals, the di↵erences between the track-rotation and like-sign background
become maximal. In the highest interval, the signal is placed on a—compared to the lowest
intervals—much higher background spectrum. Similar as when going from SPDany to ISTany(4)
in the full sample, by the increase of the statistical sample of the background, its description is
improved, reﬂected in a small systematic uncertainty.
Acceptance input A second source of a systematic uncertainty is the possibility that the
J/  pt distributions might not be identical in events with low or high multiplicity. If this is
the case, then the A ⇥ ✏ correction is calculated with a wrong pt distribution. At the current
stage of the analysis it is not known whether or not there is any dependence of the J/  pt
distribution on the multiplicity, within the currently available statistics this measurement is
not yet possible.
A systematic uncertainty is assigned to this possible bias, introduced by the assumption that
the A ⇥ ✏ corrections cancel out in the ratio of the relative yields. In[173] a similar estimation
had already been performed for the A ⇥ ✏ correction itself. Here, the hpti of the simulated
spectrum had been varied from approximately 2.6 to 3.2 GeV/c, which is a variation of 10%
around the value of the spectrum used for the e ciency determination. It is assumed that this
range covers possible modiﬁcations of the spectrum, if there are any. By this, a systematic
error of 1.5% had been obtained (see[173]).
Vertex position As already shown in Fig. 5.9 and described in Section 5.4.1, an overall
good agreement of the zvtx correction factors determined in each multiplicity interval separately
and averaged over all multiplicities has been found. Only in the ﬁrst and ﬁfth multiplicity
interval of the beam periods LHC10d and LHC10e a signiﬁcant deviation from the average is
observed. Still, these deviations are below one percent. Furthermore, such a good agreement is160 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
only visible after the correction of the number of tracklets. For the raw number of tracklets the
zvtx distributions of the di↵erent multiplicity intervals are distorted by the vertex-dependent
SPD acceptance, leading to systematic z-dependent shifts of events to adjacent multiplicity
intervals. From general considerations it is not expected that the vertex position should show
any correlation with the event multiplicity. Only a slight improvement of the resolution could
appear at higher multiplicities, leading to a more narrow distribution and a correction factor
closer to unity. Apparently this is not seen in Fig. 5.9. Most likely this e↵ect would only a↵ect
events with a very low number of tracks, not visible in the current intervals. It is thus assumed
that the remaining deviations are due to small imperfections of the Nraw
trk correction procedure.
Therefore, and given the small magnitude of that deviation, this e↵ect is neglected. Such
possible imperfections of the Nraw
trk correction procedure and the impact on the determination
of the relative multiplicity are covered with separate systematic uncertainties, see above.
Pile-up events For the corresponding analysis of the multiplicity-dependence of J/  produc-
tion in the µ+µ  decay channel for[192] a conservative estimation of a systematic uncertainty
on the relative yield due to pile-up events has been done. Due to the following reasons for this
analysis no such systematic uncertainty is given. First, the analysis in µ+µ  is based only on
the beam period LHC10e which is the one with the highest pile-up rate. In this analysis only
approximately one third of the total events are belonging to this period. The second reason is
that, unlike the measurement of muons with the muon spectrometer, a cut on the DCA of each
track to the primary vertex is possible and removes most of the tracks that might come from a
second vertex.
5.5.3 Event Normalization
A further uncertainty from the event normalization to ppinel has to be taken into account. The
minimum bias trigger e ciency had been determined in MC simulations[185], the systematic
error of this value is estimated to be 1.5%. This applies to all multiplicity intervals commonly
and is thus given as a separate number.5.6 Charged-Particle Multiplicity Dependence of J/  Production 161
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Figure 5.17: The relative J/  yield as a function of the relative charged-particle
multiplicity in
p
s = 7 TeV minimum bias pp collisions. J/  are measured within
|y| < 0.9( J /  ! e+e , red dots) and at 2.5 <y<4( J /  ! µ+µ , blue squares)
while the multiplicity is estimated within |⌘| < 1.0. The error bars correspond to
the statistical error of the measurement in each bin, the boxes show the systematic
uncertainty for the relative multiplicity as well as for the relative yield. A global
systematic uncertainty of the luminosity measurement of 1.5% a↵ects all points in the
same way and is thus given as a separate number. The data in J/  ! e+e  shown
here are the results of this analysis, the ﬁgure is taken from[192].
5.6 Charged-Particle Multiplicity Dependence of J/  Produc-
tion
Figure 5.17 shows the relative J/  yield, dNJ/ /dy/
⌦
dNJ/ /dy
↵
Eq. (5.5), as a function of the
relative charged-particle multiplicity, dNch/d⌘/hdNch/d⌘i Eq. (5.3). The results of this analysis
(J/  ! e+e , |y| < 0.9, red dots) are shown together with the results of[211] (J/  ! µ+µ ,
2.5 <y<4, blue squares) as submitted to[192]. The error bars correspond to the statistical
error of the measurement in each bin, the boxes show the systematic uncertainty for the relative
multiplicity as well as for the relative yield, as discussed in Section 5.5. A global systematic
uncertainty of the luminosity measurement of 1.5% a↵ects all points in the same way and is
thus given as a separate number.162 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
A monotonic increase of the relative J/  yield with the relative multiplicity is found in
both rapidity ranges. At multiplicities of about 4 times the average in minimum bias collisions,
the J/  yield is found be be approximately a factor 8 higher with respect to the average in MB
collisions. For the analysis in the µ+µ  decay channel [211, 192] an approximate factor of 5
is found. Within the errors, the same correlation of J/  yield and multiplicity is observed in
both rapidity regions.
A possible interpretation of the observed correlation is that the production of J/ , or c¯ c
in general, is always accompained by an increased production of charged particles. Yet, it is
questionable if a correlation could extend over such a broad range of multiplicities and rapidities.
The results from NA27 suggest that also open charm mesons are created predominantly in high
multiplicity events (see Section 2.3.3). However, this observation might be due to the absence
of charm production in di↵ractive events and not be the same e↵ect seen here.
Another interpretation is that such a multiplicity dependence is a more general mechanism that
a↵ects not only J/  production but all hard probes in the same way. Multiple hard partonic
interactions happen with probabilities which are strongly increasing with the energy[213, 77].
That DPS (double-parton scattering, see Section 2.3.3) is relevant for J/  production at LHC
energies has already been indicated by a measurement of LHCb[77]. The transverse structure
of the proton, together with the concept of impact parameters in pp collisions [213] could
be the reason for a strong correlation between hard (J/  yield) and soft (event multiplicity)
components of MPI. The more central the pp collision, the larger is the overlap between the
colliding nucleons. Also the density of the proton is largest at its center, leading to increased
probabilities for scattering processes for head-on collisions than for peripheral collisions. Finally,
as argued in[214], partons with x>10 4 are predominantly localized in the central part of the
nucleon. Hard processes might therefore be mainly found in central collisions which also feature
stronger hadronic activities. Peripheral collisions are on the other hand expected to constitute
the dominant part of the inelastic cross section [214].I n [215] the results shown in Fig. 5.17
are interpreted with this concept. Therein, the multiplicity of a given hard process, M,i s
investigated as a function of a speciﬁc trigger, e.g. the overall hardon multiplicity, and compared
to the minimum bias average: R = Mtrigger/MMB. R is equivalent to dNJ/ /dy/
⌦
dNJ/ /dy
↵
in this analysis. The impact parameter distribution of pp events with a hard gluon-gluon
process is given by the geometric probability for two gluons to collide at the same point[214]:
P2(x1,x 2,b|Q2)=
Z
d2⇢1
Z
d2⇢2  (2)(b   ⇢1 + ⇢2) ⇥ Fg(x1,⇢ 1|Q2) Fg(x2,⇢ 2|Q2), (5.6)
where b = |b| is the impact parameter and ⇢1,2 = |⇢1,2| are the transverse distances of the
two gluons from their proton’s centers. Fg(x1,2,⇢ 1,2|Q2) are the transverse spacial gluon
distributions. The maximum value of R is reached for most central collisions where b ⇠ 0.5.6 Charged-Particle Multiplicity Dependence of J/  Production 163
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Figure 5.18: The relative J/  yield as a function of the relative charged-particle
multiplicity in Pythia minimum bias
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions (red triangles) and in
the Pythia sample enriched with one J/  ! e+e  per event (blue diamonds).
In[215] this has been estimated to be:
R = P2(0) pp,MB ⇡ 4.5. (5.7)
Taking the di↵erent uncertainties of the measurement in J/  ! e+e  at the highest multiplicities
into account this value might still be compatible with the experimental results shown here.
Higher values of R could not be explained only by an increased impact parameter and, according
to[215], would in addition require the presence of ﬂuctuations in the transverse gluon density.
This idea has been proposed earlier [216] and used to explain the observation of long-range,
near-side angular correlations measured by CMS in
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions[217, 218].T h i s
ridge phenomenon, previously known from heavy-ion collisions[219], raised some attention after
its observation in pp. More precise predictions will help to draw stronger conclusions.
The decay of b-hardons into J/  + X contributes with its products to the total multiplicity
and might therefore introduce a bias towards higher values. This might be enforced if the
b-hardon production itself depends on the event multiplicity. However, a fraction of about 10
to 15% (see Section 2.3.4) for the full minimum bias sample could only account for a small
part of the observed e↵ect.
A comparison to di↵erent event generators might also help in the understanding of the164 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
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observed phemonenon. The most simple approach is the analysis of the minimum bias Pythia
6.421 pp event samples listed in Table 4.2 (Perugia-0 tune) just with the same analysis methods
used for the collisions data. The result is represented by red triangles in Fig. 5.18. Here, a very
similar trend is seen as in data.
In the preparation of[192] a more detailed study has been performed which identiﬁed mainly
two two sources for J/  in the framework of the Pythia event generator. These are on the one
hand 2 ! 2 hard partonic scatterings and the cluster formation process on the other. The
latter is the result of a parton shower evolution with an invariant mass which is too low for the
standard Lund string fragmentation procedure[220]. It therefore does not correspond to a well
deﬁned hard scattering process. It turned out that in the Perugia-0 tune the dominant part of
the produced J/  are products of the cluster formation. The results for J/  coming only from
2 ! 2 hard partonic scatterings in Pythia are shown in Fig. 5.19[192]. A decrease of the J/ 
yield with the event multiplicity is found in contradiction to the data.
The blue diamonds in Fig. 5.18 are shown as a cross-check. They correspond to the result
of the analysis of the MC sample LHC10f7a, i.e. again Pythia minimum bias pp events but
enriched with one additional J/  ! e+e . In this sample, the J/  yield from the underlying
MB event is negligible, the total yield should thus be independent of the charged-particle
multiplicity. Indeed, for this event sample no dependence of the relative J/  yield on the
charged-particle multiplicity is found, see Fig. 5.18. This ﬂat result also shows that a possible
autocorrelation of the J/  daughter tracks with the measured multiplicity does not play a
signiﬁcant role.5.6 Charged-Particle Multiplicity Dependence of J/  Production 165
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Figure 5.20: The multiplicity distribution dNch/d⌘ for di↵erent event classes. Red
circles refer to all selected events, blue squares correspond to all events that contain at
least one opposite-sign track pair passing the track cuts. The multiplicity distribution
of all events that are containing at least one e+e  candidate pair with an invariant mass
in the range [0.25, 2.92] GeV/c2 or [3.16, 5.0] GeV/c2 is shown with green triangles.
Magenta diamonds correspond to all events with at least one e+e  pair in the J/ 
mass range [2.92, 3.16] GeV/c2. The left panel shows the distributions according to the
number of entries, the right panel shows the same distributions scaled to their integrals.
The vertical lines on the left panel indicate the boundaries of the multiplicity intervals.
A di↵erent view on the same e↵ect observed in Fig. 5.17 can be seen in Fig. 5.20 which is
showing the multiplicity distribution dNch/d⌘ for di↵erent event classes. While the red circles
correspond to the min. bias distribution shown in Fig. 5.5, the other spectra are for di↵erent
selections. Blue squares correspond to all events that contain at least one opposite-sign track
pair passing the track cuts. The multiplicity distribution of all events that are containing at
least one e+e  candidate pair with an invariant mass in the range [0.25, 2.92] GeV/c2 or [3.16,
5.0] GeV/c2 is shown with green triangles. Magenta diamonds correspond to all events with at
least one e+e  pair in the J/  mass range [2.92, 3.16] GeV/c2.
With an increasing number of dNch/d⌘ the probability to ﬁnd a reconstructed, oppositely
charged track pair approaches one. Therefore the blue squares are on top of the red circles
at high dNch/d⌘. The other two distributions refer to all events with e+e  candidate pairs
in outside (green triangles) and inside (magenta diamonds) of the J/  mass region. Both
seem to have a similar shape at high multiplicities. It is di↵erent from that of the other two
distributions, as it is expected from the observation that the J/  yield increases with the
multiplicity. The observation that both events with e+e  candidates inside the J/  mass region
as well as in the bands around it have a similar shape might be related to the composition of166 Multiplicity-Dependent J/  Analysis
the background spectrum in this mass range. Large parts are expected to have charm hadron
decays as an origin which could be a↵ected by a similar multiplicity dependence. More detailed
conclusions can not be drawn from this representation, since the J/  mass range contains about
40% background which is included in the distribution of the magenta diamonds here. Therefore
also a comparison to the similar analysis by NA27, see Section 2.3.3, is not possible.
5.7 Outlook
The observed approximately linear increase of the J/  yield with the charged-particle multiplicity
could either indicate that the process of J/  production is accompained by the production of
numerous charged particles or that multi-parton interactions play a signiﬁcant role in hard
scattering processes. These scenarios could be tested with similar analyses of other observables.
If open charm mesons show the same trend as the J/ , the correlation must be either due to the
basic production of the heavy quark pair or due to MPI which a↵ect soft and hard components
in the same way. The analysis of the multiplicity-dependence of D meson production is currently
ongoing at ALICE, ﬁrst results are expected soon. If other hard probes, such as particle jets,
exhibit the same e↵ect it must be of such a more general nature. By repeating this analysis
for the ⌥ meson the slope of its possible enhancement towards high multiplicities could be
compared to that of the J/  to ﬁnd out if the higher b quark mass has any implications. In[215]
it is argued that the enhancement observed here could be explained with the concept of impact
parameters in pp collisions. Any higher values than observed would require the presence of
ﬂuctuations of the transverse gluon density. Therefore a higher reach in multiplicity would be
of great value already for the J/  measurement.
Further analyses with other models such as Cascade[221] or Pythia 8[222]—especially with
respect to their speciﬁc implementations of MPI—might shed more light into the origin of the
observed e↵ect.
Furthermore, the data presented here could be extrapolated to higher multiplicities and
compared to Pb–Pb results.
Another subject could be investigated with a combination of this analysis with that of open
charm mesons. As brieﬂy introduced in Section 2.4.1, collective e↵ects previously known only
from heavy-ion collisions may play a role at the highest multiplicities reached in
p
s =7T e V
pp. The authors of[94] expect a decreased J/  survival probability with increasing dNch/d⌘.
Such an observation would have consequences on J/  cross sections in pp and also on pp
collisions used as a baseline for heavy-ion collisions. The ratio of the J/  to D meson yield vs.
multiplicity could be directly compared to the prediction shown in Fig. 2.19 and unveil whether
or not collective e↵ects can already occur in pp collisions.Chapter 6
Summary
Quarkonia are very promising probes to study the quark-gluon plasma. The essential baseline
for measurements in heavy-ion collisions is high-precision data from proton-proton interactions.
However, the basic mechanisms of quarkonium hadroproduction are still being debated. The
most common models, the Color-Singlet Model, the non-relativistic QCD approach and the
Color-Evaporation Model, are able to describe most of the available cross-section data, despite
of their conceptual di↵erences. New measures, such as the polarization, and data at a new
energy regime are crucial to test the competing models. Another issue is an eventual interplay
between the production process of a quarkonium state and the surrounding pp event. Current
Monte Carlo event generators treat the hard scattering independently from the rest of the
so-called underlying event. The investigation of possible correlations with the pp event might
be very valuable for a detailed understanding of the production processes.
ALICE ist the dedicated heavy-ion experiment at the LHC. Its design has been optimized for
high-precision measurements in very high track densities and down to low transverse momenta.
ALICE is composed of various di↵erent detectors at forward and at central rapidities. The most
important detectors for this study are the Inner Tracking System and the Time Projection
Chamber, allowing to reconstruct and identify electron candidate tracks within ⌘<0.9. The
Transition Radiation Detector has not been utilized at this stage of the analysis; however, it
will strongly improve the particle identiﬁcation and provide a dedicated trigger in the upcoming
beam periods.
In the ﬁrst part of this work the inclusive cross section for J/  production in inelastic
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions has been determined within |y| < 0.9 and in the decay channel
J/  ! e+e . The result for the integrated value is:  J/ (|y| < 0.9) = 10.7 ± 0.8 (stat.) ±
1.4 (syst.)±0.4 (lumi.) µb. Together with the ALICE measurement in the µ+µ  decay channel
at forward rapidities and data from other experiments this result ﬁlls the gap at mid-rapidity
for a comprehensive measurement of the J/  rapidity distribution. Predictions of the Color-
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Singlet Model and the Color-Evaporation Model are in a good agreement with the experimental
data; however, the models are attached with large systematic uncertainties and only include
the prompt J/  production. For a precise comparison the measurement of the non-prompt
J/  fraction will be necessary; yet, preliminary results of the non-prompt fraction suggest
that this is a small factor which will slightly improve the agreement between data and the
Color-Evaporation Model. ALICE is the only experiment at the LHC that is able to measure
J/  down to pt = 0 at mid-rapidity. Therefore, no direct comparison of the total cross section
to other experiments is possible in this rapidity region. The result has been compared to other
measurements at lower collision energies. A strong increase with
p
s was found with a similar
pattern as a prediction of the Color-Singlet Model.
Furthermore, results of the di↵erential analysis as a function of the J/  transverse momentum
were presented. A comparison to the available inclusive data at mid-rapidity in
p
s =7T e V
pp collisions was given. With the statistics currently available for this analysis the pt reach is
10 GeV/c. In the overlap region—the low momentum cut o↵ of CMS and ATLAS is 6.5 and
7.0 GeV/c—a very good agreement with the other experiments is found.
Finally the data are shown together with various theoretical predictions representing the
current status of the three most common theoretical approaches for the description of quarkonia
production: the Color-Singlet Model, the Color-Evaporation Model and NRQCD. As for the
rapidity distribution a direct comparison is not yet possible due to the missing subtraction
of the feed-down contribution from b hadron decays. However, ﬁrst measurements at LHC
energies describe the trend of the momentum-dependence of this factor. Taking this into
account probably a good description would be found for all three models. Future measurements
of the feed-down fractions from b hadrons,  c and  0 will allow for more stringent comparisons
to the model predictions. Still, the theoretical uncertainties are rather large making it di cult
to conﬁrm or dismiss one of the models.
This study has been performed in conjunction with the ALICE J/  ! e+e  analysis group.
Several of its parts contributed to the combined work leading to the publication of the ﬁrst J/ 
measurement with ALICE[173]. It is also serving as a cross check to this data. A comparison
between the two analyses was given for the integrated as well as for the di↵erential results.
Both are in a very good agreement. Due to a modiﬁcation of the analysis strategies a reduction
of the statistical and systematic uncertainties by 20% and 5%, respectively, was achieved in
this work.
Proton-proton data is an essential baseline for measurements in heavy-ion collisions. Even
though the collision energy to which the results presented in this thesis correspond is higher
than the maximum energy for Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC,
p
s = 7 TeV compared to
p
sNN =5 .5 TeV, the data might be relevant for Pb–Pb. Depending on the availability and
the quantity of pp measurements at the collision energy at which Pb–Pb data will be taken
in upcoming heavy-ion running periods, an interpolation between data at
p
s = 7 TeV and at
lower energies might be necessary. Such an interpolation also serves as a cross check of the169
data at intermediate collision energies as e.g. the ALICE measurement in
p
s =2 .76 TeV pp
collisions.
A new view on elementary hadronic J/  production is discussed in the second part of this
work. For the ﬁrst time, it has been studied as a function of the charged-particle multiplicity
in pp collisions. This approach is inspired by the high multiplicities reached in pp collisions
at LHC energies. An approximately linear increase of the J/  yield with the charged-particle
multiplicity is found both at mid-rapidity (this study) and at forward rapidity[192, 211].W i t h
the currently available statistics an investigation is possible up to four times the average
multiplicities in minimum bias pp collisions. There, an enhancement relative to the minimum
bias yield of approx. 8 is found at mid-rapidity and approx. 5 at forward rapidities.
Possible interpretations are that either J/  production is accompained by a strong hadronic
activity or that the hard scattering processes forming heavy-quark pairs are a↵ected by multiple
partonic interactions just as it is the case for the soft regime. A complementary analysis of J/ 
from 2 ! 2 hard partonic scatterings in Pythia 6.4 shows a decrease of the J/  yield with the
event multiplicity in contradiction to the data. Further analyses with other models such as
Cascade or Pythia 8—especially with respect to their speciﬁc implementations of MPI—might
shed more light into the origin of the observed multiplicity dependence. Multiplicity-dependent
analyses of open charm mesons, other quarkonia and other hard probes will clarify how general
this e↵ect is.
Collective e↵ects are a phenomenon previously discussed in the context of heavy-ion collisions;
recently it was suggested that such e↵ects might also be visible in the highest multiplicities
reached in
p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions. Since pp data are used as the baseline for heavy-ion
measurements a thorough understanding of all e↵ects in pp is essential. This subject could be
adressed by comparing the presented results for the multiplicity dependence of J/  production
with corresponding results for open charm mesons.170Appendix A
A DCS-O✏ine Communication
Framework
For data reconstruction and quality assurance numerous conﬁguration parameters, counter
readings and status informations of the TRD have to be recorded on a run-by-run basis. A
framework for the acquisition of this data, its transfer and storage was developed as part of
this work. In the following ﬁrst the information that needs to be stored is discussed, then the
general scheme of the framework including the data ﬂow is described. Furthermore, the data
structure and tools for monitoring the readout process and the stored data will be introduced.
Finally, an outlook will be given about future modiﬁcations of the framework.
A.1 Informations to be Stored
Three di↵erent components of the TRD have to be monitored by the framework: The Front-End
Electronics (FEE) of all detector chambers, the Global Tracking Unit (GTU) and the Pretrigger
System. When completed, the TRD will consist of 510 detector modules.
One can divide between time dependent and run dependent information. Examples for the
former are temperatures, pressures, voltages or currents. All such data is read out by another
framework using the AMANDA protocol[223, 224] and not further mentioned here. The run
dependent information currently includes for the FEE:
• All relevant parameters of the chamber’s conﬁguration, e.g., the name and version of the
conﬁguration scheme, the number of time bins used in the readout process, the type of
trigger setup and settings of the pre-ampliﬁers and shaper ampliﬁers,
• The status of each TRD chamber as well as the status of each individual MCM (see
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Section 3.2.4) on that chamber,
• The readings of the event and pretrigger counters of each MCM and
• Lists of inactive ADC channels, MCMs and interfaces of each chamber.
As long as the FEE is not reset all counter readings are continuously increased. In order to ﬁnd
out the actual numbers of, e.g., events or pretriggers per run the data has to be read out twice
per run. First, right before the run was started (start of run, SOR) and second, directly after
the run was stopped (end of run EOR). In this way it can also be clariﬁed that no conﬁguration
has been changed during the run or if chambers or single MCMs changed their state during the
run, due to possible errors.
The GTU delivers the following information:
• Segment, stack and link masks of inactive parts of the TRD,
• Software and hardware versions and
• Conﬁgurations.
Finally, the Pretrigger System will publish mainly three sets of data that need to be recorded:
• A main part of the Pretrigger system is implemented with FPGAs1. Their functionality
is deﬁned by various conﬁguration parameters. The proper conﬁguration needs to be
cross-checked and documented,
• The trigger decision is mainly deﬁned by a set of look up tables (LUT). The version tags
of the applied LUTs have to be stored and
• Several counter values as the total number of generated triggers and the numbers of the
di↵erent trigger sources (V0, T0, TOF, bunch crossing) need to be recorded.
A.2 Components of the Framework and Data Flow
The framework can be divided into three parts: ﬁrst, the online TRD systems that are to be
monitored and the central detector systems that trigger the readout process. These are depicted
by yellow boxes in Fig. A.1. Second, the infrastructure that actually reads out the data and
makes it available for the post-processing, depicted with green boxes in the same ﬁgure. And
last, the o✏ine part of the framework which, after each run, picks up the data, processes it and
stores it in the database. These components are discussed in more detail in the following.
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Figure A.1: A general overview of the framework which can be divided into three
parts: online (yellow), data acquiring (green) and o✏ine (blue) components. Details
are discussed in the text.
A.2.1 Online Systems
The central ALICE experiment control system (ECS) steers the sub-system’s detector control
systems (DCS) and sends the triggers for all actions that have to be performed at the start
(SOR) and end (EOR) of each run. An important part of the TRD DCS is the central control
program which is a PVSS2 implementation. As shown in Fig. A.1 the TRD PVSS program
forwards the SOR/EOR triggers of ECS to the fxsproxy (described in Section A.2.2) and by
this starts the actual readout processes. The state and the log output of the readout process is
permanently monitored with PVSS, eventual errors are published in the PVSS alarm panels. A
failure of the readout systems will be immediately communicated to the DCS/ECS shifter of
the experiment.
The other part of the online systems are the ones that are actually being read out. These are,
as mentioned above, the pretrigger system, the GTU and the FEE of the TRD readout chambers.
All communication between the said systems is carried out via the DIM3 protocol[225].AD I M
server is running on each chamber’s DCS board (see Section 3.2.4). When that DIM server
receives the command to provide the chamber’s conﬁguration and status information several
routines are called that create the requested data. Finally this data is published via DIM where
it is accessible for the readout program. The implementation is realized in a similar way for the
other two systems. The di↵erence in these cases is however that the communication is done via
2PVSS (Prozessvirtualisierungs und Steuerungssystem, process virtualization and control system) is a
commercial product by ETM that allows for object oriented implementations for speciﬁc requirements, e.g., as
control systems for power plants or production sites.
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Figure A.2: Flow diagram of the basic features of the fxsproxy program and the
readout process.
only one single DIM server per system in contrast to the FEE, where each individual chamber
provides its own data.
One of the main advantages of the framework’s layout is the ﬂexibility and scalability of the
data content. After the implementation of the communication methods and the ﬁrst creation
of output data, additional information can simply be appended by the respective expert of the
given software module.
A.2.2 Data Acquisition
The main part of the framework is a proxy program called fxsproxy. It is running permanently
on an ALICE Linux PC with access to the DCS network. The program is written in C++
programming language, satisfying the GNU build system [226] and being installable by the
RPM package manager[227]. Documentation is available in manual (man) ﬁles and in the TRD
shifter’s manual.
A ﬂow diagram of the most important steps in the startup and readout process of the
fxsproxy is shown in Fig. A.2. There are many parameters that have to be provided to the
fxsproxy as, e.g., the log verbosity level, the place where the output ﬁles are temporally being
stored or the hostname of the DIM dynamic name server (DIM DNS). All such parameters are
deﬁned in a conﬁguration ﬁle which is analyzed by the fxsproxy at startup.
A database (wing-db) holds all information about the installed TRD hardware. A query ofA.2 Components of the Framework and Data Flow V
Figure A.3: Schema of the Shuttle framework; The three online systems DAQ, DCS
and HLT provide data to the Shuttle system. Triggered by ECS, the Shuttle executes
the preprocessors of all detectors. The output of these is stored in the OCDB and later
used for the reconstruction of the run[223].
this database ﬁnds out which TRD chambers are installed and can be included in the readout
processes afterwards. When all this information is gathered the fxsproxy starts a DIM server
itself which receives the triggers (from PVSS or any other DIM client) for the readout process.
While awaiting such a trigger the state of all DCS boards is continuously monitored. Sending
commands to DCS boards not in state ready causes an error on that speciﬁc chamber. To
prevent this from happening such chambers are not sent any commands. Anyhow, storing the
above listed information for chambers not participating in data taking is not necessary.
When a trigger command is received by the fxsproxy, the basic procedure is as follows. First,
the DIM command with the request to send all conﬁguration and status data is sent to all
DCS boards in state ready. The data, which is published on the respective DIM channels, is
collected and checked. After the replies of all active FEE are received or the timeout given in
the conﬁguration ﬁle is exceeded all data are assembled in one ﬁle which is stored locally. The
last action is to call a bash script which copies the ﬁle onto the File Exchange Server (FXS)
and makes a corresponding entry in the FXS MySQL database. This script is issued by the
ALICE DCS group and can be exchanged, if needed, without any change in the fxsproxy source
code. A local copy of the data ﬁle is kept for a number of readout cycles, deﬁned also in the
conﬁguration ﬁle.
A.2.3 O✏ine Processing and Storage
After each run the Shuttle system [223] gets triggered by ECS, see Fig. A.3. The online
conditions data, available via the ﬁle exchange servers of the three systems DCS, DAQ and
HLT as well as additional information from the run logbook (DAQ) and from the DCS database
containing the time-dependent conditions data (DCS) is picked up by the Shuttle and providedVI A DCS-O✏ine Communication Framework
to the preprocessors of the individual sub-detectors. These preprocessors are modules that
process the data delivered by the Shuttle, coming from the various sources as shown in Fig. A.3.
The output of all these modules is centrally stored and later used for data reconstruction and
quality assurance. The preprocessor of the TRD, AliTRDPreprocessor, has been added a
function to read, parse and digest the two ﬁles (one from the start and one from the end of
each run, see Section A.2.1) that have been created and put on the DCS FXS by the fxsproxy.
As described in more detail in Section A.3.1, XML is used as data format for data transmission
within the framework. For this, an XML handler has been developed in which the XML tags
are deﬁned. This handler is then given to the ROOT [228] built-in SAX4 parser which gets
called in the TRD preprocessor. In the SAX handler AliTRDSAXHandler the data ﬁelds of all
deﬁned tags are read out and stored in the corresponding data members of object instances of
special storage classes (see Section A.3.2). One such class has been developed for each of the
systems TRD FEE, Pretrigger and GTU. One mother class AliTRDCalDCS holds these objects
as data members as well as several global values. The latter values are being obtained by a
simple comparison between the numbers of all individual DCS boards that have sent data. If
all entries, e.g., for the number of time bins match—as they should—then this number is given
as the global one, a corresponding error code is inserted otherwise. In this way all informations
are well structured in one place. Two such objects—one for SOR, one for EOR—are put in
an array which is stored as a ROOT ﬁle. This ﬁle is then copied to the central OCDB5 after
each Shuttle processing. The OCDB is the common data base for all conditions data of the
experiment. It is a huge catalog of all ﬁles containing the data of each run. Being accessible
via the grid[229], the OCDB is queried during raw data reconstruction and quality assurance.
A.3 Data Structure
A.3.1 XML File Structure
The Extensible Markup Language (XML [230]) is used as intermediary data format. XML
documents are written in clear text, generally in ASCII character scheme [231], and have a
tree-like structure composed of markup constructs called tags. As in HTML [232] there are
three types of tags: opening tags, closing tags and empty-element tags. All tags begin with
“<” and end with “>” and can be freely named. A pair of one opening and one closing tag
build up an element, in contrast to the single empty-element tag such a pair may contain
child elements or text as the element’s content in between. Another important component of
XML are attributes. These are pairs of a value and a name. Attributes can be inserted in
every opening or empty-element tag. When all XML rules are fulﬁlled by a given document it
is called well-formed. Such rules are, e.g., the existence of one root element. Further every
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Figure A.4: The OCDB ﬁle structure.
tag must be either an empty-element tag or have a corresponding closing tag in the correct
tree level. Parsers can test if a document is well-formed. In the given implementation of the
framework TRD is used as root tag. But each module that creates XML output should itself
produce well-formed data.
The choice of XML brings along many advantages: XML is platform independent and
human readable. Furthermore, XML is very ﬂexible, the data structure can easily be extended
or modiﬁed. Since it is a language developed for data exchange and is widely used in modern
information technology convenient tools are available that can be easily applied. In particular
there are on the one hand the Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) for monitoring purposes
(see Section A.4) as well as parsers.
It is a huge advantage to be able to make use of well tested parsers since the development of
a robust parser is itself a very crucial task. Such a program has to be extremely stable and
reliable also in case the data has been corrupted in any way during its generation or transfer.
The ROOT[228] analysis framework comes with a built-in XML parser that has been applied
here. In case any error occurs with an XML ﬁle the parser will detect it and exit safely.
A.3.2 OCDB File Structure
For each run all DCS data (discussed in Section A.1) is put in a ROOT ﬁle and stored in the
OCDB. This is the ﬁnal destination for the data. From there and in this format the data is
accessible and readable for all analysis purposes. ROOT ﬁles are much more e cient in terms
of ﬁle size: while the XML ﬁles have sizes of the order of a couple of MB, the ROOT ﬁlesVIII A DCS-O✏ine Communication Framework
are a factor of about 20 smaller. The structure of these ﬁles is depicted in Fig. A.4. The sole
content of this ﬁle is an AliCDBEntry carrying a TObjArray. While the latter is a ROOT class
for arrays of complex data objects which inherit from the ROOT class TObject,t h eﬁ r s ti s
the common structure for ALICE CDB entries. The said array holds two objects of the class
AliTRDCalDCS, one for the start of the run, one for the end of the run. This class has been
developed as a container for all relevant data coming from the DCS FXS. It holds arrays of the
three classes AliTRDCalDCSFEE, AliTRDCalDCSGTU and AliTRDCalDCSPTR, one for each of the
online systems that are being read-out and which are ﬁnally storing the data. For access of
the data the AliTRDCalDCS object can be asked for the corresponding instance of the system
or TRD chamber. Also, since mostly global values are of interest, all FEE settings that are
common for all chambers are stored in data members of the AliTRDCalDCS instances and can
be accessed directly.
A.4 Monitoring
Two means for data monitoring have been implemented: An XML transformation via XSL (see
Section A.3.1) and a ROOT macro which analyzes the ﬁnal OCDB object.
The XSL ﬁle comes with the fxsproxy’s RPM package. Such style sheets are used to perform
transitions; either again to XML, i.e., as a digest of the data or to other formats such as plain
text, HTML or even PDF6. Here it is used to perform a transition to HTML which can be
displayed with any standard web browser. As depicted in Fig. A.5, where such a digest of
the data is shown, a summary of the most important informations is given on top—such as
the number of replies from the TRD FEE and whether or not the whole TRD has the same
conﬁguration. If the front end electronics of a TRD chamber exhibits di↵erent MCM states
it is necessary to ﬁnd out why this happened. In such a case the corresponding cell of the
table shown in Fig. A.5 will read “MIXED” and be a hyperlink. The XSL style sheet of the
fxsproxy’s software package shows the problematic channel of that chamber with a click on that
link, see Fig. A.6. In that example screenshot the MCM number 7 of the third readout board
is in a state (tracklet sending) di↵erent from that of the other MCMs (wait for pretrigger).
This data monitoring method is intended for fast quasi-online quality assurance and debugging.
Since local XML ﬁle copies are read this tool is mainly used locally at the ALICE control
room. Furthermore, because the storage of the local XML ﬁles is not guaranteed, this method
is predominantly intended for monitoring recent runs.
The second possibility for data monitoring is realized with a ROOT macro that has been
named AliTRDcheckConfig.C. In contrast to the XSL style sheet discussed above the ﬁnal
OCDB object is read out instead of the XML ﬁle. This tool can be used from wherever there
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Figure A.5: The local copies of the output XML ﬁles can be monitored and analyzed
with XSL-T. Shown is a screenshot of the output of a transition to HTML that can
be browsed through using any standard web browser. The table shows a digest of the
conﬁguration information for each TRD chamber’s FEE.
is a local AliRoot[233] installation with access to alien[181, 234]. It has been included in the
AliRoot framework and can be found at $ALICE ROOT/TRD/Macros.T h er u nn u m b e rm u s tb e
given as argument upon execution. After the corresponding OCDB root ﬁle is downloaded
from the grid via the alien interface it is being analyzed. All global parameters are printed out,
possible error codes listed and a summary of the counter readings and states is given. This
tool has mainly been developed for a quick access to the stored data. The OCDB ﬁles are not
deleted, in contrast to the above method the information of all runs taken with the TRD is
accessible.
A.5 Additional Programs of the Package
The fxsproxy package includes several additional executable programs. These are mainly
provided for debugging and testing by an expert and are shortly introduced in the following.X A DCS-O✏ine Communication Framework
Figure A.6: If the front end electronics of a TRD chamber exhibits di↵erent MCM
states it is necessary to ﬁnd out why this happened. The XSL style sheet of the
fxsproxy’s software package shows the problematic channel of that chamber with one
click. The table shows the states, translated to their names, of all MCMs on the given
chamber. In this case one MCM is in another state than all others what can happen
due to a bit ﬂip in a data marker or a problematic channel.
fxsproxy conﬁg reload The only purpose of this program is to send the fxsproxy the signal
to reload its conﬁguration ﬁle. By this means there is no need to restart the fxsproxy if settings
are to be changed. During such a restart the fxsproxy is switched o↵ for a short time during
which it is not able to receive triggers and what causes alarm messages in the DCS alarm panel.
This is to be avoided during data taking periods.
fxsproxy fee replied A good way to detect problems in the readout process is to monitor
the percentage of good replies from the the DCS boards. This can be done either via the PVSS
control software or by this small program, e.g., remotely. The option -f continually prints the
number after each readout cycle.
fxsproxy status The fxsproxy keeps track of its own state. Currently three di↵erent states
are deﬁned: ready, busy and error. Also this information can be monitored both by the PVSS
control system and a simple stand-alone text line program. The option -f continually prints the
status as it changes.A.6 Outlook XI
fxsproxy testclient Whenever the readout process must be tested or it is necessary to
gather the actual conﬁguration information without the overhead of starting a run just for this
purpose this small program o↵ers the possibility to trigger the fxsproxy. The program takes
two arguments. First, the run number where 1 should be used for all testing purposes, and
second, SOR or EOR to indicate whether the data is corresponding to the start or end of a run.
For testing purposes the latter argument must be given for technical reasons but is not further
used.
A.6 Outlook
The framework is in a very good shape, all main parts are implemented and running smoothly.
The only major part that is still missing is the incorporation of the pretrigger system. This is
currently being worked on and expected to be worked out in the near future.
Since the XSL-transformed XML output turned out to be a very useful tool for quick checks it
is planned to implement an automatic procedure that appends the HTML digest to the entry
in the electronic logbook for each run.
Apart from that of course all new output that might be added at some point needs to be
included in the XML handler and the corresponding container class.XIIAppendix B
Ntrk Correction Procedure
Figure B.1: The Nraw
trk distribution (of LHC10d, as an example) against the zvtx
position in the colored 2D histogram as well as the mean hNtrki at each zvtx position
as a black line[208].
Figure B.1 shows the Nraw
trk distribution (of LHC10d, as an example) against the zvtx position
in the colored 2D histogram as well as the mean hNtrki at each zvtx position as a black line.
The region of zvtx ⇡ 3.0 cm of the period LHC10b is used as a reference since there the
highest e ciency was found. The choice of the reference is arbitrary due to the subsequent
translation of the measured multiplicity into a physical charged-particle density. These mean
values hNtrki
LHC10b
zvtx=3 cm are then used, on an event-by-event basis, to correct the measured number
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Figure B.2: As Fig. B.1, after the correction procedure[208].
of tracklets:
Ntrk = Nraw
trk
hNtrki
LHC10b
zvtx=3 cm
hNtrki
. (B.1)
Figure B.2 shows the same information as Fig. B.1, just after the correction procedure. Since
by this, the population of bins is shifted by a ﬁxed number, strong ﬂuctuations would be
introduced. To overcome this, the correction factor hNtrki
LHC10b
zvtx=3 cm/hNtrki is distributed by
a poissonian with the mean at its ﬁxed value. By this, the data of all beam priods can be
summed together for the analysis.Appendix C
Relativistic Kinematics
Units in High-Energy Physics
The basic units in physics are the seven SI1 units summarized in Table C.1. Those are not
very appropriate in high-energy physics where times, lengths and masses are exremely small.
Table C.2 lists the units commonly used in high-energy physics. The unit of length is fm, the
femtometer or fermi. Areas are often given in units of barn b where one b is deﬁned as 100 fm2.
The unit of energy is the GeV, that of mass GeV/c2. The speed of light is either written next
to the unit or set to one using the convention ~ = c = 1.
Symbol Name Measure
m meter length
kg kilogram mass
s second time
A ampere electric current
K kelvin temperature
mol mole amount of substance
cd candela luminous intensity
Table C.1: The seven basic SI units in physics.
1Syst` eme International d’unit´ es, International System of Units
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High Energy Unit Value in SI Units Measure
1 fm 10 15 m length
1G e V /c2 1.783·1027 kg mass, E/c2
1f m / c 3.336·10 39 s 1 time
Table C.2: The basic units in high energy physics.
Energies of Particle Kollisions
The basic relativistic relation between the total energy E, the momentum vector ~p and the
mass m of a free particle is:
E2 = ~p 2c2 + m2c4. (C.1)
The four components px,p y,p z,E can be written as an energy-momentum 4-vector P.T h e
energy available in a collision of two particles A and B is calculated out of the 4-vectors
P =( E,~ p) of the particles using the Mandelstam variable s =( PA + PB)2:
ECM =
p
s =
q
(EA + EB)
2  | ~p A + ~p B|
2. (C.2)
In heavy-ion collisions rather than the total nucleus-nucleus collision energy the relevant measure
is the energy of each individual nucleon-nucleon collision
p
sNN because this is the amount of
energy available for physics processes. The index NN indicates that the value corresponds to
this quantity.
In a ﬁxed target experiment the beam of one accelerator is focussed on a target in rest. When
both collision systems A and B are of the same mass, i.e., the same isotopes, the collision energy
becomes psNN,ft =
q
2EAmA,B +2 m2
A,B.S i n c epA   mA,B it follows: psNN,ft =
p
2pAmA,B.
In a colliding-beam experiment, on the other hand, the center-of-mass energy of the colliding
nucleons is: psNN,co =2 E. Obviously, therefore, collider machines are used to access the
highest possible collision energies.
Kinematical Variables
Following from Eq. (C.1) the total energy of a free particle A is:
E =
q
|~p |2 + m2
A. (C.3)XVII
The kinematics of a particle is entirely descibed by its mass and 3-momentum. More practical
variables for the experiment are the transverse momentum pt and rapidity y, together with the
azimuthal angle  . The rapidity, deﬁned as:
y =
1
2
ln
✓
E + pz
E   pz
◆
, (C.4)
has the advantage of becoming only linearly shifted under lorentz transformations, the spectral
form of rapidity distributions does not change. To calculate the energy of a particle its mass—its
identity—must be known. This is not always the case and especially only with uncertainties.
Consequently, a similar variable is commonly used, the pseudo-rapidity:
⌘ =
1
2
ln
✓
|~p | + pz
|~p | pz
◆
=  ln

tan
✓
✓
2
◆ 
. (C.5)
This quantity is only depending on quantities directly measured in high energy physics experi-
ments. Both variables, rapidity and pseudo-rapidity, are almost the same; a disadvantage of
the latter is its slight deformation under lorentz transformations.
Parton Distribution Functions
The partonic structure of nucleons can be probed in deep inelastic lepton scattering (DIS)
experiments. Angular-dependent scattering cross sections lead to the determination of their
structure functions Fj(x). While j corresponds to neutral- or charged-current processes (see[36]
for details), x,i .e . ,Bjorken-x, is a very common Lorentz-invariant variable:
x =
Q2
2M⌫
. (C.6)
Therein Q2 is the squared 4-momentum transfer in the scattering, M the mass of the nucleon
and ⌫ = E E0 the lepton’s energy loss in the nucleon’s rest frame. In the parton model, x is the
fraction of the total momentum of the nucleon, carried by the scattered parton. For Q2   M2,
the structure functions are a convolution of the distribution functions fi(x,Q2) of the di↵erent
partons i =g ,uv,dv,¯u ,...(PDFs). Figure C.1 shows a NNLO parameterization [235] of the
PDFs of the valence quarks (uv, dv), gluons and the sea quarks. Note the logarithmic scale on
the horizontal axis.
From this picture it becomes clear why at very high (RHIC, LHC) proton-proton collision
energies mainly processes of two gluons play a role in Q ¯ Q production: the parton momentum
fraction xi, necessary to produce a heavy quark pair with a mass of a couple of GeV/c2 is at a
region where the gluons stongly dominate.XVIII Relativistic Kinematics
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Figure C.1: Distribution of x times the parton distribution functions f(x) of an
unpolarized proton using the NNLO MSTW2008 parameterization[235] at a scale of
Q2 = 10 GeV2 (here noted as µ2). Picture taken from[36].
Calculation of the Invariant Mass
The invariant mass of the mother particle of any two-body decay process:
A ! B + C (C.7)
can be calculated out of the kinematics of the daughter particles B and C. From Eq. (C.3) it
follows for the invariant mass:
m0,A =
q
(EB + EC)
2  |~p B + ~p C|
2. (C.8)
After separation of the momentum components in longitudinal and transverse parts and using
the deﬁnition of the rapidity, Eq. (C.4), one can make use of the symmetries of sinh and cosh
and put in the scalar product of the transverse momentum vectors of B and C. In case of the
J/  ! e+e  decay, one can neglect the electron mass which is small compared to the J/  one.
Then the equation resolves to:
m0,J/  =
q
2·pt,B ·pt,C (cosh( ⌘)   cos(  )), (C.9)
used in this analysis.Appendix D
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Figure D.1: The ratio of NV0AND/NCINT1B triggered events for all analyzed runs in
the beam period LHC10b.
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Figure D.2: The ratio of NV0AND/NCINT1B triggered events for all analyzed runs in
the beam period LHC10c.
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Figure D.3: The ratio of NV0AND/NCINT1B triggered events for all analyzed runs in
the beam period LHC10d.XXI
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Figure D.4: The ratio of NV0AND/NCINT1B triggered events for all analyzed runs in
the beam period LHC10e.
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Figure D.5: The distribution of the opening angle of the J/  decay electrons according
to the MC data set LHC10f7a. The mean value is 1.75 rad.XXII Additional Figures
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Figure D.6: As Fig. 4.15 for MC data set LHC10f7a b.
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Figure D.7: As Fig. 4.15 for MC data set LHC10f7a c.XXIII
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Figure D.8: As Fig. 4.15 for MC data set LHC10f7a e.
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Figure D.9: As Fig. 4.16 for MC data set LHC10f7a b.XXIV Additional Figures
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Figure D.10: As Fig. 4.16 for MC data set LHC10f7a c.
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Figure D.11: As Fig. 4.16 for MC data set LHC10f7a e.XXV
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Figure D.12: The n  vs. p distributions of the MB MC data sets, after the PID cuts,
tuned for MC as described in Section 4.4.3.XXVI Additional Figures
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Figure D.13: Comparison of n  distributions in data (LHC10d) and in MC
(LHC10f6a) for various slices in momentum. Continued in Fig. D.14.XXVII
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Figure D.14: Continuation of Fig. D.13 for higher momenta.XXVIII Additional Figures
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Figure D.15: The invariant mass spectra for the pt intervals 0 to 1 GeV/c,1t o
2 GeV/c and 2 to 3 GeV/c for the LS background subtraction procedure. For details,
see Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.4.XXIX
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Figure D.16: The invariant mass spectra for the pt intervals 3 to 4 GeV/c,4t o
6 GeV/c and 7 to 10 GeV/c for the LS background subtraction procedure. For details,
see Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.4.XXX Additional Figures
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Figure D.17: The invariant mass spectra for the pt intervals 0 to 1 GeV/c,1t o
2 GeV/c and 2 to 3 GeV/c for the combined LS and ﬁt background subtraction
procedure. For details, see Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.4.XXXI
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Figure D.18: The invariant mass spectra for the pt intervals 0 to 1 GeV/c,1t o
2 GeV/c and 2 to 3 GeV/c for the combined LS and ﬁt background subtraction
procedure. For details, see Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.4.XXXII Additional Figures
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Figure D.19: Comparison of the dE/dx spectra from data (LHC10d, left panel) and
MC (LHC10f6a, right panel).
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Figure D.20: As Fig. 5.4 for beam period LHC10b.XXXIII
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Figure D.21: As Fig. 5.4 for beam period LHC10c.
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Figure D.22: As Fig. 5.4 for beam period LHC10e.XXXIV Additional Figures
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Figure D.23: As Fig. 5.6, just with a Crystal Ball Fit to the invariant mass spectrum
after background subtraction.XXXV
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Figure D.24: As Fig. 5.7, just with a Crystal Ball Fit to the invariant mass spectrum
after background subtraction.XXXVIAppendix E
Statistics
Statistical Errors in Histogrammed Data
When an event, a track, a pair of tracks or any other item is investigated during the data
analysis, its properties are evaluated, e.g., the transverse momentum of a track or the invariant
mass of a electron-positron pair is reconstructed. The result is then ﬁlled in a histogram with
deﬁned binning. Each investigation of such an item, for a given bin in one of these histograms,
is equal to a Bernoulli process: the bin is either ﬁlled or not. Repeating a Bernoulli process
many times for an experiment with a rare success rate, the probability distribution of the
number of successes k is the Poisson distribution:
P(k)=
µke µ
k!
. (E.1)
It has only one single parameter, µ, which is also the ﬁrst moment1 of the Poisson distribution,
its mean. The second moment, the variance of the distribution, turns out to be  2 = µ;t h e
width is   =
p
µ.
So for each bin in a given histogram the data analysis, i.e., the series of Bernoulli processes,
yields as the result a number of successes, e.g., number of particles with a pt falling in that bin.
This value is taken as the mean µ in the bin and as the position where to plot the data point,
the standard deviation
p
µ is given as the statistical uncertainty of the measurement.
1Probability distributions can be characterized by their moments: the jth moment of the random variable
x about a ﬁxed point x0 is deﬁned as the expectation value E[X]=
R
XP(X)dx of (x   x0)
j [236]. The ﬁrst
moment about zero, E[x], is the mean of the distibution, the second moment about the mean, E[(x   x0)
2], is
the variance  
2.
XXXVIIXXXVIII Statistics
Goodness-of-Fit Tests
After performing a ﬁt procedure of a hypothesis function to the data it is necessary to quantify
the quality of the ﬁt. A common way to do this is to calculate the sum of the squared di↵erences
of the n measurements xi and the expectation values µi, divided by the squared variance  i:
 2 =
n X
i=1
(xi   µi)
2
 2
i
. (E.2)
For a histogrammed data ﬁt these independent measurements are the n bins of the histogram.
A common method used in ﬁt procedures to estimate the parameters is to search for the set
with minimal  2. As discussed above, the histogrammed data is a vector of Poisson distributed
numbers; hence, Eq. (E.2) becomes Pearson’s  2 statistic[36]:
 2 =
n X
i=1
(xi   µi)
2
µi
. (E.3)
If the hypothesis function is correct or at least a good description of the data, the  2 statistic
will follow the  2 probability density function[36]. The ﬁrst moment of the  2 PDF[237]
f(x)=
1
2
 x
2
  nd
2  1 e  x
2
 
 nd
2
  , (E.4)
i.e. its mean, equals its single parameter nd which is the number (positive integer) of degrees
of freedom. Thus,  2/nd, often refered to as reduced  2, should be equal to one for a good
description of the data. In case of histogrammed data, nd equals the number of independent
data points minus the number of parameters of the ﬁt function.
The Crystal Ball Function
The Crystal Ball function (named fter the Crystal Ball Collaboration) is a probability density
function composed of a Gaussian core and a power-law tail at its lower end. Its deﬁnition is:
f(m)=N ·
8
<
:
e  t2
2 , for t    | ↵|
⇣
n
|↵|
⌘n
e  ↵2
2
⇣
n
|↵|  | ↵| t
⌘ n
, for t< |↵|
(E.5)
With t =( m m0)/  and where m is the mass, N the norm and m0,  , n and ↵ the parameters
of the function. Out of these, m0 and   are the mean and the standard deviation of the
Gaussian, n is the exponent of the power law; ↵ controls the transition of the two parts of the
function. The Crystal Ball function is continous and has a continous ﬁrst derivative[117].Appendix F
List of Run Numbers
Below, the numbers of all analyzed runs are listed:
LHC10b:
117077, 116403, 116645, 115193, 116402, 115318, 116562, 117086, 117054, 115322, 115393,
116574, 116102, 115186, 114931, 116643, 117109, 115328, 116571, 117222, 117053, 116288,
117063, 117060, 117065, 115401, 117052, 117048, 117116, 115310, 117220, 117092, 117050,
117059, 117112, 117099
LHC10c:
120820, 120741, 120504, 119844, 119853, 120821, 119841, 120750, 120758, 119159, 119856,
119163, 120503, 120244, 120067, 120671, 120829, 119161, 120823, 120079, 119845, 119842,
120069, 120505, 120073, 120824, 119846, 120822, 120825, 119859, 120076, 120617, 119862,
120072, 119849, 120616
LHC10d:
125023, 124751, 125100, 125844, 126405, 125633, 125847, 122374, 122375, 126008, 126167,
125843, 125296, 125848, 125842, 126168, 125849, 125097, 125632, 126352, 126004, 125085,
125630, 125134, 126081, 125855, 126283, 126403, 126082, 126090, 126073, 126351, 126088,
126285, 126359, 125851, 126408, 126404, 126097, 126284, 126422, 125850, 126406, 126409,
126407, 126432, 126160, 126007, 126424, 126425, 126078, 126158
LHC10e:
127940, 127941, 128835, 128191, 128611, 128495, 128366, 128185, 128823, 130149, 128615,
129512, 128192, 128853, 127936, 129527, 128913, 128582, 129520, 130172, 129587, 129586,
129650, 130342, 129723, 127712, 130354, 128189, 129641, 129652, 129639, 128843, 128483,
XXXIXXL List of Run Numbers
128678, 129599, 129528, 128186, 130343, 129959, 128486, 129653, 129523, 128605, 128677,
128855, 127937, 129725, 127933, 128503, 130356, 129726, 129729, 129736, 130158, 130157,
129513, 129540, 129659, 129742, 129735, 130480, 128494, 129738, 129960, 130178, 129647,
129666, 127935, 129514, 129654, 129744, 127942, 128504, 128260, 128820, 128777, 128778,
128609, 127822, 128836, 129961, 128824, 130517, 130704, 130793, 130696, 130519, 130840,
130795, 130798, 130799, 130834, 128452Bibliography
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